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Abstract 

Modern radiotherapy aims to treat the decease while minimizing the radiation dose to 
the adjacent normal tissue, to minimize acute and late effects of the treatment. The 
foremost technological approaches have been intensity modulated radiotherapy 
(IMRT) and intensity modulated proton therapy (IMPT) in combination with image 
guided radiotherapy (IGRT). IMRT and IMPT is characterized by a more conform 
dose distribution, often accompanied by steep dose gradients. In turn, accurate patient 
localization and motion management becomes more important. Several image guidance 
systems are available for radiotherapy (RT), with 3-dimensional (3D) volumetric 
images with cone beam computed tomography (CBCT) as a gold standard. In recent 
years, surface imaging (SI) using an optical surface scanning system has been included 
in the IGRT toolbox. The SI system CatalystTM (C-rad Positioning AB, Uppsala 
Sweden) visualize 3D surface images of the patient topography, and direct correlate the 
patient localization to the initial planned position. SI offers the largest field-of-view in 
RT, does not contribute to radiation exposure, provides real-time feedback and sub-
millimeter spatial resolution. These characteristics are suitable for both patient 
positioning and motion management during RT. 

Integration with the linac provides beam control and automatic couch shifts, which 
imposes rigorous attention to quality assurance (QA) of the SI systems. In order to 
integrate the beam control, beam latency times (beam-on and beam-off) should be 
characterized, which required the development PIN diode circuit as a QA tool. Of extra 
importance was the measurements of the beam-off latency time, since it represents the 
time the linac continues to irradiate after the beam hold signal was sent from the SI 
system. The automatic couch shift is calculated by a deformable image registration 
(DIR) algorithm, unique for the CatalystTM surface scanning system. Positioning 
accuracy is dependent on the image registration, and hence, a deformable thorax 
phantom was developed to investigate accuracy of the DIR with anatomical realistic 
deformations present as a QA tool. 

Compared to traditional 3-point localization for patient positioning, this thesis has 
shown that SI improve the positioning for both breast and prostate cancer patients. 
Also, the SI workflow has shown to be time efficient for positioning of prostate cancer 
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patients. A respiratory motion management technique is deep inspiration breath hold 
(DIBH), where the patient is instructed to hold his/her breath during the treatment 
delivery. The aim using DIBH, is to create an anatomical distance between the 
treatment volume and surrounding organs-at-risk (OARs). Comparative treatment 
planning studies, within the work of this thesis, showed that DIBH can be an effective 
method for both left sided breast cancer and Hodgkin’s lymphoma (HL) in order to 
spare dose to the heart. For HL, the combination of IMPT and DIBH was found to 
spare dose to OARs, however, due to the spread in target localization individual 
deviations from this treatment technique were observed. The real-time feedback from 
the surface image system was used to investigate the reproducibility of the DIBH to 
ensure correct dose distribution during the treatment delivery. High reproducibility of 
the isocenter position during DIBH was observed, however, for a few breath holds 
larger deviations occurred which urges the need to use beam control tolerance for the 
isocenter.  

The overall conclusion is that optical imaging systems, developed within the work of 
this thesis, can be used as an imaging tool for accurate and faster patient setup, 
intrafractional motion monitoring and reduced dose to OARs during treatment in 
DIBH.    
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Populärvetenskaplig sammanfattning 

Strålbehandling är en vanlig förekommande behandlingsmetod för att stråla bort 
cancertumör, bromsa sjukdomen eller lindra symptom. Idag uppskattas det att ungefär 
hälften av alla som föds i Sveriges någon gång under sin livstid kommer att drabbas av 
cancer, och att ungefär hälften av dessa cancerfall kommer att erhålla strålbehandling. 
Inför sin strålbehandling scannas patienten i en datortomograf för att erhålla 3-
dimensionella (3D) röntgenbilder över den del av kroppen där strålning ordinerats. 
Onkologer använder sig ofta av bilder från flera olika typer av bildgivande 
undersökningar, så som magnetkameraresonansbilder för ökad mjukvävnads-
upplösning eller positronemissionstomografi (PET) för att avläsa var tumören är eller 
var aktiv. Bilderna matchas med varandra, så att onkologen kan rita ut exakt var 
tumören eller operationsbädden är lokaliserad. Sedan optimerar en dosplanerare 
behandlingen i ett dosplaneringsprogram, så att stråldosen hamnar i det utritade 
området samtidigt som omkringliggande frisk vävnad skonas i så lång utsträckning som 
möjligt. Optimering görs genom att dosplaneraren först väljer energi för strålningen, 
dvs. dess genomträningsförmåga genom kroppen. Sedan anpassas flertalet strålfält i 
storlek och riktning till det utritade området med målet att erhålla en hög och jämn 
stråldos där. Det är vanligt att strålbehandlingen består i flertalet fasta strålfält från olika 
ingångsriktningar, men på senare år har mer dynamiska behandlingar dominerat 
strålbehandlingen. De dynamiska strålbehandlingarna erbjuder fler frihetsgrader 
gällande strålleveransen, där intensiteten i strålen kan moduleras i varje vinkel kring 
patienten samtidigt som strålfältet hela tiden formas om för att ytterligare skydda 
intilliggande riskorgan. På detta sätt genereras en unik strålplan för varje patient som 
presenteras för onkologer och sjukhusfysiker för bedömning. Godkänns strålplanen går 
den vidare för ytterligare granskning av sjukhusfysiker och sjuksköterskor, och i vissa 
fall utförs även kontrollmätningar inför behandlingsstart. De behandlingsmaskiner som 
vanligtvis används för strålbehandling är linjäracceleratorer, som genererar 
högenergetisk fotonstrålning. Även högenergetiska protoner används vid 
strålbehandling i Sverige idag, även om denna typ av behandling är ovanligare än 
behandling med fotonstrålning. Behandling med protoner ges på Skandionkliniken i 
Uppsala. Den stora skillnaden mellan de två strålslagen för strålbehandling är att 
protonerna deponerar sin energi mer specifikt och därmed kan frisk vävnad ytterligare 
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skonas från strålningsbidrag. Detta fenomen är av extra vikt för unga patienter som 
annars kan riskera sekundära långtidseffekter av strålningen.  

Strålbehandling ges vanligtvis dagligen under ca en månads tid och därför krävs det att 
patienten positioneras identiskt i förhållande till strålfälten från dag till dag under sin 
behandling. För att säkra en korrekt positionering av patienten används olika 
indexerade tillbehör som spänns fast i behandlingsbritsen. Det kan exempelvis vara 
nackkuddar i kombination med en avgjuten plastmask som spänns fast över patientens 
ansikte och axlar. När patienten positionerats i behandlingsrummet styr personalen 
behandlingen från ett strålskyddat manöverrum. För att verifiera patientens position 
används oftast 3D röntgenbilder som matchas mot en referensbild från strålplanen. 
Ofta resulterar denna matchning i en mindre justering av behandlingsbritsens position 
som sker automatiskt från manöverrummet och sedan kan behandlingen levereras. Det 
är viktigt att patienten ligger stilla under leveransen av strålbehandlingen som tar ett 
par minuter. För att kunna övervaka att patienterna ligger still under sin 
strålbehandling kan ett optiskt ytskanningssystem användas, vilka har utvecklats för 
bred klinisk användning de senaste 10 åren. Dessa optiska system skannar av patientens 
hudyta i realtid med hjälp av ett synligt ljus utan att extra strålbidrag tillförs patienten. 
I systemet skapas 3D modeller av patienten vilket möjliggör att man kan använda dem 
för positionering och sedan följa varje rörelse patienten gör under behandlingen. Den 
här avhandlingen har visat på att optisk ytskanning kan positionera patienter 
noggrannare än konventionella metoder och därmed användas kliniskt för att 
positionera bröst- och prostatacancerpatienter. För hyperfraktionerad prostata-
behandling, där patienten erhåller en hög stråldos under få behandlingstillfällen, har 
våra studier visat att positionering med ytskanning även förkortar tiden för 
positioneringen vilket kan ses som fördelaktigt då det kan medföra en ökad 
noggrannhet i precision. Andningen är en rörelse som är oundviklig under 
strålbehandling. I vissa fall önskar man att styra patientens andning för att skapa större 
avstånd mellan behandlingsområdet och den friska vävnaden. Så är fallet för 
vänstersidig bröstcancer och för patienter med Hodgkins lymfom där man genom att 
styra patienten till en djup inandning kan separera behandlingsområdet från hjärtat och 
lungvävnad. Det ökade avståndet medför att strålarna kan fokuseras till 
behandlingsområdet samtidigt som den friska vävnaden skonas från strålningen, vilket 
kan bidra till minskade strålningsrelaterade skador. För att ytterligare fokusera 
strålningen till behandlingsområdet har vi i denna avhandling visat att det är effektivt 
att kombinera behandling i djup inandning med protonstrålning för patienter med 
Hodgkins lymfom. Tack vare studierna publicerade i denna avhandling har optisk 
ytskanning introducerats kliniskt på Skånes Universitetssjukhus för att dagligen komma 
våra cancerpatienter till nytta. 
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1. Introduction 

Cancer is commonly treated with a combination of surgery, chemotherapy, 
immunotherapy and radiotherapy (RT). Approximately, half of all diagnosed cancer 
cases are treated with RT. According to the Swedish cancer statistics, prostate cancer 
(16,3% of all cancers, 10 474 cases) and breast cancer (14% of all cancers, 8986 cases) 
are the two most common cancer diseases [1]. For breast cancer, an adjuvant 
radiotherapy post-surgery, or chemotherapy in combination with surgery, have shown 
to reduce the risk of locoregional recurrence as well as breast cancer death [2, 3]. The 
relative five year survival after the diagnosis is 90%, which shows that there is a large 
group of women that are long-term survivors [1]. Similar survival rates are reported for 
patients with Hodgkin's lymphoma (HL), although much fewer patients (183 new 
cases reported in Sweden, 2016) compared to breast cancer patients that gets diagnosed 
with this disease each year [1, 4, 5]. The diagnosis of HL is mainly divided into two 
age groups, 25-30 years and after 50 years [1] and for breast cancer the median age for 
diagnosis is 60 years. For both breast cancer and HL, radiation-sensitive healthy organs 
are adjacent to the tumour site, primarily the heart and lungs. These healthy organs are 
inevitably irradiated during RT. Several studies have shown an increased risk of 
cardiovascular and pulmonary disease for breast cancers [6-12] and for HL [13-15], 
thus, it is important to reduce the absorbed dose to healthy tissue to minimize the risk 
of late effects induced by the RT. Efforts have been made for increased conformity of 
the beam delivery, such as development of intensity modulated radiotherapy (IMRT), 
volumetric modulated arc therapy (VMAT) and intensity modulated proton therapy 
(IMPT). These advanced treatment deliveries are often associated with steep dose 
gradients adjacent to the healthy tissue, and therefor show a higher sensibility to patient 
position uncertainties and patient motion [16].  

For patients with intermediate-to-high-risk prostate cancer, an ultra-hypofractionation 
protocol has recently become practice in RT [17]. The RT treatment is delivered in 
fewer treatment sessions and with a higher dose per treatment [17], for which accurate 
and fast patient positioning is warranted. Also, the beam delivery should preferably be 
as short as possible due to the increased risk of prostate motion [18-20], which has led 
to the use of flattening-filter-free (FFF) treatments in order to shorten the treatment 
times [21]. In order to improve the patient positioning and/or track the patient motion 
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during the treatment delivery imaging techniques inside the treatment room were 
developed, either on-board to the linac or imaging systems separate to the linac. The 
gold standard for image guided radiotherapy (IGRT) is cone beam computed 
tomography (CBCT), which generates a three-dimensional (3D) volumetric image of 
the patient. Other imaging modalities commonly used for IGRT are planar kilovolt 
(kV) x-ray imaging, planar megavolt (MV) imaging, in-room computed tomography 
(CT), and ultra-sound [22]. IGRT is used to verify the treatment position close in time 
prior to the treatment delivery [23], and for real-time imaging, fluoroscopy imaging is 
available with the drawback of increased imaging dose to the patient. Daily verification 
imaging contributes to increased dose to the patient [24], and therefore several different 
imaging strategies have been developed to minimize the amount of verification images 
during the course of the treatment [25]. The current standard of care uses a 3-point 
localization method for initial patient positioning, where three skin tattoos are matched 
with in-room lasers. Verification imaging is used to correct for setup deviations in both 
translational and rotational directions. However, some setup deviations such as the arm 
position for breast cancer patients requires manual adjustments of the patient posture. 
Correction of patient posture using verification imaging can be difficult and require 
multiple imaging which is both time consuming and contribute to increased imaging 
dose to the patient [24]. In recent years optical surface scanning systems (OSSs) have 
been included in the IGRT toolbox [26]. Using the principle of optical triangulation, 
a known structured light pattern is projected onto the patient and the camera-detected 
images are used to reconstruct a 3D surface image of the patient (figure 1).  

 
Figure 1. Surface image of a patient’s thorax in real time during RT treatment.  

The SI is registered to a reference image for calculation of the patient's position. The 
main advantages of surface guided radiotherapy (SGRT) are that the patient position 
can be assessed in real time, without the use of ionizing radiation to image the patient. 
Consequently, daily imaging can be used for both patient positioning and motion 
monitoring during the treatment. SI provides the largest field of view (FOV) available 
in RT, and contributes with information about the patient posture and topographical 
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information [27], as well as rotations [28]. This highlights the use of SGRT in a 
proactive manner to improve the patient position prior to verification imaging. 
Improved patient setup accuracy has been observed for both whole [28-32] and partial 
breast cancer treatments [33, 34]. For breast cancer patients, the SI guidance can 
improve the breast’s surface registration to the reference position (e.g. by carrying out 
corrections of the patient’s arm position) which is not visible in portal film or by the 3-
point localization method [28, 29, 35]. Since the patient setup is a multi-step 
procedure, the use of SGRT have led to various improvement in the clinical workflow, 
such as transition to 3D verification images for reduced intra-observer subjectivity [28] 
and improving the immobilization [36]. The SGRT workflow efficiency have also been 
improved with regards to the overall treatment time for linac [37, 38], closed boar linacs 
[39] and proton therapy (PT) [36]. There are limitations in the registration accuracy 
for OSSs, foremost when the target-to-surface displacement increases which is 
commonly present for deep-seated tumours and targets that are heavily affected by 
internal motion. This has also been demonstrated in several studies, with the result of 
a reduced setup accuracy for targets in the pelvic and abdominal regions [30, 35, 40, 
41]. However, SI achieved at least the same result as the 3-point localization method 
and was therefore still considered a valuable tool since SI provides with complimentary 
information about the patient topography [27, 30, 40]. The registration accuracy could 
potentially decrease due to target deformations, causing the live surface to be 
significantly deformed compared to the reference surface. The traditional registration 
algorithm has been a rigid registration (RR) [42], however, lately a deformable image 
registration (DIR) [43, 44] was developed in an attempt to reduce the registration error 
for deformed SIs [45]. The clinical effect of using DIR compared to RR have yet to be 
further investigated, however, small differences in patient setup was observed by 
Laaksomaa et al., using two OSSs with a RR and a DIR algorithm implemented, 
respectively [32]. Real-time SI has also been utilized for motion tracking and respiratory 
gating. The OSSs motion management capabilities covers both the intra-fraction 
patient motion and the respiratory motion of the patient, for both linac and computer 
tomography (CT) beam control. The real-time imaging can be used for SI during 
treatments in deep inspiration breath hold (DIBH). Treatment in DIBH, has shown 
to decrease dose for the heart and lung while keeping the target coverage for breast 
cancer patients [46-48]. The position of the breast is imaged by the OSS system for 
every DIBH. Compared to conventional IGRT, where images commonly are captured 
during a single DIBH for each treatment session the OS system provides increased 
information about the intrafractional patient motion. During a DIBH treatment, rapid 
respiratory motion into and out of the treatment position occurs. To avoid irradiation 
outside the planned treatment position, it is important to verify that the system has a 
fast response to the linac. In combination with 3D volumetric imaging, both at CT 
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and at the linac, SI can be used as a surrogate for internal anatomical patient motion. 
This combined imaging strategy is commonly used for patients receiving treatment for 
mediastinal HL, where efforts recently have been made to reduce dose to organs at risk 
by combining treatment in DIBH with IMPT [49, 50]. 

SI has in recent years reconfigured the clinical practice, hence, aids the therapists in the 
daily workflow to increase the accuracy and efficiency for patient setup. Improvements 
in patient positioning and real-time monitoring capabilities in combination with 
increased conformity of the beam delivery result in decreased dose to OARs, which 
have the potential to reduce long term effects of the RT treatment.  
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2. Aims  

The overall aim was to develop optical surface scanning for clinical application in 
radiotherapy with regards to motion management; investigate potential improvements 
in patient setup, intrafractional motion monitoring and dosimetric impact of DIBH. 

The specific aims for each study were: 

Study I 

The aim of this work was to design an electrical PIN diode circuit (EPDC) which is 
able to measure beam-on and beam-off latencies of gated radiation beams and which 
can be used with different combinations of accelerators and gating systems. This would 
provide a usable quality assurance (QA) tool for radiotherapy clinics for latency time 
measurements.  

Study II 

The aim of this study was to investigate potential dose reductions to organs at risk 
(OARs) using DIBH and optical surface scanning for left sided breast cancer, and 
further evaluate how any dosimetric benefits are affected of possible intrafractional 
isocenter motion in between breath holds. 

Study III 

The aim of this study was to investigate the impact on the normal tissue dose and target 
coverage, using various combinations of intensity modulated proton therapy (IMPT), 
volumetric modulated arc therapy (VMAT) and three-dimensional conformal 
radiotherapy (3D-CRT) planned in both deep inspiration breath hold (DIBH) and free 
breathing (FB) for patients receiving radiotherapy (RT) for Hodgkin’s lymphoma 
(HL).  

Study IV 

The aim of this study was to retrospectively compare laser based setup (LBS) with 
surface based setup (SBS) using the optical surface scanning (OSS) system CatalystTM 
for both tangential and locoregional breast cancer patients using single and three camera 
systems. 
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Study V 

The purpose of this study was to investigate the accuracy of deformable image 
registration (DIR) compared to rigid image registration (RR) using a deformable 
phantom and CBCT as a reference. The DIR positioning accuracy compared to RR, 
was investigated for different target positions and anatomical deformations, and also, 
type of reference surface used. 

Study VI 

The aim of this study was to investigate if SGRT could improve the setup workflow by 
reducing the setup time while maintaining the positioning accuracy for prostate 
patients receiving ultra-hypofractionation flattening-filter-free (FFF)-VMAT 
treatment.  
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3. Background 

3.1 Optical Surface Scanning Technologies 
All optical surface scanning systems uses a combination of a projector and one or several 
3D camera units. There are four main technologies used for OSS systems in 
radiotherapy today; laser scanners, time-of-flight systems, stereovision systems and 
structured light systems. All systems use an absolute coordinate system that is calibrated 
to treatment isocenter. 

3.1.1 Laser scanning system 
Laser scanning systems consists of one unit with a laser emitter, an optical scanner and 
a camera, and was first presented by Brahme et al. [51] for the use in radiotherapy. The 
system uses a narrow line laser that is redirected with an optical scanner consisting of a 
galvanometer and a mirror (figure 2). The fan shaped line laser is swept over the surface 
to be scanned. A metal-oxide semiconductor camera is capturing the laser light 
projected onto the object [51]. The 3D contour can be reconstructed by a back 
projection of the camera recorded laser signal, using the principle of optical 
triangulation [52]. The advantage of this technology is that the system has a high 
accuracy, however, the disadvantage is that it is slow (several seconds) when scanning a 
full patient surface.  

 
Figure 2. Schematic picture of a laser scanning system with the fan shaped line laser sweeping over the patient surface 
and the camera detecting the laser signal [51]. 
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3.1.2 Time-of-flight system 
Time-of-flight systems use a pulsed light source of intensity modulated near-infrared 
light that is recorded by a camera. By detecting the time it takes for the emitted light 
pulse to be reflected back to the detector, the distance to the object being scanned can 
be determined at each pixel [52, 53]. The advantages of these systems are that a large 
volume can be scanned with high speed [52]. The main disadvantage is that that 
accuracy has not yet reached sub millimetre [53, 54]. 

3.1.3 Stereo vision system 
Stereo vision systems consist of two cameras and one projector unit. The system uses 
the principle of optical triangulation to determine the 3D surface by projecting a 
speckled pattern onto the object being scanned [52]. The speckled pattern contributes 
to visual uniqueness to each point of the surface being scanned and the 3D position of 
a set of points can be recorded by the camera. The system shows high accuracy [55], 
but moderate speed. 

3.1.4 Structure light system 
Structure light systems uses a sequence of known patterns projected onto the object 
being scanned [56]. The pattern gets disrupted by the 3D characteristics of the surface 
being scanned and the disrupted pattern is recorded by the camera. The reconstruction 
of the 3D surface is determined by comparison of the projected and captured patterns 
to identify the coordinated of each pixel in the image. The advantage is that the system 
has a high accuracy, however, moderate speed.  

3.1.5 Registration techniques 
For registration of the patient position, the various OSS systems uses different 
calculation models. A rigid registration is commonly used, and is based on a closest 
point iteration between the live and the reference surface. The registration technique 
uses region-of-interest (ROI) to restrict the registration to an anatomical location. A 
potential disadvantage is that the ROI is subjectively chosen by the user [29]. A 
deformable registration uses the whole surface scanned, with weighting of the surface 
closer to the isocenter [43, 57, 58]. In addition, a depth calculation is carried out to 
compute the isocenter shift [44]. The registration becomes objective, however, a 
disadvantage is that the registration is more sensitive to the image quality of the surface 
above the isocenter.  
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The optical surface scanning systems SentinelTM and CatalystTM (C-rad Positioning AB, 
Uppsala, Sweden), which are laser scanning systems and structured light systems, 
respectively, were used in the studies presented in this thesis. The SentinelTM OSS 
system uses a rigid registration, and the CatalystTM uses a deformable registration. 

3.2 Image registration algorithms 
The live surface required by the OSS system is registered to the reference surface in the 
software to obtain the required couch shifts for correct patient positioning. The 
alignment of the 3D image pair is an optimization problem, which is commonly solved 
using rigid image registration (RR) or DIR. The basic input data in the registration are 
the image pair pre-processed into the shape of a surface mesh with corresponding graph 
nodes. For RR, the graph nodes corresponding to the live surface are matched to the 
graph nodes in the reference surface with a closest neighbour approach. The registration 
summarizes the result from all the graph nodes and provide a global calculation result 
in 6 degrees-of-freedom (DoF). The method does not take into account local 
deformations in the live surface, and in a worst case scenario, deformations not related 
to the target position can heavily affect the calculated shifts. In order to minimize the 
effect of local deformations, a ROI approach has been developed where the users define 
areas of interest in the reference surface. The graph nodes included in the ROI are 
employed with a higher significance than graph nodes outside the ROI, commonly 
applied to bony anatomy as a surrogate to the target volume. 

The CatalystTM is the only OSS system that has a DIR implemented to account for 
anatomical deformations in the live surface. DIR starts similar to RR, as the basic input 
data in the registration are the two surfaces pre-processed into the shape of a surface 
mesh of triangles. The 3D image pair is assigned with a deformation node graph, and 
corresponding nodes on each node graph are matched using a closest neighbours’ 
iteration. Further, DIR applies a non-linear algorithm in an iterative optimization 
process to minimize the sum for each deformation node energy. The rigidity is initially 
set high and thereafter reduced for each iterative step in order to account for local 
deformations in the 3D surfaces, and in tandem keep a global maximum rigidity. Local 
deformations found in this step of the calculation is identified and back projected onto 
the patient skin in the form of a colour map. In the last step, the isocenter position in 
calculated using a volumetric mesh consisting of uniformly distributed cubes associated 
to each graph node of the reference surface mesh and to the deformable node graph 
mesh preciously calculated. As a result, the isocenter position in 6 DoF with regards to 
the setup deviation and deformation is calculated.   
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3.3 Surface guided patient positioning 
In a surfaces guided radiotherapy (SGRT) workflow the reference surface for the patient 
setup can be generated in two different ways; the body surface produced/generated from 
the automatic contouring in the treatment planning system (TPS) (i.e., DICOM), or 
a SI from a SentinelTM or CatalystTM system at CT. The reference surface used depends 
on the specific clinical workflow for the patient. Information from the treatment plan 
is imported to the CatalystTM work station and a template is assigned to the patient. 
Templates can be target specific (i.e. thorax, pelvis, head & neck etc.) or patient specific 
with individual settings. The template contains a tolerance table for the treatment 
isocenter, surface matching and the surface colour map. In the template the scanning 
volume, calculation resolution, and smoothing of the breathing motion is set. Once the 
OSS system has calculated the patient position, an “Auto-Go-To” function can be used 
to automatically shift the couch into the correct position. The CatalystTM is connected 
to the linac for beam control, and hence, if the system detects larger deviations than the 
once defined in the template the beam is halted.  

3.3.1 Tolerances 
Tolerances for patient positioning is set in the template. The tolerance should be small, 
ideally zero, however, the patients are moving during and after the positioning 
procedure and therefor a small setup tolerance (commonly <2mm) is assigned. The 
setup tolerances have to be fulfilled, otherwise the operator is not allowed to proceed 
to treatment delivery.  

3.3.2 Scanning volume 
The scanning volume used for patient positioning and monitoring is determined in the 
template. For accurate calculation of the isocenter position, the surface included in the 
scanning volume needs to include anatomical topography, reflect light, and preferably 
contain the isocenter. The size of the scanning volume determines how much of the 
scanning volume that will be included for the isocenter calculation. For faster 
calculations, a smaller surface is of advantage, however, important anatomical features 
might be excluded and therefore a larger surface is often used although the calculation 
time is increased.  
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3.3.3 Breathing motion mean value 
Primarily in the thorax and abdomen, the patient breathing motion is large and can 
affect the calculated isocenter position. A mean value filter is applied to the live surface 
to minimize the effect of the breathing motion. Typically, 4-8 seconds is used clinically. 

3.3.4 Colour map 
Patient posture corrections are carried out manually with the guidance of a projected 
colour map onto the patient’s surface. In the first steps of the CatalystTM DIR, a closest 
neighbour iteration in combination with a non-linear algorithm between the SI pair 
defines local deformations. Local deformations can be visualized onto the patient’s skin, 
if the distance between the live and reference images exceeds a pre-set value defined by 
the user in the template. The system projects the colour map onto the patient’s skin for 
live updates of the patient posture. Corrections are carried out manually by the 
therapist.  

3.3.5 Single and three camera installations 
The CatalystTM was first produced as a single camera system with a master camera 
installed in the ceiling by the end of the treatment couch. However, due to camera 
shadowing important surface above the isocenter could in some clinical cases be lost 
with a single camera system. The CatalystTM HD system is a three camera solution, 
with the master camera in the same position as the single camera system, combined 
with two side cameras installed in a 120-degree angle from each other. This 
configuration enables a full 360-degree view of the object being scanned, hence, 
increased information about the patient posture.  

3.4 Surface guided patient motion monitoring 
During treatment delivery the OSS system monitors the patient motion. The motion 
of the patient surface and the calculated isocenter shift are recorded and tolerances for 
the detected motion are set in the target specific, or patient specific, template prior to 
treatment.  

A daily reference surface is captured prior to treatment delivery. The reference image is 
acquired over several seconds and a floating mean value of the patient position is applied 
to minimize effects of the breathing motion. The daily reference surface is matched 
with the live surface and tolerances for deviations in the patient posture and shifts in 
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the calculated isocenter controls if the treatment beam should be turned on/off. Shifts 
in the isocenter caused by patient motion is calculated by the OSS system. The 
tolerance for the isocenter shift should relate to the accepted intrafractional motion 
defined by the margins in the treatment plan. The surface tolerance is commonly set to 
include the FB respiratory motion to avoid frequent beam interruptions One of the 
limiting factors for patient monitoring, is that the same size of the scanning volume is 
used for both patient positioning and motion monitoring. Another limiting factor is 
that the same surface tolerance is applied to the whole surface within the scanning 
volume, hence, the user cannot define areas that would be more important than others. 

3.5 Surface guided deep inspiration breath hold  

3.5.1 Deep inspiration breath hold 
During a DIBH, the patient is coached to breathe in deep and hold the breath for an 
extended time, typically 15-20 sec. In the CatalystTM system’s software, a ROI is defined 
by the user to track the breathing motion. The ROI is tracking the surface motion in 
the vertical (vrt) direction at the defined coordinate in space. During a DIBH the 
patient’s anatomy is moving both in vrt and longitudinal (lng) direction. It is thus 
advantageous to define the ROI on an anatomical flat surface to avoid detection of a 
shift in vrt direction that is due to the patient motion in lng direction during a DIBH, 
and hence, not the breathing motion. The surface above the xiphoid process is 
commonly used to track the breathing motion during DIBH. Initially the baseline is 
tracked, which is defined as the respiratory expiration during FB (figure 3a and b). The 
baseline is acquired in the beginning of each DIBH treatment session over several FB 
cycles. During the DIBH, the patient breathes in until reaching the gating window 
(figure 3a, b and c). The distance between the baseline and the gating window is 
referred to as the DIBH amplitude. The size of the gating window defined how much 
residual motion that is allowed during beam-on, typically set to 3 mm (figure 3b and 
c). 

Visual guidance 
Visual guidance for DIBH using the CatalystTM and SentinelTM systems was first 
investigated by Berg et al. 2015 (figure 3a) [59] . Audio coached DIBH was compared 
with audio-video coached DIBH. 
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a b c 

Figure 3. a) Visual guidance for deep inspiration breath hold (DIBH) using video googles. b) This image illustrated what 
the patient see in the googles. The orange bar moves in real time with the recorded breathing motion of the patient. The 
blue line is the baseline, defined as the expiration phase of the free breathing (FB) motion. c) The green box visualizes 
the gating window, set in the optical surface scanning systems software. The distance between the baseline and the 
gating window is the amplitude of the DIBH. 

The reproducibility of the breath holds, i.e. how well the patient can reach the same 
inspiration level for repeated DIBHs, was significantly improved when introducing the 
visual guidance. Also the DIBH stability, i.e. for how long the signal was kept in the 
gating window, was significantly improved compared to audio guided DIBH. Visual 
guidance also showed that higher DIBH amplitudes could be reached, however, if the 
amplitude was set too high there was an increased risk for arcing the spine to reach the 
DIBH amplitude rather than breathing deeper, so called fake breathing. Overall, the 
visual guidance provided with the surface scanners have improved the reproducibility 
and stability of the DIBH, which can lead to fewer beam interruptions during 
treatment delivery. Commonly, the patient is able to hold her/his breath for a full field 
delivery (10-20 s), depending on the amount of monitor units (MU) and dose rate 
[59]. 

3.5.2 CT acquisition 
SentinelTM uses laser divided into three lines that sweep over the patient to create the 
3D SI. The SentinelTM system is a precursor to the more advanced CatalystTM systems. 
The laser scanning process takes several seconds and therefore the system cannot be 
used to monitor an entire patient's surface in real time. On the other hand, this simpler 
optical surface technique is excellent at the CT, when only a reference SI of the patient 
is acquired. A reference surface in FB is captured by the SentinelTM prior to the DIBH 
practice and CT scan. This reference surface will later be used for patient positioning 
with the CatalystTM at the linac. The primarily reason to use a SI as reference image is 
to apply the As Low As Reasonably Achievable (ALARA) philosophy for minimizing 
imaging dose [24], thus using the SI reference surface spares a CT scan in FB. Since 
SentinelTM is limited to the three laser beams for high speed surface detection, only a 
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smaller area can be monitored in real time. For monitoring the respiratory movement, 
an anatomical area of the patient is defined in SentinelTM's software and the three laser 
beams are directed to the defined position. During the CT image acquisition, the couch 
is moved through the CT, and thus the laser projected by the SentinelTM must follow 
the couch's movement. This is done by connecting SentinelTM with another laser system 
installed behind the CT. The position of the couch is sent to the SentinelTM, which 
thereby continuously redirects the laser to follow the couch position throughout the 
scan.  

3.5.3 Treatment 
During DIBH treatment, the OSS system monitors the surface, the isocenter position 
and the breathing motion (figure 4). The OSS system has beam control via an interface 
with the linac, so that the beam is automatically gated. Beam control is triggered by the 
tolerances for the surface and/or calculated isocenter motion during treatment delivery 
set in the template. Also, the breathing motion is triggering the beam while entering or 
exiting the gating window.  

 
Figure 4. Patient surface imaging (SI) during a deep inspiration breath hold (DIBH) breast cancer radiotherapy 
treatment. The red marker on the xiphiod process shows the region-of-interest (ROI) that is tracking the patient’s 
breathing motion. In the window “Calculated isocenter shift” the green bars show calculated isocenter position during 
the treatment, and also, the live values are presented in the right side of the window. In the window “Respiration”, the 
purple line shows the baseline, the green dotted lines show the gating window and the red curve shows the tracked 
breathing motion in the ROI. 
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3.6 Linac integration with beam control 
The OSS system is interfacing with the linac control to interrupt the beam delivery if 
the patient motion exceeds the tolerance for the treatment position. For treatments that 
are delivered in DIBH, the beam is interrupted several times during a single treatment 
delivery. This requires that the linac must be able to switch between beam-on and 
beam-off quickly, so that radiation dose is not delivered outside the planned position. 
According to the American Association of Physics in Medicine (AAPM) Task Group 
Report 142, the latency of beam-on/-off should be within a 100 milliseconds (ms) for 
a linac with synchronization of the radiation beam with the patient’s respiratory cycle 
[60]. The new modern OSS systems can be installed on older linacs, however, these 
linacs were not designed for this type of gated beam delivery. Thus, accurate control of 
the linac performance is required.  

3.7 Statistics 
Statistical tests are carried out to evaluate if there is a difference between the means or 
medians in sets of data, or if the difference occurred by chance. The scaling term and 
the type of distribution of the data to be tested has to be determined. If two sets of data 
are of normal distribution with a known scaling term, a parametric test (e.g. Student t-
test) can be carried out. If one or both of the data sets have a skew distribution, a non-
parametric test (e.g. Wilcoxon test or Mann-Whitney U test) should be carried out. If 
the data is paired or not needs also to be determined since both parametric and non-
parametric tests can be used for unpaired and paired data.  

For multiple non-parametric distributions, a Friedman test can be carried out to find 
significant differences. If significant difference is found, a post hoc paired Wilcoxon 
test can be carried out between the two distributions. Multiple variable testing increases 
the risk of finding a difference by chance, and therefore a more stringent significance 
level should be considered. 

In this thesis following statistical tests were used: 

Students t-test (study I, study IV) 
Wilcoxon test (study II, study IV, study V) 
Mann-Whitney U test (study V, study VI) 
Friedman test (study III) 
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4. Quality assurance 

The general concept of QA related to non-radiographic systems was introduced in the 
AAPM task group report (TG)-147 [22] in 2012. Quality assurance recommendations 
specific to SI included beam-latency characterization, however, a lack of a standardized 
method was described. No commercial tool was available to evaluate the beam latency 
time for gated beams, and additional requirements were that the tool was operational 
for several linac models and manufacturers. Also, a new QA for the SI system specific 
calculation algorithms for positioning accuracy needed to be investigated in order to 
understand the applications of this technology. New necessary QA tests unique for SI 
systems were developed in study I and study V.  

4.1 Beam latency characterization for gated beams 
Beam latency time should be small, <100ms, to ensure safe beam delivery for gated 
treatments [60]. To be able to measure these small time spans a moving phantom 
connected to a microcontroller unit (MCU) was in-house developed at the Skåne 
University Hospital in Lund (study I). The requirements were that the motion of the 
phantom should be fast, to simulate a binary pattern, for a fast beam-on and beam-off 
signal and to be able to determine the latency times accurately (figure 5). The phantom 
developed consisted of a spring loaded solenoid with a metal shaft. The 24 Volt direct 
current (V dc) solenoid was energized and de-energized using the MCU to create a 
binary motion. On top of the phantom a gating marker block (Varian Medical Systems) 
was placed. The marker block position was detected by an infrared camera (Polaris 
Spectra, Northern Digital Medical). On the linac (TrueBeam, Varian Medical Systems, 
Palo Alto, CA) the beam pulses were measured using the accelerators internal signal of 
the current produced across the target. However, this signal is not possible to extract 
from other vendors than Varian, hence, a PIN (p-type, intrinsic type, n-type) diode 
was placed in the radiation beam as a second independent measurement to evaluate if 
this method could be a universal solution for measuring beam latency times. 
Measurements were carried out for 6 MV and 10 MV, with a dose rate of 600 MU/min.  
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Figure 5. Schematic image of the latency measurements. The signal (black) shows the recorded binary pattern by the 
infra-red camera. The orange line shows the position of the beam triggering. The yellow fields symbolize the beam-on 
signal. In figure a) the beam-on latency is measured with the orange triggering position close to the start of the binary 
signal. The arrows show where the measurements were carried out. In figure b) the orange triggering line is close to 
the start of the beam-off signal. The arrows show where the measurements were carried out.  

In study I, the latency measurements were carried out 50 times per beam-on and beam-
off signal, respectively (figure 5a and b). The measurements were carried out with an 
Atmega328P microcontroller unit (AtmelTM, CA, USA), equipped with three timers. 
The highest possible time resolution (62.5 ns) were used and considered small 
compared to the time scale (ms) measured. The latency times measured in study I, 
using both the beam pulses and the PIN diode showed a small beam–on (2.2±1.1 ms) 
and slightly larger beam-off (57.7±10.1 ms) latency. However, the beam-on signal was 
much smaller than the beam-off signal, which is unfortunate in a DIBH treatment 
situation where the delay in the beam-off would cause dose delivery while the patient 
position is outside the gating window. Still, the small beam-off latency measured in this 
study would in a clinical situation translate into that the target would be located outside 
the gating window, by approximately 1 mm during a speed of 20 mm/sec.  The latency 
time should be considered if more advanced gating treatments with multiple beam 
interruptions are to be delivered, and if higher dose rates would be used. The latency 
measurements could also be carried out over time to investigate the performance of the 
linacs, as they age. The results from this study showed that we safely could deliver 
DIBH treatments to our patients with regards to the beam latency times. In study I, 
one of the drawbacks was that only measurements with the gating marker block were 
included. However, technical advancement later also enabled beam latency 
characterization using SI. Ideally, the SGRT systems provides real-time imaging while 
encompassing the imaging, image reconstruction, image registration and image post-
processing chain. In practice, the frame-rate specified for the camera hardware might 
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not reflect the overall performance, which require latency measurements to be carried 
out. The QA tool in study I has been used to evaluate the beam latency for the several 
linacs at our depatment, and showed an important role when tuning an older linac into 
gating mode. 

The characterization of the latency times in study I was an important step towards the 
clinical use of DIBH in study II and study III. 

4.2 Validation of the image registration algorithms 
The accuracy of the image registration algorithms is commonly evaluated using rigid 
phantoms in various positions and with various shapes [61]. The CatalystTM is today 
the only OSS system that has a DIR algorithm implemented (described in section 3.2 
Image registration algorithms), and hence, a new approach was developed in order to 
evaluate the accuracy of the calculation for deformed surfaces. In study V, an 
anthropomorphic thorax phantom was in-house build at the University of Florence, 
with the ability to flex and be deformed (figure 6). 

 

Figure 6. Anthropomorphic thorax phantom in different deformed positions, and a 3 dimensional model of the internal 
structures used for cone beam computed tomography verification.  

Rigid image registration (RR) was compared to DIR, using either a reference surface 
extracted from the TPS or an online captured reference surface by the OSS system. The 
phantom was positioned using a CatalystTM HD system, and to verify the phantom 
position a CBCT was matched with a CT of the phantom as the gold standard. Four 
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different internal targets were evaluated for all the displacements and deformations for 
both RR and DIR. The results in study V, showed that when the phantom was 
positioned in different positions on the treatment couch without any deformation 
applied, the DIR and RR algorithm showed similar accuracy in the positioning 
calculation. However, when anatomical deformations were applied to the phantom the 
DIR showed a significant improved positioning accuracy in lateral (lat) direction, lng 
direction, and pitch (p < 0.05) compared to RR. For all four targets and deformations, 
the mean positioning accuracy was improved from 1.9(±1.5) mm and 1.1(±0.8) mm 
to 1.1(±1.2) mm and 0.6(±0.5) mm in lat and lng directions, respectively, and from 
0.8°(±0.6°) to 0.4°(±0.4°) in pitch, using DIR compared to RR. 

In one case, the stomach volume was enhanced on the phantom while the target was 
stuck to bony anatomy. In that case, the RR image registration reached out of its 
capabilities and was not able to provide a calculation result. The DIR image registration 
could calculate a result, however, the surface did not represent the target position, and 
hence, the CBCT match showed a larger shift. This highlights the importance of 
understanding the limitations of the image registration. In a SGRT clinical workflow 
the system has to be able to calculate positioning result for all patients, however, in the 
presence of large deformations SI has to be combined with 3D volumetric imaging. In 
study V, we found that the DIR accurately calculates the position even in the presence 
of deformations, however, larger deformations contributes with uncertainties in the 
image registration and needs to be combined with other imaging modalities. The 
findings in study V has been considered in the clinical workflow in two ways; a colour 
map which highlights deformations larger than 5 mm and cropping of anatomical 
topography that commonly deforms during RT. Both these strategies have been applied 
in study II, study IV and study VI.  
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5. Surface guided patient positioning  

The clinical paradigm shift from 3-point localization to SGRT required thorough 
investigation, both with regards to accuracy and overall workflow. In study IV and 
study VI, SGRT was investigated for breast and prostate cancer patients which are the 
two largest patient groups receiving RT in Sweden [1].  

5.1 Patient selection 
In study IV, 63 patients receiving tangential treatment after breast conserving surgery 
and 76 patients with locally advanced breast cancer receiving locoregional treatment 
after mastectomy or breast conserving surgery were enrolled. The median age was 62 
years (range: 34-83 years) for patients receiving tangential treatment and 64 years 
(range: 33-87 years) for the breast cancer patients receiving locoregional treatment, 
respectively. In study VI, a total of 40 localized prostate cancer patients with gold 
fiducial markers implanted at least two weeks prior to start of radiotherapy treatment 
were enrolled.  

5.2 Target delineation 
In study IV, target delineation and treatment planning were performed according to 
the Swedish national guidelines from the Swedish Breast Cancer Group [62]. For the 
prostate patients in study VI, the target delineation followed the HYPO-RC-PC trial 
[63], thus the CTV was delineated with MR guidance and included the prostate only. 
All patients had an isotropic 7 mm CTV to PTV margin. 
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5.3 Treatment planning 
3D-CRT treatment plans were created for both the tangential and locoregional 
treatments, in study IV. For the tangential treatment, two opposing tangential 6 MV 
fields to cover the breast tissue and supplementary fields or wedges for dose 
homogenization purposes were used. The isocenter was placed central in the breast 
tissue. For the locoregional treatments, opposing tangential fields to cover the breast 
tissue and additional 6MV anterior-posterior (AP) field and a 10 MV posterior-anterior 
(PA) fields were used to cover the locoregional axillary lymph nodes. Also, a 
supplementary 10 MV PA field was used shielding for the lung tissue. The treatment 
isocenter was positioned in the junction between the tangential and AP-PA fields. For 
mastectomy patients, a 0.5 cm thick and 6 cm wide bolus (Superflab, Mick Radio-
Nuclear Instruments, Inc. An Eckert & Ziegler BEBIG Company) was placed over the 
operation scar.  

In study VI, 6 MV FFF VMAT treatment plans were created for each patient. The 
treatment was delivered in 7 fractions, every other day, with a total absorbed dose of 
42.1 Gy, delivered with a TrueBeam linear accelerator (ver 2.5, Varian Medical 
Systems, Palo Alto, CA).  

5.4 Assessment of inter fraction motion 
In study IV, all patients were initially aligned to a three point based tattoo setup, 
whereas in study VI this procedure was only done during the first treatment fraction. 
In both study IV and study VI, the patient positioning was carried out either with 3-
point localization or SI for comparison purposes. The surface tolerance for the patient 
posture in the SI group were 5 mm (figure 7) in both studies.  
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Figure 7. Patient setup procedure using a surface imaging (SI) workflow for a hypofractionation prostate patient. The 
blue and green surfaces are the reference and live surfaces, respectively. Initially, the couch was shifted to isocenter 
position using saved couch parameters. The shift indicated by CatalystTM (lat -1 mm, lng +10 mm, vrt -7 mm) (a) was 
then applied using the Auto-Go-To function. The color map and the positioning result indicated a roll (b), which was 
corrected for by asking the patient to adjust himself. Once the roll was corrected for, residual translations (lat +4 mm, 
lng 0 mm, vrt +2 mm) (c) were applied using Auto-Go-To into the correct treatment position (d). 

In study IV, the tolerance for patient positioning was set to ≤2 mm in all translational 
directions (vrt, lat and lng) and ≤3° in all rotational directions (rotation (rot), roll and 
pitch). In study VI, the aim was to use the Auto-Go-To function integrated to the linac 
to achieve a SI guided setup close to zero in all translations and rotations. In both study 
IV and study VI, the isocenter position was drawn onto the patient’s skin, using room 
lasers and skin marker pens for the patients using 3-point localization. The patient 
positioning was evaluated using on-board imaging for all patients included. In study 
IV, a total of 677 and 632 verification images for tangential treatments and locoregional 
treatments were included, respectively, and in study VI, 240 verification images were 
included. 

The inter fraction motion in lat, lng and vrt direction, respectively, and the total vector 
offset 𝑣, were evaluated (eq. 1). 𝑣 𝑙𝑎𝑡 𝑙𝑛𝑔 𝑣𝑟𝑡   (1) 
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In study IV, a comparison between a single camera and a three camera scanning system 
was carried out for the locoregional treatments. Comparison of the vector offset using 
3-point localization and SI for both tangential and locoregional treatments and the use 
of a single camera scanning system compared to a three camera scanning system was 
carried out using a two-sided Wilcoxon sum rank test with a significance level of 0.01. 
In study IV and study VI, SI guided setup significantly improved the patient setup for 
patients receiving tangential and locoregional breast cancer treatments, as well as for 
prostate cancer patients receiving ultra hypofractionation treatment, compared to laser 
based setup (p<0.01) (figure 8a, b, d).  

In study IV, the median vector offset was 4.2 mm (range: 0-19.7 mm) and 4.7 (0-18.7 
mm) for tangential and locoregional treatments, respectively, using 3-point 
localization. A significant improvement in patient setup was observed using SI 
(p<0.01), hence, the median vector offset was reduced to 2.4 mm (range: 0 – 8.1 mm) 
and 4.0 (range: 0 -13.5 mm) for tangential and locoregional treatments, respectively 
(figure 8a and b). Comparison of a single camera system to a three camera system for 
locoregional treatments showed a small, but not significant difference (p=0.02) (figure 
8c). In study VI, the median vector offset was decreased from 5.2 mm (range: 0.41 – 
17.3 mm) for 3-point localization to 4.7 mm (range: 0 – 10.4 mm) for SI (p= 0.01). 
For SI, only a single fraction had a total vector offset larger than 10 mm, whereas the 
corresponding number for 3-point localization was 14 fractions.  

For breast cancer patients, improvements in patient setup using SI could potentially 
lead to reduced amount of verification imaging, and hence, less imaging dose to the 
patients. The surface tolerance of 5 mm highlighted patient posture errors that the 
therapists manually corrected for. In study IV, posture errors larger than 5mm were in 
some cases observed as a displacement of the arm position. Due to stiffness in the arm 
or shoulder the posture could not be corrected for, which led to larger setup deviations. 
For the prostate patients, the use of the colour map mitigated the RTTs’ subjectivity 
on the accuracy of the patient setup, hence the SI system works as an operator-
independent check for the patient setup. In both study IV and study VI, potential 
patient motion in the time span between patient positioning and verification imaging 
could have contributed to a reduced setup accuracy. In study IV, degraded SI quality 
was observed for a few patients, due to nonoptimal camera settings. For locoregional 
treatments degraded SIs was more pronounced compared to tangential treatments, due 
to the lower pitch the patients were positioned in and the use of bolus. The bolus was 
in all cases overexposed, leading to a loss of surface over the isocenter position which is 
disadvantageous for the DIR due to the loss of the most important surface for the 
isocenter position calculation. Setup deviations up to 11 mm were observed using SI 
for locoregional treatments, which has also been reported by Stanley et al. [30].  
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a) b) 

c) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

d) 

Figure 8. Setup deviation for breast cancer patients receiving (a) tangential treatment, (b) locoregional treatment and 
(d) hypofractionation prostate cancer patients using 3-point localization (LBS) and surface imaging (SBS). The 
cumulative probability of the vector offset showed a significantly improved patient setup using a surface image guided 
workflow for all patients (p<0.01) (c). For the breast cancer patients receiving locoregional treatment, patients were 
positioned using a single camera and a three camera system. The cumulative probability of the vector offset show a 
non-significant improved patient setup for three camera compared to single camera system (p=0.02). 

5.5 Setup time for surface guided radiotherapy 
The initial motivation for implementing SGRT was to replace lasers and skin marks 
for patient positioning [64], as shown effective in study IV and study VI. Further the 
time efficiency using a SGRT workflow was investigated in study VI, using the time-
stamped log files in ARIA for the tags of “in-room lasers on” or “start moving the 
couch”, whichever occurred first, and “image acquisition” as an end-point. The median 
setup time was reduced from 3:28 min (range: 1:42 – 12:57 min) using 3-point 
localization to 2:50 minutes (min) (range: 1:32 – 6:56 min) using SGRT (p < 0.001) 
(figure 9). On average the setup time decreased with 49 s for each fraction, which shows 
that a SGRT not only increase the accuracy of the patient initial setup, but also provide 
a time effective workflow. The time reductions observed could potentially lead to a 
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higher patient comfort since the maximum setup time was reduced from 12:57 min to 
6:56 min and reduced risk of wrongful treatment due that prostate motion increase 
linearly over time for all prostate cancer patients [19].  

 

Figure 9. Setup time for surface imaging (SI) and 3-point localization setup for ultra-hypofractionated prostate cancer 
radiotherapy treatment. The red horizontal lines represent the median setup time, the black crosses show the mean 
setup time and the red plus signs are outliers. 
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6. Surface guided breathing adapted 
radiotherapy  

The respiratory motion primarily affects the tumour sites in the thorax and abdomen, 
which addresses the urges for management of the respiratory motion [65]. In study II 
and study III, treatment in DIBH were investigated for both left sided breast cancer 
and HL. For left sided breast cancer patients, the isocenter position was tracked using 
SI during DIBH to evaluate the reproducibility. With the new technical advancements 
using SI in combination with scanned proton beam RT, the possible dosimetric 
benefits for HL treated in DIBH were investigated.  

6.1 Patient selection 
In study II, a total of 40 patients receiving radiotherapy for left-sided breast cancer in 
DIBH were enrolled. 20 patients received tangential treatment after breast-conserving 
surgery and 20 patients received locoregional treatment after either breast-conserving 
surgery or mastectomy. The median age was 59 years (range: 45-77 years) for the group 
receiving tangential treatment and 46 years (35-85 years) for the group receiving 
locoregional treatment.  

In study III, 18 patients (10 females and 8 male) with mediastinal HL were enrolled. 
The disease location was i) mediastinum above the diaphragm (3 pts), ii) mediastinum 
and supraclavicular fossa (5 pts), iii) mediastinum, supraclavicular fossa and neck (7 
pts) and iv) mediastinum, supraclavicular fossa, neck and axilla (3 pts). The median age 
was 34 years (range: 15-71 years).  

6.2 CT acquisition 
In both study II and study III all patients underwent CT data acquisition in FB and in 
DIBH, for comparison purposes. For all patients in study II, the SentinelTM with visual 
guidance was used at the CT to acquire the DIBH CT set. In study III, the first ten 
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patients was audio-coached into enhanced inspiration breath hold (EIG) using the real-
time positioning management system (RPM™, Varian Medical Systems, Palo Alto, CA) 
consisting of a marker block and infrared camera, which has been described elsewhere 
[66]. For the last nine patients included in the study, the SentinelTM with visual and 
audio guidance was used. Both deep inspiration techniques result in a CT set in deep 
inspiration. For all patients, the bony anatomy above the xiphiod process was used as a 
surrogate for the target position. In the SentinelTM software, the patients surface was 
scanned in the FB reference position for patient positioning purposes. A ROI, shaped 
as a circle with a 2 cm diameter was placed on the xiphiod process to track the breathing 
motion. 

6.3 Target delineation 
Target delineation was carried out in the TPS (Eclipse, Varian Medical Systems, 
Varian). In study II and study III, the lung tissue was automatically delineated using 
the segmentation wizard and then manually verified. To reduce inter-observer 
variability, all other structures were delineated by the same radiation oncologist in both 
the FB and DIBH CT sets. In study II, the PTV and CTV-T were delineated in the 
treatment planning CT set. No CTV-T was delineated for patients that had received 
mastectomy. The OARs delineated were the heart, left anterior descending coronary 
artery (LAD) and the ipsilateral lung. In study III, the PTV and CTV were delineated 
using the involved site radiotherapy (ISRT) technique [67]. Information from a 18F-
fluoro-deoxyglucose (FDG) positron emission tomography (PET)/CT image acquired 
during FB (GE Discovery 690, General Electric Healthcare and Philips Gemini TF 16, 
Philips Medical Systems) was visually transferred to the FB and DIBH planning CTs. 
The PTV was defined as the CTV with an 8 mm isotropic margin, cropped 4 mm from 
the skin surface for all patients and treatment plans. The OARs delineated were the 
heart, LAD, lung and female breasts.  

6.4 Treatment planning 
All treatment plans in study II and III were created in the Eclipse TPS (Varian Medical 
Systems, Palo Alto, CA). Photon treatment plans were created for all patients in study 
II and III and the dose was calculated using the anisotropic analytic algorithm. Also, in 
study III IMPT treatment plans were created for an IBA PT System (Proteus Plus, IBA, 
Louvain-la-Neuve, Belgium) with a pencil beam scanning (PBS) beam delivery in the 
TPS. Beam data from the Swedish Proton Center the Skandion Clinic (Uppsala, 
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Sweden) was used in the Proton Convolution Superposition algorithm (PCS, version 
13.7) for dose calculations. 

In study II, the prescribed dose was 50 Gray (Gy) in 25 fractions, normalized to the 
PTV mean dose in for both the patients receiving tangential and patients receiving 
locoregional treatments for comparison purposes. In study II, the treatment plans were 
created to fulfil the national guidelines from the Swedish Breast Cancer Group [62]. 
For all patients, treatment plans were created for both DIBH and FB. For comparison 
purposes between FB and DIBH only minor differences in the beam arrangement were 
allowed to achieve comparable target coverage. 

In study III, photon and proton treatment plans were created in both FB and DIBH 
for patients with mediastinal HL. 3D-CRT and VMAT was used for photon treatment 
planning and IMPT for proton treatment planning, resulting in six treatment plans for 
each patient. For all treatment plans, the prescribed dose was 29.75 Gy/Gy(RBE) 
(relative biological equivalent) in 17 fractions normalized to the mean dose of the PTV, 
with a RBE of 1.1 for protons. The main goal was to cover 100% of the PTV volume 
with 95% of the prescribed dose, while keeping volumes receiving >105% as low as 
possible. Each treatment plan was individually optimized to achieve the required PTV 
coverage and sparing of dose to the OARs.  

For the 3D-CRT plans, two 6 MV AP/PA parallel opposed fields were generally used 
with supplementary fields or wedges for dose homogenization purposes. 6 MV VMAT 
plans using two, three or four (1 pts) arcs to fulfil optimal target coverage while sparing 
OARs. Full arcs with collimator angles 5 and 355° were typically used, the arc length 
was modified if it would cause patient or couch collision. For the IMPT plans, two 
beam arrangements were used, either AP/PA or two oblique AP fields in 10 and 350° 
and the plan considered to best fulfil the target coverage while sparing the OARs was 
chosen. An additional margin for the range uncertainty was calculated as 3.5% of the 
range to the distal edge of the CTV plus 1 mm. If the range uncertainty exceeded the 
CTV-to-PTV margin of 8 mm, an additional margin was added (1 pts in FB and 4 pts 
in DIBH). Otherwise the same PTV as for the photon plans was used.  

6.5 Assessment of intra fraction motion 
In study II, the patient monitoring (described in section 3.4) was used to assess the 
intrafractional motion of the isocenter position during the DIBH treatment. For all 
patients included in the study the three camera OSS system was used. Since the patients 
were treated using DIBH, both the respiratory monitoring and the patient monitoring 
were active simultaneously. In the beginning of the treatment the respiratory baseline 
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was determined as the expiration position during FB. The signal of the breathing 
motion was tracked at the surface above the xiphoid process (figure 10a and b). During 
the treatment session a daily reference image was captured in the middle of the gating 
window. The reference image was matched with the live SI during the treatment 
delivery. To assess the calculated isocenter shift during DIBH the log files from the 
OSS system were extracted. The intrafractional isocenter reproducibility was calculated 
as the difference between the average isocenter positions during beam-on for two 
DIBHs during a treatment session. For each patient, the isocenter reproducibility was 
retrieved for five treatment sessions. In total, 195 DIBHs for tangential treatments and 
195 DIBHs for locoregional treatments were included in the study. The intra fractional 
motion of the patient isocenter position during DIBH was used to shift the dose plans, 
to carry out an evaluation of the dosimetric effects.  

  

a)  b)  
Figure 10. The signal of the breathing motion was tracked in the region-of-interest (red marker) on the surface above 
the xiphoid process for both a) patients receiving tangential treatment and b) locoregional treatment. The position of the 
region-of-interest was used as a surrogate for the target position. The back sphere shows the treatment isocenter 
position for both treatment types. 

6.6 Dosimetric analysis and statistical tests 
In study II and study III, the dose volume histogram (DVH) from all treatment plans 
for each patient were extracted from the TPS. Average DVHs were calculated for all 
treatment techniques for comparison purposes. In study II, the treatment techniques 
used were FB-3DCRT and DIBH-3D-CRT. Also, the intrafractional motion was 
applied to the treatment plans to evaluate the dosimetric effects. In study III, all 
possible combination of breathing- and radiation delivery techniques, i.e. FB-3D CRT, 
DIBH-3D CRT, FB-VMAT, DIBH-VMAT, FB-IMPT and DIBH-IMPT, were used 
for each patient, respectively. To compare the dose distributions for the different 
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treatment techniques in study II and study III, several dosimetric parameters were 
evaluated. In both study II and study III, the mean dose to the heart (Dmean,heart), LAD 
(Dmean,LAD) and the dose received by 2% of the volume for the heart (D2%,heart) and LAD 
(D2%,LAD) were evaluated. In study II, the volume receiving 20 Gy for the ipsilateral 
lung (V20Gy,lung) and the dose received by 98% of the PTV volume (D98%,PTV) were 
retrieved from the TPS. In study III, the mean dose to the lungs (Dmean,lungs), the lung 
volume receiving 5 and 20 Gy (V5Gy,lungs and V20Gy,lungs), the mean dose to the right 
breast (Dmean,right breast) and mean dose to the left breast (Dmean,left breast) were included. In 
study III, the CTV and PTV volume covered by 95% of the prescribed dose (V95%,CTV 
and V95%,PTV) were evaluated. In study III, a heterogeneity index (HI) was calculated to 
compare the PTV dose uniformity (eq. 2) [68].  𝐻𝐼 = % %   (2) 

where D2% and D98% are the doses to 2% and 98% of the volume. 

To compare the healthy tissue dose between the treatment techniques used, the integral 
dose was calculated (eq. 3).  𝐼𝐷 = 𝜌 ∙ 𝑉 ∙ 𝐷    (3) 

where the 𝑉 is the full CT scanned body volume minus the PTV volume, 𝜌 is the tissue 
density with correction for the lung tissue density. Generic density values of 0.26 g/cm3 
and 1.06 g/cm3 were used for the lung and all other tissues, respectively [68]. 

For comparison of the plan conformity, the Paddick’s conformity index was used (eq. 
4) [69]. 

𝐶𝐼 = ∙    (4) 

where TV is the target volume, PIV is the prescription isodose volume and TVPIV is the 
target volume covered by the prescribed isodose level.  

In study II and study III, treatment in DIBH generally showed beneficial dosimetric 
effects for the OARs investigated compared to FB. However, for individual cases an 
increased dose to OARs were observed in both study II and study III.  

In study II, two-sided paired Wilcoxon tests were carried out to investigate if the 
differences between DIBH and FB were statistically significant, using a significance 
level of 0.05. Treatment in DIBH significantly reduced the median mean dose to the 
heart, LAD and lungs, as well as D2% to the heart and LAD, while maintaining the 
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target coverage, for both tangential and locoregional treatment. The dose to the OARs 
were reduced for all dose levels (figure 11a and b). An increased Dmean,heart, D2%,heart, 
Dmean,LAD, Dmean,lung and V20Gy,lung was observed for a few individual cases for DIBH 
compared to FB. Further dosimetric details can be found in study II. For 90% of the 
DIBHs, the intrafractional DIBH isocenter reproducibility was within 3.2 and 2.3 mm 
for tangential and locoregional treatments, respectively (figure 12a and b). The 
maximum values of the DIBH isocenter reproducibility were 5.4, 5.3 and 3.8 mm (lat, 
long, and vrt) and 3.4, 5.6 and 2.7 mm, for tangential and locoregional treatments, 
respectively (figure 12a and b). The dosimetric effect of applying the intrafractional 
isocenter shifts resulted in degraded target coverage and increased dose to OARs. For 
example, the median Dmean,heart increased from 0.71 Gy to 0.84 Gy when applying the 
shift observed for the 90% level, for tangential treatments (figure 13a). The 
corresponding value for locoregional treatments were 1.34 to 1.75 Gy (figure 13b). An 
even larger increased dose was observed for the maximum shifts, however, unlikely to 
have any major clinical relevance since it is a worst-case scenario only observed for a 
few percent of the DIBHs.  

 

 

a) b) 
Figure 11. Average dose volume histograms for tangential (a) and locoregional (b) treatment for the heart (red), left 
anterior descending coronary artery (LAD) (black), ipsilateral lung (green) and PTV (blue) comparing deep inspiration 
breath hold (DIBH, solid lines) and free breathing (FB, dashed lines). 
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a) b) 

Figure 12. Cumulative probability of the intrafractional deep inspiration breath hold (DIBH) isocenter reproducibility for 
the tangential treatment (a) and locoregional treatment (b). The intrafractional DIBH isocenter reproducibility in lat, long 
and vrt directions corresponding to the cumulative probability of 50%, 90% and maximum value are marked with blue 
arrows. 

 
 

a) b) 

Figure 13. The minimum and maximum values of Dmean,heart for the isocenter shifted deep inspiration breath hold (DIBH) 
plans versus the original DIBH plans. The results are presented for each individual patient receiving tangential treatment 
(a) and locoregional treatment (b) and for all three cumulative probability levels, 50% (blue), 90% (red) and maximum 
(green). The lines are for illustration purpose only, and represent where the dosimetric parameters are equal for the 
isocenter shifted and original DIBH plans. 

In study III, for the majority of the patients the dose to the OARs was reduced for 
DIBH compared to FB within the same treatment planning technique (3D-CRT, 
VMAT and IMPT) (figure 14a, b and c). Comparison of the six different treatment 
techniques was carried out using a Friedman test. If a statistically significant difference 
was found, a post hoc two sided paired Wilcoxon test were carried out with a 
significance level of 0.05. Treatment in DIBH reduced the lung dose for the vast 
majority of the patients, however, a larger variety in the dose to the heart and LAD was 
observed (figure 14b and c).  
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a)  

b)  

c)  

Figure 14. The mean dose to the (a) lungs, (b) heart, (c) LAD, for free breathing (FB) 3-dimensional conformal 
radiotherapy (3D-CRT), deep inspiration breath hold (DIBH) 3D-CRT, FB volumetric modulated arc therapy (VMAT), 
DIBH VMAT, FB intensity modulated proton therapy (IMPT) and DIBH IMPT. The values for each individual Hodkin’s 
lymphoma patient are shown in black and the median values for the whole patient cohort in red. 
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In a few cases, increased heart and LAD doses were observed for treatment in DIBH 
(figure 14 b and c). The possible reason for this effect was that the heart position shifted 
during the DIBH into a disadvantageous position in relation to the treatment fields, 
compared to the heart position in FB. The dose to the female breasts showed no 
significant difference comparing FB with DIBH (table 1). Improved target coverage, 
reduced ID and reduced dose to OARs were observed for IMPT. Overall, the most 
beneficial combination was DIBH IMPT. However, if only photon therapy is available 
DIBH VMAT showed improved target coverage, higher conformity, and generally 
lower doses to the OARs, except the female breasts where no significant difference were 
observed, compared to 3D-CRT (table 1). Of a clinical interest, a comparison of FB 
IMPT and DIBH VMAT was carried out, since PT was not locally available. The 
median Dmean,lungs and Dmean,heart showed no significant difference. Significant differences 
were observed in favour of DIBH VMAT in V20Gy,lungs and Dmean,LAD (table 1). However, 
FB IMPT showed significantly lower doses to V5Gy,lungs, Dmean, right breast and Dmean, left breast 
(table 1). 
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7. Conclusions 

The overall conclusion is that optical surface imaging systems, developed within the 
work of this thesis, can be used as an imaging tool for accurate and faster patient setup, 
intrafractional motion monitoring and reduced dose to OARs during treatment in 
DIBH.   

 

The use of a DIR algorithm compared to a RR algorithm was compared using an in-
house developed anthropomorphic phantom, capable of anatomical deformations and 
torsions (study V). Both algorithms showed similar positioning accuracy compared to 
CBCT while the phantom only underwent translations, however, when deformations 
were applied the DIR algorithm showed a significant improved positioning accuracy in 
both lat and lng directions, and in pitch (p < 0.05) (study V). Still, SI registration 
affected by larger deformations and should be combined with other imaging modalities 
to establish the correlation with an internal target volume.  

The impact of the system latency has to be understood, especially for treatments with 
fast motion gradients such as respiratory gating. In study I, a QA tool was in-house 
developed in order to measure such times for different gating systems and independent 
of linac vendor. The accuracy of the time measurements of the electrical PIN diode 
circuit (EPDC) were cross checked with the Target-I signal at a TrueBeam, showing 
that the QA tool can further be used for both SI systems and for other linac vendors. 
An important to verify latency times, especially since camera properties such as 
integration time, and camera gain can be manipulated for SI systems.  

Study IV and VI, concludes that using the optical surface scanning system significantly 
improves the patient setup for both breast cancer and prostate cancer treatments, 
compared to 3-point localization. Further, the occlusion experienced by single camera 
systems did not show any reduced positioning accuracy for the isocenter calculation 
(study IV) compared to 3-point localization. However, a challenge for locoregional 
breast cancer treatments is a frequent mismatch between the alignment of bony 
landmarks and the chest wall surface images. Often the discrepancy is due to a 
combination of anatomical changes (i.e. seroma or lymphedema), errors in patient 
posture or bolus position. The correlation between an internal target, i.e. the prostate, 
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and SI was found to be significantly improved compared to 3-point localization, 
however, might have a small clinical effect (study VI). The major benefits found using 
SI was that the patient setup workflow became more effective, with a time saving 
around 1 minute, while keeping positioning accuracy for prostate patients receiving 
ultra-hypofractionation FFF-VMAT treatment. The faster workflow could potentially 
benefit the patients, since it is previously shown that the prostate moves over time [19].  

The patient motion can be controlled using respiratory gating at deep-inspiration 
breath hold (DIBH) (study II and study III). The technique aims to reduce dose to 
OAR, while keeping the target coverage, which was observed for heart, left anterior 
descending artery and lung (study II). The optical SI systems capability of a large FOV 
was to investigate the isocenter reproducibility while triggering the treatment beam on 
a small ROI at the xiphiod process (study II). Overall, small isocenter shifts were 
observed for most DIBH treatments (study II). However, larger shifts (up to 5.6 mm) 
were observed which resulted in reduced target coverage and/or increased dose to 
OARs. To avoid such effects, a motion management strategy with tolerances also for 
the isocenter position should be practised. Further, treatment in deep inspiration in 
combination with different treatment delivery techniques were investigated for 
mediastinal HL (study III). In conclusion, the combination of intensity modulated 
proton therapy and deep inspiration showed the largest dose reductions to OARs and 
improved target coverage. However, since there is a large spread in the tumour 
localization, the treatment technique chosen should be individually determined for 
each patient.  
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8. Future outlook 

Surface guided radiotherapy has in recent years shown to be a powerful imaging tool, 
with its non-invasive and real-time capabilities for patient positioning, motion tracking 
and respiratory gating. For future work, new phantoms for SI should be designed in 
order to test the registration algorithm in a routine manner both for rigid and 
deformable algorithms to establish standardized QA program. This would enable 
clinics to compare the results of the system performance with each other. In a future 
outlook, there are no imaging system that is standing by itself covering both inter- and 
intrafraction motion. The key is to in a seamless way combine the imaging systems to 
complement each other in an optimal way. The large FOV provided by SI can in many 
cases work as a complement to other imaging modalities (CBCT/kV-kV/MV) in RT, 
and for future image matching processes the surface information could be included in 
the same software. Larger anatomical changes observed in the SIs could potentially 
indicate if the changes would cause non-acceptable dose deviations in the treatment 
plan. To further optimize the treatment delivery, the tolerances for beam interruption 
in the OS system could be triggered by live dose deviations. For this to be realized, 
correlations between detected patient motion by the OSS system during beam delivery 
and dose deviations have to be investigated, preferably with an imaging system that can 
provide information about the internal anatomy over time. It would therefore be of 
interest to combine four dimensional MRI imaging with SI. Also, with regards to study 
III where large internal targets are not always fully covered and the target position with 
every breath hold cannot be observed in 3D using the gold standard of CBCT. Hence, 
it would be of interest to observe the internal target and OARs motion during several 
DIBHs with the combination of 4D magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) and SI. 
Another future excellent application for SI is during FLASH radiotherapy, where the 
treatment might be off-isocenter and therefor the SGRTs large FOV can be used to 
monitor the patients during the beam delivery. The treatment is delivered with an ultra-
high dose rate electron beam, resulting in that the full RT treatment is delivered in just 
a fraction of a second [70, 71]. Hence, a real-time patient monitoring approach is 
highly warranted which might require improvements in the time resolution provided 
by todays SGRT. 
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Abstract

Background: Radiotherapy is based on the premise of accurate dose delivery to target volumes within a patient, while minimizing dose to 
surrounding tissues. Recent developments in the treatment of breast cancer have focused on “gating” the delivery of the treatment beams to 
minimize the effect of patient motion during treatment, and increasing separation between the target volume and organs at risk (OAR), such as 
lung, heart and left anterior descending coronary artery. The basic principle involves rapidly switching the treatment beam on or off depending on 
the patient breathing cycle. It is therefore important to know the characteristics of gated treatments such as latency.

Methods: In this work an electrical PIN diode circuit (EPDC) was designed for quality assurance (QA) purposes to examine beam latency 
timing properties. Evaluation of the EPDC was performed on a TrueBeam™ (Varian, Palo Alto) linear accelerator and its internal gating system. 
The EPDC was coupled to a moving stage to simulate a binary pattern with fast beam triggering within predefined limits, the so called “gating 
window”. Pulses of radiation were measured with the PIN diode and the results were compared to measurements of current produced across the 
linac target. Processing of the beam pulses and calculation of the latency timings was performed by an Atmega328P microcontroller.

Results: For beam-on latencies, 2.11 ms (6 MV) and 2.12 ms (10 MV) were measured using the PIN diode, compared to 2.13 ms (6 MV) and 
2.15 ms (10 MV) using the target current signal. For beam-off latencies, 57.69 ms (6 MV) and 57.73 ms (10 MV) were measured using the PIN 
diode, compared to 57.33 ms (6 MV) and 56.01 ms (10 MV) using the target current.

Conclusions: PIN diodes can be used for accurate determination of the beam-on and beam-off latency characteristics, which could potentially 
lead to improvements in gated radiotherapy treatments, for example optimizing the gating windows and in estimating dosimetric errors associated 
with treatment beam latencies.
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1. Introduction

The main premise of radiation therapy is to maximize the 
dose delivered to the target volume while minimizing the dose 
given to the surrounding healthy tissue. Developments of new 
treatment techniques in conjunction with advances in equip-
ment technology seek to improve this ratio even further. Res-
piratory motion represents one of the major challenges in radi-
ation therapy, especially in abdominal or lung treatments [1]. 
Additionally, separation between target volume and OAR can 
be strongly affected by breathing motion.

Optical systems for monitoring respiratory motion and con-
trolling beam-on and beam-off are common and are based on 
either tracking markers attached to the patient, or scanning 
the patient surface directly in order to compensate for respi-
ratory motion and organ shifting by interrupting the treatment 
beam when the patient surface (and by extension, the target vol-
ume) is outside predefined limits. Some gating devices, like the 
Real-time Position ManagementTM (RPMTM) system (Varian, 
Palo Alto), are already integrated into the linear accelerator, 
while others are external. External devices like the SentinelTM

(C-Rad, Sweden) and CatalystTM (C-Rad, Sweden) systems re-
quire an interface to connect to the Linac. Quality control (QC) 
methods like measurement of beam energy, output and geom-
etry is needed to ensure optimal functionality of the accelera-
tor. In addition to this, gating functionality requires monitoring 
of other factors relating to temporal accuracy of phase/ampli-
tude, gating windows used, calibration of the phantom used for 
respiratory phase/amplitude and also tests of the interlock sys-
tem [2]. Of particular importance regarding gated treatments is 
the beam-on and beam-off latency characteristic of the radiation 
beam. Beam-off latency is the most critical of these parameters 
to ensure that dose is not delivered when the target volume is 
assumed to be outside of the planned treatment position. The la-
tency depends on the type of linear accelerator and the type of 
gating system used. Any delays can have undesired effects on 
the planned dose distribution of the treatment. Latency is also 
an important factor to consider in ‘tracking’ treatment modes 
e.g. CyberknifeTM (Accuray, Madison) [3].

Radiation produced by the linear accelerator consists of 
beam pulses, generated in the beam-on state. To produce radi-
ation, electrons have to be accelerated inside the linacs waveg-
uide. The so called electron gun serves as an electron source and 
consists of a filament, a cathode and a grid. By applying a volt-
age to the filament, the cathode is indirectly heated, resulting in 
thermionic emission of electrons. Electrons are boiled off the 
cathode into the space charge region, located between the cath-
ode and the grid. Electrons remain in the space charge region as 
long as the grid bias voltage is more negative than the cathode. 
A positive voltage pulse with a width of about 4–5 µs applied to 
the grid, makes it more positive with respect to the cathode and 
electrons pass into the accelerating waveguide, which is filled 

with radiofrequency (RF) produced by the klystron. The elec-
trons are accelerated close to the speed of light (0.99c) while 
propagating through the waveguide. At the end of the waveg-
uide their path is changed with the help of a bending magnet and 
the electrons hit a target disk of high density, high Z material 
(typically tungsten). When electrons hit this target, high-energy 
Bremsstrahlung photons are produced. Without a high-voltage 
pulse applied to the grid, no electrons are injected into the ac-
celerating waveguide and therefore no radiation is produced. 
For gated treatment beams, radiation should only be produced 
within certain predefined limits, also known as the “gating win-
dow” which is specific to each patient. In most of the common 
gating techniques like amplitude gating, phase gating or breath-
hold gating, radiation is produced when the patients breathing 
pattern passes the lower limit of this gating window during in-
halation, and should interrupt when the breathing pattern falls 
below the lower limit of the gating window during exhalation. 
In the beam hold state of the accelerator, the gun pulses are 
offset relative to the RF power pulse from the radiofrequency 
source of the linac so that no radiation is produced. In this way 
the linac remains in a stable state whereby the beam can be 
quickly switched back on.

Different approaches to measure the beam-on and beam-off 
latencies have been made.

Freislederer et al. used radiographic film and a moving phan-
tom to simulate a patient’s breathing pattern and measure the 
associated dose distribution [1]. The same method was used in 
the approach of Smith and Becker [4]. Chugh et al. also used 
a film based method and compared different gating techniques 
and motion shapes [5].

According to the American Association of Physicists in 
Medicine (AAPM) task groups 142 report, beam latencies 
should be within a recommended tolerance of 100 ms (corre-
sponding to an error of ∼1 dose monitor unit (MU) for typical 
clinical linacs operating at standard dose rates). To our knowl-
edge, no commercial tools are available at this time to measure 
the beam latency characteristics of medical linear accelerators 
with high accuracy [2,4,6].

The aim of this work was to design an electrical PIN diode 
circuit (EPDC) which is able to measure beam-on and beam-off 
latencies of gated radiation beams and which can be used with 
different combinations of accelerators and gating systems. This 
would provide a usable QA tool for radiotherapy clinics that 
want to examine latencies with a direct measurement method. 
To verify the functionality of the circuit, beam-on and beam-off 
timings were calculated by using two independent signals for 
comparison purposes.

2. Material and methods

In this work, the linacs internal gating system consisting of a 
gating marker block (Varian, Paolo Alto) and an infrared Polaris 
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Fig. 1. PIN diode layers.

Spectra™ camera system (NDI Medical, Canada) was used to 
measure beam-on and beam-off latencies [7].

To be able to measure the beam-on and beam-off latencies of 
the gating system, the EPDC consisting of a PIN diode, an elec-
trical circuit and a microcontroller unit (MCU), was connected 
to a moving phantom to simulate a binary breathing pattern and 
to measure the pulsed beams of radiation produced by the linac.

Beam pulses were measured by using the accelerators in-
ternal signal representing the current produced across the tar-
get (Targ I) and by using a PIN diode placed in the radiation 
beam as an independent measurement device. The target current 
serves as an indication that the radiation beam is ‘on’. The target 
current has a value of zero if the linac is in the beam-off state. 
In the beam-on state a negative voltage pulse can be observed 
for each beam pulse. The signal can be obtained via a Bayo-
net Neill–Concelman (BNC) contact at the accelerator console. 
It should be noted that the target current signal is not available 
or easy to access on every type of accelerator but is present 
on the TrueBeam™ machines used in this study. As a suitable 
independent component for radiation detection, a PIN (P-type, 
Intrinsic type, N-type) diode (see Fig. 1) was used. These types 
of diodes have good sensitivity, good position resolution and 
are affordable [8].

A PIN diode consists of a p-type semiconductor region, an 
n-type semiconductor region and a wider, undoped intrinsic 
i-region inbetween. The i-region provides high resistance and 
reduces the leakage current, which would occur with the use of 
a normal diode. PIN diodes can be used as detectors for X-Ray 
and gamma ray photons [9,10]. When the diode is exposed to 
radiation, electron–hole pairs are generated across the i-layer. 
In reverse biased mode, generated electrons are moved to the 
P+ layer while the generated holes are moved to the N+ layer.

This movement of the electron–hole pairs out of the i-layer 
is measured as photocurrent [10,11]. To measure the pulsed 
radiation produced by a linear accelerator a sufficiently fast re-
sponding PIN diode is necessary, which is able to detect every 
single beam pulse. The output signals of a PIN diode can be 
measured as a current or as a voltage, though current measure-
ments have a better linearity, bandwidth performance and offset 
[9–11]. PIN diode radiation detection circuits can be driven 
in photoconductive mode (PC), where the diode is biased, or 
in photovoltaic mode (PV), where the diode is connected to 
ground [12]. The operating mode of the diode is chosen to 
suit the demands of the application. For this application the PV 
mode was sufficient. The output signal of the PIN diode is rela-
tively small, and therefore needs to be amplified to be useful. To 
simulate a patients breathing pattern, an in-house built phantom 

Fig. 2. Left: Gating marker box made by Varian Medical SystemTM (Palo Alto). 
Right: Experimental assembly consisting of a gating phantom, solenoid and a 
PIN diode.

was used, which consists of a 24 Vdc, spring-loaded solenoid 
with a metal shaft connected to a standard gating marker block 
made by VARIAN Medical Systems®. The gating marker block 
is made of ABS757 (plastic) and consists of four infrared reflec-
tors, which are detected by a Polaris® Spectra® infrared camera 
system from Northern Digital Medical® (NDI) (see Fig. 2). The 
marker block is usually placed on the patient’s thorax during 
gated treatments. The movement of the marker block is con-
trolled through a MCU and recognized by the infrared camera 
of the gating system, which records a set of position and orien-
tation values [7]. By energizing and de-energizing the solenoid, 
an up and down movement is generated, which moves the gat-
ing marker block inside and outside the gating window. A ra-
diation beam is only produced when the marker block is inside 
the gating window as detected by the infrared camera. In ad-
dition, the phantom is used to ‘teach’ the accelerators gating 
software the breathing pattern for calculation of the baseline 
values [7]. All measurements were performed in amplitude gat-
ing mode with photon energies 6 MV and 10 MV, both with 
the same PRF level of 360 Hz, and a dose rate of 600 MU/min 
(equivalent to a reference dose in water of 6 Gy/min). For ev-
ery measurement, a total of 50 data points were collected and 
the results compared by calculating the arithmetic mean value 
and the standard deviation.

2.1. Latency measurement

All beam pulses produced by the linear accelerator are mea-
sured by an electrical circuit. The time between the marker 
block appearing inside the gating window and the leading edge 
of the first beam pulse is defined as the beam-on latency:

�tbeam_on = tfirst_pulse − tstart (1)

The time between the gating marker block moving outside of 
the gating window and the falling edge of the last incoming 
measured beam pulse, is defined as the beam-off latency:

�tbeam_off = tlast_pulse − tstop (2)

All beam-on measurements were performed with the lower 
limit of the gating window as close as possible to the baseline 
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Fig. 3. Left: Setting for the lower limit of the gating window used for beam-on latency measurements. Right: Setting for the lower limit of the gating window used 
for beam-off latency measurements.

of the breathing pattern which keeps the marker blocks distance 
of travel as short as possible. For the beam-off latency measure-
ments, the solenoid was turned by 180◦, to avoid time delays 
caused by the magnetic field established around the coil when 
the solenoid is energized. In this case, the lower limit of the gat-
ing window was set as close the breathing patterns maximum 
as possible (see Fig. 3). Turning the solenoid by 180◦ during 
beam-off measurements ensures that requirements for beam-on 
and beam-off are the same, and also that the effect of inductive 
kickback due to the magnetic field of the solenoid is limited. 
When the coil is deenergized the current does not fall directly 
to zero. It falls exponentially and after one time constant τ the 
current trough the coil reaches 36.4% of the previous steady 
value. First after five time constant periods, the current through 
the coil can be considered as zero [13].

2.2. The electrical circuit

Both the target current signal and the signal from the PIN 
diode need to be amplified for further processing. Fig. 4 shows 
a block diagram of the electrical circuit used to measure the 
beam pulses. The output signal of the PIN diode signal is a 
very small electrical current fed into a two stage amplifier cir-
cuit. The chosen operational amplifiers of type NE/SE 538 are 
high slew rate operational amplifiers (60 V/µs) which are fast 
enough to measure the radiation pulses.

The first stage of the amplifier circuit consists of a tran-
simpedance pre-amp to convert the output electrical current 
from the PIN diode into a voltage. Gain and bandwidth are de-
termined by a feedback resistor R3. A feedback capacitor Cf 
connected in parallel to R3 avoids gain peaking and limits the 
frequency response. The second stage is used for further am-
plification. The gain of the second stage is determined by two 
resistors R4 and R5 (see Fig. 5). To produce a 5 V logical sig-
nal used as an input for the Atmega328P microcontroller, the 
amplified signal is fed into a Schmitt-Trigger, whose output is 
connected to the microcontroller to process the beam pulses. 
When the Targ I signal from the linac is used to measure the 
radiation beam pulses, the signal is fed into an NE538 opera-
tional amplifier. The amplifier is designed so that it is driven 
into saturation with every incoming beam pulse. The output of 
the amplifier is connected to a Schmitt trigger which connects 
to the MCU. In addition, the electrical circuit includes a transis-
tor which serves as a switch to connect a 24 Vdc supply voltage 
to the solenoid. A diode is connected parallel to the solenoid, to 

Table 1
Timer prescalers and resolutions.

Prescaler value Timer resolution

1 62.5 ns
8 0.5 µs

64 4 µs
256 16 µs

1024 64 µs

avoid inductive kickback caused by the magnetic field around 
the coil. The solenoid is triggered by a windows based software 
which sends a signal in the form of a character via a virtual 
COM port to the MCU. If the start character is received, one of 
the MCUs output pins goes high and the solenoid is triggered. 
When the stop character is send the output pin goes low, which 
prevents voltage from being supplied to the solenoid. During 
measurement all processed beam pulse data are sent from the 
MCU to the software to display every single beam pulse mea-
sured.

2.3. The Atmega328P microcontroller unit

The heart of the latency measurement system is an At-
mega328P single chip Microcontroller Unit (MCU) by Atmel™ 
(California, USA). The Atmel 8-bit AVR RISC-based Mi-
crocontroller (Advanced Virtual reduced instruction set com-
puting) operates between 1.8–5.5 volts and has three timers: 
Timer0, Timer1 and Timer2, with separate prescaler and com-
pare mode [14]. Timer0 is an 8 bit timer, whereas Timer1 and 
Timer2 are 16 bit Timers.

All three Timers consists of a couple of registers which can 
be configured to achieve different timer functions. The clock 
source of the timer is tied to the frequency fclk of the MCU.

Timers can be used with prescalers of 1, 8, 64, 256 or 1024 
to work in different frequency ranges.

Using a prescaler affects the resolution T of the Timer (see 
Table 1), which is given by:

T = 1

fclk
∗ prescaler (3)

To achieve the best possible resolution a prescaler of 1 is chosen 
which results in a timer resolution and overflow every 62.5 ns. 
Every overflow must be taken care of with help of an overflow 
vector implemented in the MCUs software, written in C++ and 
stored in the internal memory of the Atmega328P. Once the 
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Fig. 4. Block diagram of the gating latency measurement system.

supply voltage is applied to the microcontroller the program 
is compiled. The processed signals from the PIN diode or the 
tungsten target are connected to the microcontrollers external 
interrupt pin INT0. An external interrupt is considered as a pin 
changing event, where the interrupt pin goes from high to low 
or from low to high. When this occurs, the main routine of the 
MCU is interrupted and an Interrupt Service Routine (ISR) is 
executed.

The ISR is used to save the time stamps of the incoming 
beam pulses. The timer of the MCU toggles between trigger-
ing the rising and falling edges of the radiation pulses when a 
measurement has been started. When the measurement has been 
stopped the triggering is changed to falling edges only, waiting 
for eventually incoming pulses during a certain amount of time.

3. Results

Table 2 shows the results of the comparison between the two 
different signals for two different photon energies, 6 MV and 
10 MV. It can be seen that the beam-on latency time of the 
TrueBeam™ linear accelerator in combination with its gating 
system is shorter compared to the beam-off time in all cases. 
The results of the latency measurements were statistically tested 

with a students t-test. No significant difference could be seen in 
the comparison (p < 0.01).

4. Discussion

Measuring beam latencies with a PIN diode in combination 
with the in-house built electrical circuit seems to be a much 
more accurate method than using a radiation sensitive film, 
where beam-on latencies of 215 ±69 ms and beam-off latencies 
of 851 ± 100 ms have been reported by other groups [1]. Their 
method led to a relatively high standard deviation, uncertainties 
in determination of a suitable starting point and was limited by 
the performance of the overall scanning procedure [1]. In ad-
dition, using a PIN diode is a direct measurement without the 
need to wait as it is the case with film dosimetry (exposure, 
scanning and processing).

When measuring beam-on and beam-off latencies, param-
eters like the overall system latency of the gating system and 
linear accelerator, the magnetic field of the solenoid and the ac-
curate positioning of the lower limit of the gating window have 
to be taken into consideration. The overall latency of the gating 
system, which can be considered as the time the gating cam-
era needs to send image data to the XI imaging system of the 
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Fig. 5. Circuit diagram of the latency measurement system.

Fig. 6. Filtered breathing pattern of the TrueBeam™ software.

Table 2
Results of the latency measurements.

Energy Beam-on latency (ms) Beam-off latency (ms)

Targ I PIN diode Targ I PIN diode

6 MV 2.13 ± 1.15 2.11 ± 1.05 57.33 ± 10.01 57.69 ± 9.59
10 MV 2.15 ± 1.06 2.12 ± 1.09 56.01 ± 10.10 57.73 ± 10.06

linear accelerator to process and analyze the data is considered 
as negligible for conventional radiotherapy, but might be taken 
into consideration for Flattening Filter Free (FFF) beams and 
multiple interruptions of the beam. By setting the lower limit 
of the gating window as close to the breathing patterns baseline 
as possible while measuring beam-on latencies and by setting 
the lower limit close to the patterns peak for beam-off mea-
surements, minimal travel and minimum time delay is achieved 
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for the gating marker block positioned on top of the solenoids 
shaft.

The results show that beam-on response is about twenty 
times shorter than the beam-off response.

By analyzing the gating graphs, plotted by the accelerators 
system software, it can be seen that the actual radiation span 
shows a noticeable offset compared to the original breathing 
pattern produced by the gating phantom (see Fig. 6). This offset 
could result in significant delays when measuring beam-on and 
beam-off latencies.

An explanation for the offset of the radiation span could be 
that the gating software makes use of a moving average (MA) 
filter, which is a simple finite impulse response (FIR) or low-
pass filter commonly used in digital signal processing. These 
types of filters are used to remove unwanted signal noise. This 
is done by taking a sequence of data points and replacing it by 
a local average [15,16]. Each point of the processed sequence 
is given by:

y[n] = 1

N

N−1∑

k=0

x[n − k] (4)

where y[n] is the output signal, x[n − k] the input signal and 
N the amount of data points used to calculate the moving av-
erage. The smoothing effect of the MA filter is dependent on 
the amount of data points N . Because every output value of 
the filter is an average of a certain sequence y[n] with N data 
points, the calculated average is a value in the middle of the se-
quence, thus introducing a delay of N/2 which grows with the 
number of data points used [17,18]. That delay caused by the 
MA filter could explain the long beam-off latency. Because of 
the fast response when measuring beam-on, it can be assumed, 
that the filter is not used in the beginning of the breathing pat-
tern to achieve a fast response. Even if the MA filter seems to 
affect the latency measurements, it can be assumed that there 
is no significant effect on treated gating beams. The breathing 
pattern produced by the solenoid is noisy because of its fast rise 
and fall time and because of the fact that the solenoid is spring-
loaded, which adds oscillation to the beginning and the end of 
the signal. The risks of adding such an offset and with that un-
wanted additional beam pulses during normal gated treatments 
is presumably small, because the patients breathing pattern is 
slower and smoother than the artificial phantom motion. All of 
the results are within the tolerance of 100 ms recommended by 
the AAPM task group 142 report [2].

Because time delays and internal system latencies strongly 
depend on the type of linear accelerator and the type of gat-
ing system used, further measurements have to be done so 
that different combinations can be compared. Additionally the 
characteristics of different gating techniques, like phase- and 
amplitude-based gating have to be compared. In the work of 
Chugh et al it can be seen that there is a possibility that time 
delays in phase-based gated radiation treatment beams are 
substantially higher than in amplitude-based gated treatment 
beams [5].

Once beam latencies in gated treatments are calculated ac-
curately, additional functions could potentially be added to the 

gating system for compensation purposes. This could include 
adjusting the upper and lower limits of the gating window to 
compensate for latency, leading to an even more accurate treat-
ment.

Optimal tuning of the linear accelerator is also critically im-
portant. A slightly mistuned accelerator tends to exhibit poorer 
startup characteristics, affecting the beam delivery and intro-
ducing unwanted deviations in delivered dose compared to the 
planned treatment. To ensure long-term stability of the linear 
accelerator and the gating system, regular QA measurements 
and examination of the equipment is crucial.

The EPDC was evaluated using two independent signals to 
verify the accuracy of the system and the statistical tests ap-
plied to the measured data showed no significant difference 
(p < 0.01). This implies that the EPDC is a stable QA tool 
that can be used to evaluate beam latencies for all models of 
radiotherapy linear accelerators. This is useful when examining 
the latency characteristics of gated treatment beams, but could 
also have a more general function in monitoring overall linac 
performance by measurement of both beam-on and beam-off 
times.

5. Conclusions

Measuring beam-on and beam-off latencies of a linear ac-
celerator via beam pulse analyses with the help of an in-house 
developed EPDC has shown good agreement with measure-
ments from the accelerator target current signal. The PIN diode 
provided a good response when using different beam energies. 
The evaluation of the TrueBeam™ (Varian, Palo Alto) accelera-
tor and its gating system shows a fast response for both beam-on 
and beam-off timing.

The EPDC is the first independent QA tool developed that is 
able to measure beam latencies accurately. The system can be 
connected to either the target current signal or to a PIN diode as 
an independent device, which allows the EPDC to be used on 
different gating systems and types of accelerators.
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Abstract

The aim of this study was to investigate potential dose reductions to the heart, left

anterior descending coronary artery (LAD), and ipsilateral lung for left-sided breast

cancer using visually guided deep inspiration breath-hold (DIBH) with the optical

surface scanning system CatalystTM, and how these potential dosimetric benefits are

affected by intrafractional motion in between breath holds. For both DIBH and free

breathing (FB), treatment plans were created for 20 tangential and 20 locoregional

left-sided breast cancer patients. During DIBH treatment, beam-on was triggered by

a region of interest on the xiphoid process using a 3 mm gating window. Using a

novel nonrigid algorithm, the CatalystTM system allows for simultaneous real-time

tracking of the isocenter position, which was used to calculate the intrafractional

DIBH isocenter reproducibility. The 50% and 90% cumulative probabilities and maxi-

mum values of the intrafractional DIBH isocenter reproducibility were calculated

and to obtain the dosimetric effect isocenter shifts corresponding to these values

were performed in the treatment planning system. For both tangential and locore-

gional treatment, the dose to the heart, LAD and ipsilateral lung was significantly

reduced for DIBH compared to FB. The intrafractional DIBH isocenter reproducibil-

ity was very good for the majority of the treatment sessions, with median values of

approximately 1 mm in all three translational directions. However, for a few treat-

ment sessions, intrafractional DIBH isocenter reproducibility of up to 5 mm was

observed, which resulted in large dosimetric effects on the target volume and

organs at risk. Hence, it is of importance to set tolerance levels on the intrafrac-

tional isocenter motion and not only perform DIBH based on the xiphoid process.
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1 | INTRODUCTION

Adjuvant radiotherapy for breast cancer reduces the risk of locore-

gional recurrence as well as breast cancer death.1,2 However, some

radiation is inevitably delivered to normal tissue, such as the heart

and lungs, which has been shown to increase the risk of cardiovas-

cular and pulmonary disease.3–9 Darby et al.5 have shown that the

relative risk of ischemic heart disease increases with 7.4% per Gy

increased mean heart dose, with no apparent threshold. This rela-

tionship was recently validated by van den Bogaard et al.8 for more

modern radiotherapy techniques. Also, a higher incidence of coro-

nary artery disease has been observed for the left anterior descend-

ing coronary artery (LAD) for left-sided compared to right-sided

breast radiotherapy.10 This could possibly reduce the survival benefit

of breast cancer radiotherapy.

Since a large proportion of the breast cancer patients are cured

from their disease and hence become long-term survivors, with the

5-year survival being approximately 90%,11 it is important to reduce

the late side-effects as much as possible. Therefore, there has been

much focus in the last years in breast cancer radiotherapy to

develop treatment techniques that reduce the dose to normal tis-

sues, such as treatment during deep inspiration, prone patient posi-

tioning, intensity modulated radiotherapy, proton radiotherapy, and

partial breast radiotherapy.12 Treatment during deep inspiration has

been shown to decrease the cardiopulmonary doses without com-

promising target coverage, due to increased spatial distance between

the organs at risk and the target as well as decreased lung den-

sity.13–16 Treatment in deep inspiration breath-hold (DIBH) requires

patient compliance and the use of visual guidance has been shown

to improve intrafractional reproducibility of the inspiration level.17,18

Several techniques for tracking the breathing motion have been

introduced in radiotherapy, such as measuring the motion extent of

external markers or the pressure in a belt or the variation in air flow.

The latest techniques involve optical surface (OS) scanning systems

such as the SentinelTM and CatalystTM (C-rad Positioning AB, Uppsala,

Sweden) or AlignRT (VisionRT, London, UK). The systems project

light onto the patients’ skin surface and reconstruct a three-dimen-

sional surface of the patient. The OS system detects the patients’

position and movements and is used to trigger the beam for treat-

ment delivery in DIBH.19 Several studies have evaluated patient

setup accuracy during DIBH for left-sided breast cancer for 3D sur-

face matching,20–22 but few have investigated any dosimetric effects

due to potential positioning deviations. For instance, Tang et al.23

evaluated the dosimetric impact of motion during DIBH for an itera-

tive closest point (ICP)-based algorithm for surface matching with

the AlignRT system, using a � 3 mm and �3° tolerance for transla-

tional and rotational differences. They reported very small (<1 mm)

breath-hold motion and the dosimetric consequences were found to

be small. However, only the rigid motion of the surface was investi-

gated.

By using a novel nonrigid registration algorithm as well as finite

element simulation of underlying tissues, the real-time isocenter

position can be determined from the surface motion. Thus, the

optical surface scanning system (CatalystTM) can not only track the

surface but also the real-time isocenter position.24,25 Several studies

have shown dosimetric benefits of the DIBH treatment technique

for breast cancer patients13–15 and several studies have shown

increased accuracy in patient positioning using optical surface scan-

ning.20–22 However, to the best of our knowledge, no investigation

of potential dosimetric effects due to intrafractional isocenter

motion during DIBH has been carried out and are thus highly

desirable.

In this study, audio and visual guidance were used for the

patients to achieve reproducible DIBHs. The surface over the

xiphoid process worked as the surrogate for the target position for

beam triggering during both CT imaging and treatment. During DIBH

at the treatment machine, the CatalystTM system was used for trig-

gering the beam when the xiphoid process entered the gating win-

dow and simultaneously tracked the isocenter position. The

intrafractional DIBH isocenter reproducibility in between breath

holds was investigated and the subsequent dosimetric effects evalu-

ated for both tangential and locoregional treatment of left-sided

breast cancer.

The aim of this study was to investigate potential dose reduc-

tions to organs at risk (OARs) using DIBH and optical surface scan-

ning, and further evaluate how any dosimetric benefits are affected

by possible intrafractional isocenter motion in between breath holds.

2 | MATERIAL AND METHOD

2.A | Ethical consideration and consent

The use of the radiotherapy database for retrospective research has

been approved by the Regional Ethical Review Board in Lund (No.

2013/742).

2.B | Patient selection

A total of 40 patients receiving radiotherapy for left-sided breast

cancer in DIBH were enrolled in this study, 20 patients received tan-

gential treatment after breast-conserving surgery and 20 patients

received locoregional treatment after either breast-conserving sur-

gery or mastectomy. The patients started treatment between

September 2015 and August 2016. The median age was 59 yr

(range: 45–77 yr) for the group receiving tangential treatment and

46 yr (35–85 yr) for the group receiving locoregional treatment.

2.C | Computed tomography simulations and
treatment planning

All patients underwent supine computed tomography (CT) in separate

scans for free breathing (FB) and DIBH. Images with a slice thickness

of 3 mm were acquired using a Siemens Somatom definition AS plus

(Siemens Medical Solutions, Erlangen, Germany). The prospective

DIBH study was performed with the SentinelTM system (C-rad Posi-

tioning AB, Uppsala, Sweden) using laser (k = 635–690 nm) to create
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a reference surface of the patient in FB and record the breathing

motion.26 The patients were scanned with the SentinelTM system in FB

and a region of interest (ROI) was defined on the surface of the skin

above xiphoid process in a shape of a circle with a diameter of 2 cm.

Motion in the vertical direction in the ROI was registered as the

breathing signal. Since the registered motion was in the vertical direc-

tion only, the rather flat and stable surface on sternum was chosen.

The position of the end-expiration for FB level, that is, the baseline,

was automatically tracked and the amplitude was individually set for

each patient at the maximum comfortable and reproducible breath

hold level. The gating window was 3 mm for all patients included.

Visual guidance with video goggles was used to help the patients keep

the inspiration level in the gating window during the CT acquisition.

To avoid abdominal breathing or so-called fake breathing, that is, arch-

ing the back, the patients were asked to breathe with their chest dur-

ing a short training session of a few breath holds using visual feedback

prior to CT imaging. For patients receiving locoregional treatment after

mastectomy, a bolus (Superflab, Mick Radio-Nuclear Instruments, Inc.

An Eckert & Ziegler BEBIG Company) was placed on the thoracic wall

over the operation scar with a 3 cm margin at CT.

2.C.1 | Structure delineation

All structures were delineated in both the DIBH and FB CT sets by the

same radiation oncologist, to reduce the interobserver variability. For

tangential breast irradiation after breast-conserving surgery, the PTV

was defined as the clinical limits of the remaining breast including all

glandular tissue. For cases receiving locoregional treatment after

breast-conserving surgery, ipsilateral axillary lymph nodes level II-III

and lymph nodes in the supra- and infraclavicular fossa were included

in the PTV. Thus, the internal mammary nodes were not included. The

CTV-T was delineated as the tumor’s position in the breast with at

least 10 mm margin, approximately equivalent to a quadrant of the

breast. After mastectomy, the PTV was defined as the part of the tho-

racic wall where the breast had been located (visualized on CT scans

by markers), including ipsilateral lymph node stations as above. No

CTV-T was delineated for these patients. For all patients, the PTV was

cropped 5 mm from the skin surface.

The OARs delineated were the heart, LAD, and the ipsilateral

lung. The lung was automatically delineated using the segmentation

wizard in the treatment planning system (TPS, Eclipse, version

13.6.30, Varian Medical Systems, Palo Alto, CA, USA) and then man-

ually verified. The heart was defined as the entire myocardium

including the large vessels up to the departure of the coronary arter-

ies from aorta ascendens. LAD was delineated with a 6 mm diameter

from the vessels departure from aorta as far as it could be visualized,

often to the middle of the heart. The heart and LAD were delineated

manually and all OARs were delineated without margins.

2.C.2 | Treatment planning

The treatment plans were created in the Eclipse TPS for an Elekta

Synergy (Elekta AB, Stockholm, Sweden) and the dose was calculated

using the anisotropic analytic algorithm (AAA, version 10.0.28 and

13.6.23). The prescribed dose was 50 Gy in 25 fractions, normalized

to the PTV mean dose. All treatment plans were made by one dosi-

metrist, for the plans to be comparable between DIBH and FB. The

main goal when creating the treatment plans was to fulfill the con-

straints presented in Table 1, based on national guidelines for 2014–

2016 from the Swedish Breast Cancer Group (www.swebcg.se). At

the same time, the OAR doses were kept as low as possible.

Essentially identical three-dimensional conformal radiotherapy

(3D-CRT) isocentric treatment plans were created for both DIBH

and FB, where only minor differences in the beam arrangement were

allowed to achieve comparable target coverage. For tangential treat-

ment, two tangential opposing fields were used to irradiate the

breast. If needed for dose homogenization, wedges and/or supple-

mentary fields were used. The energy 6 MV was used for all fields.

For locoregional treatment, 6 MV tangential opposing fields were

used to irradiate the breast and, if necessary, supplementary fields

were added (6 MV). The lymph nodes were irradiated using a 6 MV

anterior–posterior (AP) field and a 10 MV posterior–anterior (PA)

field. Additionally, a 10 MV PA field shielding the lung was added.

For tangential treatment, the isocenter was placed in the center of

the breast, and for locoregional treatment, the isocenter was placed

in the junction between the tangential and AP/PA fields.

2.D | Dosimetric comparison between DIBH and
FB treatment plans

For the comparison between the DIBH and FB treatment plans, the

mean dose to the heart (Dmean,heart), LAD (Dmean,LAD), and ipsilateral

lung (Dmean,lung), the dose received by 2% of the volume for the

heart (D2%,heart) and LAD (D2%,LAD), the volume receiving 20 Gy for

the ipsilateral lung (V20Gy,lung) and the dose received by 98% of the

PTV volume (D98%,PTV) were retrieved from the TPS. Two-sided

paired Wilcoxon tests were carried out to investigate if the differ-

ences between DIBH and FB were statistically significant, using a

significance level of 0.05.

2.E | The DIBH treatment workflow using
CatalystTM

When the treatment plan was finished, the plan isocenter, treatment

fields, and plan UID were exported in DICOM format from the TPS

to the CatalystTM system. To assess the treatment isocenter for

patient positioning in FB, the reference surface from the SentinelTM

TAB L E 1 Constraints aimed to be fulfilled when creating the
treatment plans.

Structure Constraint

CTV-T V95% = 100%

CTV-T Dmean ≥100%

PTV D98% ≥93%

PTV V105% minimized
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system was connected to the isocenter of the treatment plan. The

commissioning of the CatalystTM system demonstrated an intrinsic

accuracy of 0.2 mm isocenter localization at various isocenter depths

confirmed by CBCT. The CatalystTM system was used for the treat-

ment sessions at the linear accelerator. The system uses a near invis-

ible violet light (k = 405 nm) projected onto the patient during

surface imaging and measurement.27 The other wavelengths avail-

able, that is, green (k = 528) and red (k =624) lights, were used to

project a color map onto the patient’s surface indicating any setup

deviations. The treatment workflow was divided into two modules,

one positioning module and one treatment module. All patients were

initially positioned in FB using a nonrigid algorithm for patient posi-

tioning.24,25 The live surface of the patient being scanned on the

treatment couch in FB was matched with the reference surface

obtained with the SentinelTM system at the CT session. Posture cor-

rection was manually performed with the help of the color map pro-

jected onto the patient’s skin indicating deviations between the

planned and real-time position larger than 5 mm. The couch was

shifted to the treatment position according to the calculations made

by the OS system. A floating mean value filter over 4 s was used for

the calculation to minimize the effect of the FB motion.

Once the patient was positioned correctly, the CatalystTM treat-

ment module was entered. The breathing baseline was established at

the beginning of each treatment fraction, ensuring that the breathing

amplitude was identical for every DIBH session, regardless of any

daily residual setup deviation. Thus, the distance between the tumor

volume and the heart could be maintained during irradiation, as well

as the level of decreased lung density within the beam. If the setup

needed to be corrected for prior to treatment, the baseline was

recalculated. A daily surface reference image, REF(Treat in DIBH), was

captured the first time when the patient was breathing into the gat-

ing window. The live surface obtained during the rest of the treat-

ment fraction was matched with REF(Treat in DIBH), and hence these

surfaces should coincide during DIBH [Fig. 1(a)]. This means that dif-

ferences between the live surface and REF(Treat in DIBH) do not

include the residual setup errors, which are thus not transferred

from the positioning module to the treatment module.

Two of the three algorithms provided by the CatalystTM system

with calculations for beam triggering for DIBH treatments were used

in this study.24 The first algorithm was calculating the separation in

z-direction between the REF(Treat in DIBH) and the live surfaces in an

area predefined by the ROI. When the respiratory signal recorded in

the ROI was within the gating window, the treatment beam was trig-

gered [Fig. 1(b)]. Simultaneously, the CatalystTM system’s nonrigid

algorithm was used to calculate any isocenter shifts by matching the

REF(Treat in DIBH) and the live surfaces [Fig. 1(c)]. However, no toler-

ances for beam triggering based on the isocenter shifts were set in

this study and this was used for retrospective evaluation purposes

F I G . 1 . Workflow in the treatment
module. The ROI shown as a red circle at

xiphoid process was triggering beam-on
when the reference surface (REF(treat in

DIBH)) was coinciding with the live surface

(a). The DIBH signal in the ROI was
tracked (b) and the isocenter shifts during
beam-on (gray fields in b) simultaneously

recorded (c).
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only. Thus, the calculations within the ROI above the xiphoid process

resulted in one-dimensional breathing motion, presented to the

patient by visual guidance, and triggered the beam within the narrow

gating window. At the same time, the three-dimensional motion data

of the isocenter were passively collected.

2.F | Assessment of the intrafractional DIBH
isocenter reproducibility

In this study, the intrafractional DIBH isocenter reproducibility dur-

ing beam-on was investigated. The real time calculated isocenter

position during beam-on was obtained from the log files of the OS

system. The intrafractional DIBH isocenter reproducibility was then

calculated as the difference between the average isocenter posi-

tions during beam-on for two DIBHs during each session. The two

DIBHs were selected from the delivery of the two main fields,

which represents the position for which the main part of the treat-

ment was given. The intrafractional motion, that is, the relative

shift between two DIBHs, was analyzed for five treatment sessions

per patient. In total, 195 DIBHs per group were included in the

analysis. One patient in each patient group was excluded due to

treatment interruptions on the linear accelerator, causing the log

files to be incomplete. For the tangential treatments, the isocenter

shift between the two main fields were used and for the locore-

gional treatments, isocenter shifts from one of the tangential fields

and one of the AP/PA fields were used. The intrafractional DIBH

isocenter reproducibility in the lateral (lat), longitudinal (long), and

vertical (vert) directions were analyzed separately for the two

patient groups.

2.G | Analysis of dosimetric effects induced by
intrafractional DIBH isocenter reproducibility

The intrafractional DIBH isocenter reproducibility was applied to the

treatment plans in the TPS as a set of isocenter shifts to generate dose

distributions, resulting in an approximation of the dosimetric effects of

the intrafractional isocenter DIBH motion. The intrafractional DIBH

isocenter reproducibility in lat, long, and vert directions corresponding

to a cumulative probability of 50% of the DIBHs, 90% of the DIBHs

and the maximum (max) value, was used for the two patient groups.

The cumulative probability means that for X% of the DIBHs, the

intrafractional DIBH isocenter reproducibility is less or equal to Y mm.

For example, the 50% cumulative probability represents the median

isocenter reproducibility for the whole patient group. For each shift,

the dose was recalculated in the original DIBH plan which, since all

combination of directions were simulated, resulted in eight plans per

shift level (50%, 90%, and max). In total, 960 isocenter-shifted plans

were obtained. For each isocenter-shifted plan, the dose was recalcu-

lated keeping the same number of monitor units. From the resulting

DVHs, the Dmean,heart, Dmean,LAD, Dmean,lung, D2%,heart, D2%,LAD, V20Gy,

lung, and D98%,PTV were obtained and the minimum and maximum val-

ues for each patient and probability level were considered for the

motion-induced dose effect evaluation.

3 | RESULTS

3.A | Dosimetric comparison between DIBH and FB
treatment plans

Overall, the dose to the heart, LAD, and ipsilateral lung was reduced

for all dose levels with comparable target coverage for DIBH com-

pared to FB for both tangential and locoregional treatment [Fig. (2)].

The heart and LAD mean doses and D2% were reduced for essen-

tially all patients using DIBH and the mean lung dose and V20Gy

were reduced for the majority of the patients [Fig. (3)]. For patients

with high OAR doses in FB, larger reductions of the dosimetric

parameters were generally observed with DIBH [Fig. (3)]. The med-

ian deep inspiration amplitude during CT, measured with the Sen-

tinelTM system at the xiphoid process, was 10.5 mm (range: 5.4–

19.6 mm) for tangential treatment and 10.3 mm (8.2–13.0 mm) for

locoregional treatment.

(a)

(b)

F I G . 2 . Average relative dose volume histograms for tangential (a)
and locoregional (b) treatment for the heart (red), LAD (black),
ipsilateral lung (green), and PTV (blue) comparing DIBH (solid lines)
and FB (dashed lines).
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For tangential treatment, the median mean heart and LAD doses

were reduced by 44% (1.25 to 0.71 Gy, P < 0.001) and 70% (8.35

to 2.47 Gy, P < 0.001) for DIBH compared to FB (Table 2).

Regarding near-maximum doses, the D2% to the heart and LAD were

reduced by 61% (6.98 to 2.70 Gy, P < 0.001) and 87% (41.72 to

5.27 Gy, P < 0.001). For the ipsilateral lung, the median mean dose

F I G . 3 . Individual values for each patient of Dmean,heart (a), D2%,heart (b), Dmean,LAD (c), D2%,LAD (d), Dmean,lung (e), and V20Gy,lung (f) for deep
inspiration breath-hold (DIBH) versus free breathing (FB), for both tangential (circles) and locoregional (crosses) treatment. The lines are for
illustration purpose only, and represent where the dosimetric parameters are equal for DIBH and FB. Hence, for points below the line, DIBH is
superior to FB and for points above the line, FB is superior to DIBH.
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and V20Gy were reduced from 5.74 to 5.36 Gy (P = 0.044) and from

9.66% to 8.92% (P = 0.025), respectively using DIBH, corresponding

to relative reductions of 6% and 8%.

For locoregional treatment, the median mean heart and LAD

doses were reduced by 36% (2.10 to 1.34 Gy, P < 0.001) and 57%

(10.82 to 4.63 Gy, P < 0.001) for DIBH compared to FB (Table 2).

Regarding near-maximum doses, the D2% to the heart and LAD were

reduced by 63% (13.68 to 5.05 Gy, P < 0.001) and 60% (40.74 to

16.22 Gy, P < 0.001). For the ipsilateral lung, the median mean dose

and V20Gy were reduced from 13.32 to 11.49 Gy (P < 0.001) and

from 26.72% to 21.63% (P < 0.001), respectively using DIBH, corre-

sponding to relative reductions of 14% and 19%.

3.B | Assessment of the intrafractional DIBH
isocenter reproducibility

The cumulative probability of having an intrafractional DIBH isocenter

reproducibility less or equal to a certain value was calculated in the lat,

long, and vert directions and are presented for the two patient groups

in Fig. 4. For tangential treatment, 50%/90% cumulative probabilities

of having intrafractional DIBH isocenter reproducibility less or equal

to 1.4/3.2, 1.1/3.1, and 0.9/2.1 mm in the lat, long, and vert direc-

tions, respectively, were observed (Fig. 4). The corresponding values

for locoregional treatment were 0.6/1.8, 0.9/2.3, and 0.7/2.0 mm.

The maximum values for the intrafractional DIBH isocenter repro-

ducibility were 5.4, 5.3, and 3.8 mm (lat, long, and vert) for tangential

treatment and 3.4, 5.6, and 2.7 mm for locoregional treatment (Fig. 4).

3.C | Analysis of dosimetric effects induced by
intrafractional DIBH isocenter reproducibility

The dosimetric effect of the intrafractional DIBH isocenter repro-

ducibility is presented in Table 3 and Fig. 5 for tangential treatment

and in Table 4 and Fig. 6 for locoregional treatment. Large interpa-

tient variability in the dosimetric effect of the intrafractional DIBH

isocenter reproducibility was observed, for both the PTV and OARs.

The minimum values of the PTV D98% were always observed

when the isocenter shifts were applied in the left, cranial and ante-

rior directions, since the combination of these directions correspond

to the maximum movement of the PTV out of the treatment fields.

For tangential treatment, the median values of the minimum D98%,

PTV decreased from 92.47% in the original DIBH plan to 92.19,

90.61, and 85.29% when isocenter shifts corresponding to the 50%,

90%, and maximum cumulative probabilities were applied (Table 3).

For locoregional treatment, the corresponding values decreased from

92.97% to 92.79, 91.87, and 88.83% (Table 4).

For all OARs, the maximum values of the dosimetric parameters

were always observed when the isocenter shifts were applied in the

right, caudal and posterior directions, since the combination of these

directions correspond to the maximum movement of the OARs into

the treatment fields. Correspondingly, the minimum values of the

dosimetric parameters for the OARs were always observed when the

isocenter shifts were applied in the left, cranial and anterior direc-

tions, since this combination of directions correspond to a maximum

separation of the OARs and the treatment fields. For example, for

tangential treatment, the median values of the maximum D2%,heart

were increased from 2.70 Gy in the original DIBH plan to 3.00, 3.37,

and 4.54 Gy when isocenter shifts corresponding to the 50%, 90%,

and maximum cumulative probabilities were applied (Table 3). The

corresponding values for D2%,LAD increased from 5.27 Gy to 5.79,

6.83, and 9.93 Gy and the median value of the maximum V20Gy,lung

increased from 8.92 Gy to 10.17, 11.01, and 14.08 Gy. For locore-

gional treatment, the median values of the maximum D2%,heart were

increased from 5.05 Gy in the original DIBH plan to 5.58, 7.59, and

13.55 Gy when the isocenter shifts corresponding to the 50%, 90%,

and maximum cumulative probabilities were applied (Table 4). The

corresponding values for D2%,LAD increased from 16.22 Gy to 22.24,

33.64, and 42.37 Gy and the median value of the maximum V20Gy,lung

increased from 21.63 Gy to 22.66, 24.40, and 26.97 Gy.

4 | DISCUSSION

This study showed that using the CatalystTM system for DIBH treat-

ments with visual guidance significantly reduces both the mean dose

to the heart and LAD and high dose volumes, for both tangential

and locoregional treatment (Fig. 2). Also, the dose to the ipsilateral

lung could be reduced. This may reduce the risk of long-term

TAB L E 2 Comparison of dosimetric parameters between DIBH and FB for tangential and locoregional treatment, presented as median values
[range] and P-values for paired Wilcoxon tests.

Tangential treatment Locoregional treatment

FB DIBH P FB DIBH P

Dmean,heart 1.25 [0.39–3.28] 0.71 [0.32–1.72] <0.001* 2.10 [0.94–6.20] 1.34 [0.62–3.05] <0.001*

D2%,heart 6.98 [1.61–47.00] 2.70 [1.45–11.85] <0.001* 13.68 [4.08–47.01] 5.05 [2.72–39.95] <0.001*

Dmean,LAD 8.35 [2.15–26.05] 2.47 [1.58–13.81] <0.001* 10.82 [3.75–28.06] 4.63 [2.15–13.81] <0.001*

D2%,LAD 41.72 [4.14–49.59] 5.27 [2.38–47.77] <0.001* 40.74 [8.06–48.96] 16.22 [4.38–44.00] <0.001*

Dmean,lung 5.74 [3.30–8.26] 5.36 [2.75–9.05] 0.044* 13.32 [9.37–18.03] 11.49 [7.29–14.86] <0.001*

V20Gy,lung 9.66 [5.17–15.39] 8.92 [4.25–16.30] 0.025* 26.72 [17.63–39.28] 21.63 [12.18–29.60] <0.001*

D98%,PTV 92.06 [90.47–92.94] 92.47 [90.58–94.64] 0.117 93.07 [91.54–93.82] 92.97 [91.48–93.86] 0.433

*Statistical significant difference (P < 0.05).
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cardiovascular and pulmonary mortality and morbidity. The heart and

LAD dose reductions observed in this study using DIBH was compa-

rable to the dose reductions previously observed.13–15 Smyth et al.14

reviewed ten treatment planning studies comparing DIBH and FB, all

showing a significant reduction of the mean heart and LAD dose

using DIBH. The relative reduction in the mean dose was between

38% and 65% for the heart and between 31% and 71% for LAD.

The relative reductions in the mean heart dose observed in our

study (44% and 36%) were in the lower part or slightly below the

range presented by Smyth et al. This could, however, be explained

by the fact that the absolute mean heart dose in both FB and DIBH

were lower in our study compared to all studies included in the

review. For the mean LAD doses, the relative reductions observed in

our study (70% and 57%) were within or slightly larger than the

range presented by Smyth et al.14 However, also the mean LAD

doses presented in our study were lower than the smallest values

presented by Smyth et al.14 In a large systematic review of cardiac

doses by Taylor et al.,13 it was shown that when the internal mam-

mary node was not included in the target, the average mean dose to

the heart could be reduced from 3.8 Gy in FB to 1.3 Gy using DIBH.

Also, compared to that review, our study generally demonstrated

lower mean heart doses. In the review by Smyth et al.,14 there was

a large variety in heart and LAD doses between the different studies,

which may, for example, depend on variations in the delineation of

the target and OARs and the treatment technique used, making it

difficult to compare the doses from the different studies. To reduce

the interobserver variability in this study, all structures were delin-

eated by the same oncologist and all treatment plans were created

by the same dosimetrist, minimizing the uncertainties in the dosimet-

ric comparison between FB and DIBH as much as possible.

(a)

(b)

F I G . 4 . Cumulative probability of the
intrafractional DIBH isocenter
reproducibility for the tangential treatment
(a) and locoregional treatment (b). The
intrafractional DIBH isocenter
reproducibility in lat, long, and vert
directions corresponding to the cumulative
probability of 50%, 90%, and maximum
value are marked with blue arrows.
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Comparing the results of this study and our previous study

investing the benefits of enhanced inspiration gating (EIG),15 lower

relative reductions of the doses to the heart and LAD could gener-

ally be observed (except for the LAD D2%), which is likely because

overall higher absolute doses were observed in the previous study.

The reason for this may be differences in the delineations of the

structures and the creation of the treatment plans, since these tasks

were carried out by different physicians and dosimetrists in the two

studies. A significant reduction in the lung dose for tangential treat-

ment was observed for DIBH in this study, which was not seen for

EIG in our previous study. This was also observed by Damkjær

et al.28 comparing DIBH and EIG, and is probably due to the higher

breathing amplitude achieved using DIBH.

In a study by Chung et al.,29 32 patients underwent cardiac

SPECT-CT before and after left-sided breast cancer radiotherapy,

where no part of the heart was allowed inside the treatment beams.

No perfusion defects were observed, which has been seen in previ-

ous studies where parts of the heart were located inside the treat-

ment fields.30 This may indicate that it is the inclusion of the heart

in the primary beam that is of concern. It is therefore of importance

to remove the entire heart from the primary beam, shown to be pos-

sible using DIBH. In this study, the number of patients with the

heart completely outside the treatment fields was increased from 4

for FB to 16 for DIBH for tangential treatment and from 0 for FB to

9 for DIBH for locoregional treatment.

In this study, we have shown that it is possible to reduce OAR

doses using the CatalystTM system for DIBH treatments with visual

guidance, but when using this technique, it is of utmost importance

not to introduce motion-induced uncertainties during the treatment

delivery. We have, therefore, assessed and estimated the dosimetric

effect of intrafractional DIBH isocenter reproducibility for the two

patient groups, using real-time tracking of the isocenter position

during the treatment delivery. The intrafractional DIBH isocenter

reproducibility was found to be very good for the majority of the

treatment sessions observed in this study, with a typical median

value around 1 mm (Fig. 4). These results are in the same order as

reported previously from similar studies, showing discrepancies of

approximately 2 mm.20,22 In these studies, however, the surface

was used as a surrogate during DIBH, and hence, the isocenter

position was not investigated. However, for a few occasional treat-

ment sessions in this study, the intrafractional DIBH isocenter

reproducibility was found to be approximately 5 mm, which resulted

in large effects on the target coverage and OARs doses (Tables 3

and 4, Figs. 5 and 6). However, reduced OAR doses were main-

tained compared to FB in most cases, with some exceptions

observed for the maximum isocenter shifts. There is also motion

during FB, but this has not been taken into account in this study.

Despite only allowing beam-on within a 3 mm gating window based

on the movement of the xiphoid process, larger differences in the

isocenter position between two different DIBHs were observed, in

either of the three translational directions, for 16 patients and 26

treatment sessions in total. This implies that the motion of the tar-

get volume differs from the xiphoid process, used to trigger theT
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beam. Hence, it is of importance not to only perform DIBH based

on the bony anatomy of the xiphoid process but also set tolerance

levels on the isocenter position. Using the nonrigid algorithm, the

CatalystTM system provides the possibility to set tolerances on the

allowed isocenter shift and rotation, which would be more repre-

sentative of the target position. Then large isocenter shifts with the

associated dosimetric impact shown in our study could be avoided.

For example, using the results from our study, it can be observed

that using the same tolerance of 3 mm as for xiphoid process for

the isocenter shift in lat, long, and vert direction, respectively,

would result in isocenter tolerance failure in 1.0%/3.2%/0.0% of

the treatment sessions for locoregional treatment, and in 14.7%/

F I G . 5 . The minimum and maximum values of Dmean,heart (a), D2%,heart (b), Dmean,LAD (c), D2%,LAD (d), Dmean,lung (e), V20Gy,lung (f), and D98%,PTV

(g) for the isocenter-shifted DIBH plans versus the original DIBH plans. The results are presented for each individual patient receiving
tangential treatment and for all three cumulative probability levels (50%, 90%, and maximum). The lines are for illustration purpose only, and
represent where the dosimetric parameters are equal for the isocenter-shifted and original DIBH plans.
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10.5%/2.1% of the treatment sessions for tangential treatments

(Fig. 4).

Worse intrafractional DIBH isocenter reproducibility was

observed for tangential treatment compared to locoregional treat-

ment, probably due to the different positioning of the isocenter. For

tangential treatment, the isocenter was positioned in the center of

the breast, whereas for the locoregional treatment, the isocenter

was positioned in the junction between the breast and the AP/PA

fields. The breast is more deformable, while the junction between

breast and the AP/PA fields is a more rigid structure, and therefore,

the two isocenter positions move differently relative to the xiphoid

process. However, the breast tissue is also a part of the PTV for the

locoregional treatment. The time between the two DIBHs could

potentially also be a reason for the difference in reproducibility.

However, this was found to be similar for the two patient groups as

the median time between the two analyzed DIBHs were 2.5 (range:

0.6–8.0) min and 2.3 (0.5–9.5) min for tangential and locoregional

treatment, respectively.

Large interpatient variability in the dosimetric effect was

observed (Figs. 5 and 6), especially for heart and LAD, due to differ-

ences in the patient anatomy and the placement of the treatment

fields relative to the target volume and OARs in the original plan.

For some patients, the heart and LAD were well out of the treat-

ment fields in the original DIBH plan. For these cases, the applied

isocenter shifts did not bring the heart and LAD into the treatment

fields and hence only small dosimetric effects were observed. Simi-

larly, for some patients, a large part of the heart and LAD was

already inside the treatment fields in the original DIBH plan and the

applied isocenter shifts did not bring the heart and LAD out of the

treatment fields. The largest dosimetric effects were observed for

the patients where the treatment field edges were contiguous with

the edge of the heart and LAD, since for these patients, the applied

isocenter shifts would either bring the heart and LAD into or out of

the treatment fields. This effect was most pronounced for D2%, since

this represents the near-maximum dose. In Figs. 5 and 6, it can also

be observed that the dosimetric effect of the applied isocenter shifts

is not symmetrical for D98%,PTV. Underdosage is more common than

overdosage, since target coverage will remain (but not increase) if

the isocenter shifts result in the treatment fields being located too

deep. However, if the treatment fields are too shallow, the D98%,PTV

will decrease rapidly, resulting in an underdosage of the target vol-

ume. To reduce the OAR and target volume dose deviations for indi-

vidual treatment sessions, it would be of great importance to

introduce tolerances for the isocenter deviation, which could, for

example, correspond to the 90% cumulative probability level. If such

tolerance is applied, the results from this study show that the dose

deviations for the maximum and 90% cumulative probability level

compared to the original plan could be reduced from 35% to 18%

for the median Dmean,heart, 68% to 25% for the median D2%,heart,

49% to 18% for the median Dmean,LAD, and 88% to 30% for the

median D2%,LAD for tangential treatment (Table 3). The correspond-

ing values for locoregional treatment were 57% to 31% for the med-

ian Dmean,heart, 168% to 50% for the median D2%,heart, 122% to 30%T
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for the median Dmean,LAD, and 161% to 107% for the median D2%,

LAD (Table 4). Also, the minimum deviations in the median D98%,PTV

could be reduced from 8% to 2% and from 4% to 1% for tangential

and locoregional treatment, respectively (Tables 3 and 4).

One limitation of this study is that the dosimetric effect of the

intrafractional DIBH isocenter reproducibility was estimated using

isocenter shifts in the TPS. When performing isocenter shifts a rigid

motion is assumed, that is, the whole patient moves the

F I G . 6 . The minimum and maximum values of Dmean,heart (a), D2%,heart (b), Dmean,LAD (c), D2%,LAD (d), Dmean,lung (e), V20Gy,lung (f), and D98%,PTV

(g) for the isocenter-shifted DIBH plans versus the original DIBH plans. The results are presented for each individual patient receiving
locoregional treatment and for all three cumulative probability levels (50%, 90%, and maximum). The lines are for illustration purpose only, and
represent where the dosimetric parameters are equal for the isocenter-shifted and original DIBH plans.
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corresponding isocenter shift and the distance between the heart

and target volume is thus kept constant. This is actually not true

since the distance between the heart and target volume changes

with breathing. Using a deformable patient model would probably

improve the accuracy of these calculations. But since the isocenter

shifts were rather small (in the order of a few millimeter), we believe

our calculations still gives a reasonable approximation of the dosi-

metric effect.

The analysis of this study was population based, using the

cumulative probability of the intrafractional DIBH isocenter repro-

ducibility to simulate the dosimetric effects for each patient plan.

Hence, the dosimetric effect of each patient’s individual isocenter

reproducibility was not simulated. The maximum intrafractional

DIBH isocenter reproducibility represents the worst-case scenario

for the entire population and deviations of this magnitude were

only observed for a few percent of the DIBHs. The results in this

study are based on the assumption that the isocenter reproducibil-

ity was the same for every DIBH, which of course is not the case.

Slightly different isocenter positions will be obtained for each DIBH

throughout the treatment, resulting in a small blurring of the dose

distribution. The total delivered dose to the patient would, there-

fore, most likely differ less from the planned dose than the result

presented in this study. The 50% cumulative probability level would

probably be a more realistic representation of the dosimetric

effects caused by the intrafractional DIBH isocenter reproducibility

for an entire treatment.

Overall, using the xiphoid process as a surrogate for the breast

tissue during DIBH was found to be reproducible (Fig. 4). Gierga

et al.22 reported that 22% of the DIBHs were out of a 5 mm toler-

ance using the breast surface to trigger the beam when a rigid match

algorithm and audio coaching were used. If using a 5 mm tolerance

in either lat, long, or vert direction in this study, only 2% of the

DIBH would be out of tolerance for locoregional treatments and 1%

for tangential treatments. This implies that using the xiphoid process

as a surrogate for the breast tissue improved the intrafractional

DIBH isocenter reproducibility compared to using the breast surface.

And according to this study, the intrafractional DIBH isocenter

reproducibility could be improved even further by introducing toler-

ances on the isocenter position.

5 | CONCLUSION

Deep inspiration breath-hold (DIBH) treatments for breast cancer

radiotherapy, using the optical surface scanning system CatalystTM

including visual guidance, reduces the absorbed doses to the heart,

LAD, and ipsilateral lung in accordance to previous studies, which may

reduce the risk of long-term cardiovascular and pulmonary mortality

and morbidity.

Excellent intrafractional DIBH isocenter reproducibility was

observed for the majority of the treatment sessions for both tangen-

tial and locoregional treatment. However, values of the intrafrac-

tional DIBH isocenter reproducibility up to approximately 5 mm

were seen for some treatment sessions, which resulted in large dosi-

metric effects, primarily for the OARs. Hence, it is of importance to

set tolerance levels on the intrafractional isocenter motion and not

only perform DIBH based on the motion of the bony anatomy of

the xiphoid process.
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ABSTRACT
Background: Late effects induced by radiotherapy (RT) are of great concern for mediastinal Hodgkin’s
lymphoma (HL) patients and it is therefore important to reduce normal tissue dose. The aim of this
study was to investigate the impact on the normal tissue dose and target coverage, using various
combinations of intensity modulated proton therapy (IMPT), volumetric modulated arc therapy (VMAT)
and 3-dimensional conformal RT (3D-CRT), planned in both deep inspiration breath hold (DIBH) and
free breathing (FB).
Material and methods: Eighteen patients were enrolled in this study and planned with involved site
RT. Two computed tomography images were acquired for each patient, one during DIBH and one dur-
ing FB. Six treatment plans were created for each patient; 3D-CRT in FB, 3D-CRT in DIBH, VMAT in FB,
VMAT in DIBH, IMPT in FB and IMPT in DIBH. Dosimetric impact on the heart, left anterior descending
(LAD) coronary artery, lungs, female breasts, target coverage, and also conformity index and integral
dose (ID), was compared between the different treatment techniques.
Results: The use of DIBH significantly reduced the lung dose for all three treatment techniques, how-
ever, no significant difference in the dose to the female breasts was observed. Regarding the heart
and LAD doses, large individual variations were observed. For VMAT, the mean heart and LAD doses
were significantly reduced using DIBH, but no significant difference was observed for 3D-CRT and
IMPT. Both IMPT and VMAT resulted in improved target coverage and more conform dose distributions
compared to 3D-CRT. IMPT generally showed the lowest organs at risk (OAR) doses and significantly
reduced the ID compared to both 3D-CRT and VMAT.
Conclusions: The majority of patients benefited from treatment in DIBH, however, the impact on the
normal tissue dose was highly individual and therefore comparative treatment planning is encouraged.
The lowest OAR doses were generally observed for IMPT in combination with DIBH.
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Introduction

There has been a tremendous development in the treatment
of Hodgkin’s lymphoma (HL) the last couple of decades, pri-
marily through the introduction of combined modality treat-
ment consisting of both chemotherapy and radiotherapy
(RT), resulting in survival rates above 90% [1,2]. Due to the
relatively high survival rate and young age for most HL
patients, a large proportion of the patients become long-
time survivors and hence late effects of the treatment are of
great concern. Previously, extended field radiotherapy (EFRT)
and involved field radiotherapy (IFRT) were used to treat
entire nodal stations, which has been shown to result in
increased mortality from late effects, most commonly from
secondary cancer, cardiovascular diseases and respiratory dis-
eases [3–6]. Modern HL treatment has focused on reducing
the risk of late effects while still maintaining high disease

control [7]. This has been achieved through reducing the
prescribed dose [1,2], and the irradiated volume, by introduc-
ing the involved node radiotherapy (INRT) and involved site
radiotherapy (ISRT) concepts where only the initially involved
lymph nodes are included in the target [8]. Also, more
advanced image guidance and conform treatment techni-
ques, such as 3-dimensional conformal radiation therapy
(3D-CRT), intensity modulated radiation therapy (IMRT), volu-
metric modulated arc therapy (VMAT) and helical tomother-
apy, have been introduced in HL RT [9–11]. The dynamic
treatment techniques provide a very conformal high-dose
distribution, however at the expense of larger healthy tissue
volumes being irradiated to low doses. Hence, new techni-
ques that enable a reduction of the normal tissue irradiation
for all dose levels would be desirable. Deep inspiration
breath hold (DIBH) has demonstrated the ability to reduce
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dose to healthy tissue for mediastinal HL, due to favorable
anatomical changes in tumor position in relation to healthy
tissue [12–16]. Also, proton therapy (PT) has shown a positive
impact on the normal tissue dose compared to photon ther-
apy [6,17–19]. Most studies for mediastinal HL have used the
passive scattering technique, however, more modern PT,
using pencil beam scanning (PBS) and intensity modulated
PT (IMPT), enables even more conformal treatment plans.
Also, automatic beam triggering is nowadays available for
PT, enabling gated beam delivery in DIBH [20]. To our know-
ledge, only two previous treatment planning studies exist on
the use of both PT and DIBH for mediastinal HL, showing an
overall benefit for the combined use of the techniques
[21,22]. Thus, further investigations of the combined use of
PT and DIBH are highly desirable. The aim of this study was
to investigate the impact on the normal tissue dose and tar-
get coverage, using various combinations of IMPT, VMAT and
3D-CRT planned in both DIBH and free breathing (FB). To our
knowledge, no previous study exists that have investigated
all these treatment techniques in both FB and DIBH for
mediastinal HL.

Material and methods

Patients

Between April 2014 and June 2017, 19 patients with medias-
tinal HL were enrolled in this retrospective comparative dose
planning study. One patient was excluded from the study
because the target volumes were not deemed comparable
between the two computed tomography (CT) images
acquired due to insufficient image quality. Table 1 provides
the detailed characteristics of the patient cohort, including
age, gender, stage and disease location. The patients were
classified as unfavorable if they had one or more risk factors
according to the Swedish national treatment guidelines for
HL (www.cancercentrum.se). Risk factors for stage IA and IIA
are bulky disease, >2 involved sites and erythrocyte sedi-
mentation rate �50. Risk factors for stage IIB-IV are male,
<45 years, stage IV, hemoglobin <105 g/L, S-albumin <40 g/
L, leukocytes >15� 109/L and B-lymphocytes <8% or <0.
6� 109/L. Residual PET-positive disease after chemotherapy

was also considered a risk factor. Only disease above the dia-
phragm was included in this study.

Ethical consideration

The use of the RT database for retrospective research has
been approved by the committee of the Regional Ethical
Review Board in Lund (No. 2013/742).

CT imaging and deep inspiration breath
hold techniques

Two CT images were acquired for treatment planning and
dosimetric comparison purposes, one during DIBH and one
during FB. The patients were positioned supine, generally in
immobilizing fullbody vacuum bags, with the arms posi-
tioned above the head. However, two patients were posi-
tioned with the arms along the side of the body. The CT
images were acquired using a Siemens Somatom definition
AS plus (Siemens Medical Solutions, Erlangen, Germany) with
a slice thickness of 3mm. For improved image quality, con-
trast-enhanced CT (60ml, VisipaqueTM 270mg I/ml, Iodixanol,
GE Healthcare AS, Oslo, Norway) was acquired for eight of
the patients, two in FB and six in DIBH.

The real-time position management (RPM) system (Varian
Medical Systems, Palo Alto, CA) or the optical surface scan-
ning system Sentinel (C-rad Positioning AB, Uppsala,
Sweden) was used to track the respiratory motion for the CT
scan in DIBH. The RPM system and the Sentinel system have
previously been described elsewhere [23,24]. All patients
were trained by an oncology nurse to perform deep inspir-
ation at a comfortable and reproducible level prior to the CT
scan. For the first 10 patients, audio-coached enhanced
inspiration gating (EIG) was used in combination with the
RPM-system to acquire the DIBH CT images [23]. The patients
were repeatedly deep breathing for approximately
4–5 seconds throughout the CT scan. For each inspiration, a
smaller sequenced segment of the CT scan length was
acquired with an axial CT scan mode. These segments were
appended to each other to assess the full scan volume. For
the remaining eight patients, the Sentinel system was used
to acquire the DIBH CT images, using both audio and visual
guidance [24]. A helical CT scan was acquired during a single
DIBH. For all patients, the respiratory motion was tracked at
sternum, at the surface above the xiphoid process. The
median deep inspiration amplitude was 11.7mm (range
9.0–20.7mm) and the median gating window was 3.2mm
(range 2.7–4.3mm). The same criteria for the amplitude and
gating window were used for all patients in this study,
regardless of the breathing technique or gating system used,
resulting in equal DIBH CT images. Both EIG and DIBH are
therefore referred to as DIBH.

Contouring

Target volumes were delineated using the ISRT technique [8],
based on a 18F-fluoro-deoxyglucose (FDG) positron emission
tomography (PET)/CT image acquired during FB (GE
Discovery 690, General Electric Healthcare and Philips Gemini

Table 1. Patient and disease characteristics.

Age, median (range) 34 (15–71)
Gender
Female 10
Male 8
Stage
IIA 9 (7a)
IIB 3 (3a)
III 4 (4a)
IV 1 (1a)
Recurrence 1
Disease location
Mediastinum 3
Mediastinumþ fscl 5
Mediastinumþ fsclþ neck 7
Mediastinumþ fsclþ neckþ axilla 3

fscl: supraclavicular fossa.
aUnfavorable disease.
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TF 16, Philips Medical Systems, Amsterdam, Netherlands).
The information from the PET images were transferred to the
FB and DIBH planning CTs through visual comparison
between the images. All structures were delineated in both
the DIBH and FB CT-sets by the same radiation oncologist.
The clinical target volume (CTV) was defined as involved lymph
node stations, to which radiation treatment was warranted.
The median CTV volume was 338 cm3 (range 124–1530 cm3)
in FB and 341 cm3 (range 123–1381 cm3) in DIBH.
A planning target volume (PTV) was constructed with an
8mm isotropic margin to CTV, and cropped 4mm from the
skin surface. The organs at risk (OAR) delineated were the
heart, the left anterior descending (LAD) coronary artery,
lungs, and for female patients also the breasts. The lungs
were automatically delineated using the segmentation wiz-
ard in the treatment planning system (TPS, Eclipse, version
13.6, Varian Medical Systems, Palo Alto, CA) and then manu-
ally verified. All other structures were delineated manually.
The heart was defined as the entire myocardium including
the big vessels up to the departure of the coronary arteries
from aorta ascendens. LAD was delineated with a 6mm
diameter from the vessels departure from aorta as far as it
could be visualized, often to the middle of the heart. The
female breasts were outlined as the clinical limits of the
breast, including all glandular tissue and cropped 5mm from
the skin surface. All OARs were delineated without margins.

Treatment planning

Six treatment plans were created for each patient; 3D-CRT in
FB, 3D-CRT in DIBH, VMAT in FB, VMAT in DIBH, IMPT in FB
and IMPT in DIBH, resulting in a total of 108 treatment plans.
All treatment plans were created in the Eclipse TPS (version
13.6, Varian Medical Systems, Palo Alto, CA). The prescribed
dose was 29.75Gy/Gy(RBE) (relative biological equivalent) in
17 fractions normalized to the mean dose of the PTV, assum-
ing a constant RBE of 1.1 for protons. The main goals creat-
ing the treatment plans were that 100% of the PTV volume
should be covered by 95% of the prescribed dose, while the
volume receiving more than 105% of the prescribed dose
was minimized. At the same time, the dose to the OARs was
kept as low as possible. To achieve the best possible dose
distributions, each treatment plan was individually optimized.

3 D-CRT plans
For the 3D-CRT plans, two 6MV anterior–posterior/posteri-
or–anterior (AP/PA) parallel opposed fields were generally
used (gantry angles 0� and 180�), with a PTV-to-field-edge
margin of 7mm. To individually optimize each plan, the
beams were weighted and if needed wedges and/or supple-
mentary fields (6 or 10MV) were used to improve dose hom-
ogenization in the target volume. The 3D-CRT plans were
generated for either a TrueBeam linear accelerator (version
2.0, Varian Medical Systems, Palo Alto, CA) or an Elekta
Synergy linear accelerator (Elekta AB, Stockholm, Sweden).
The Anisotropic Analytical Algorithm (AAA, version 13.6) was
used for dose calculation.

VMAT plans
Basic VMAT plans with standard arc geometries were created.
All plans were created with 6MV using two, three or four arcs
depending on patient anatomy and PTV volume. Depending
on the resulting field size (x-direction), some fields were modi-
fied so that the field size in the x-direction for any given arc
had a maximum size of 15 cm. For arcs with field size (x-direc-
tion) less or equal to 15 cm two arcs were typically used. For
modified arcs with original field size larger than 15 cm, a third
arc was typically added to maintain plan quality. In one case
with a very large PTV, four arcs were used. All plans were
optimized using the Photon Optimizer (version 13.6) for a
TrueBeam linear accelerator and final dose was calculated
with AAA (version 13.6). Full arcs with collimator angles 5�

and 355� were typically used, but for lateral targets where full
arcs would cause collision with the patient or couch the arc
length was modified. In one case with four arcs collimator
rotation 85� and 95� in addition to the standard 5� and 355�

mentioned above were used.

IMPT plans
Either AP/PA fields (12 patients) or two oblique AP fields in
10� and 350� (six patients) were used, whichever was consid-
ered most beneficial for the individual patient. During opti-
mization, constraints were assigned to the PTV and all OARs.
The highest priority was set for the PTV and thereafter the
heart, LAD and lungs had equal priority. The priority for the
female breasts differed slightly between the AP/PA plans and
the plans with two oblique AP fields. For the AP/PA plans,
the priority was the same as for the heart, LAD and lungs. In
the plans with two oblique AP fields, the female breasts had
a slightly higher priority than the other OARs, since both
fields passed through the breast tissue. High density materi-
als, such as medical implants or contrast agent, were
replaced with water equivalent structures for dose calcula-
tion purposes. The IMPT plans were created for an IBA PT
System (Proteus Plus, IBA, Louvain-la-Neuve, Belgium) with a
PBS beam delivery. The Proton Convolution Superposition
algorithm (PCS, version 13.7) was used for dose calculation,
with beam data from the Swedish proton center, the
Skandion clinic (Uppsala, Sweden).

For the IMPT plans, additional margins for the range uncer-
tainty was calculated as 3.5% of the range to the distal edge
of the CTV plus 1mm. If the range uncertainty exceeded the
CTV-to-PTV margin of 8mm, an additional margin was added.
Otherwise the same PTV as for the photon plans was used.
For the PA field for one patient in FB and four patients in
DIBH, the distal margin exceeded the CTV-to-PTV margin by
1mm and thus the margin was expanded 1mm in
this direction.

Treatment

All patients managed the DIBH CT acquisition and were clin-
ically treated with a 3D-CRT plan in either DIBH or FB, which-
ever was considered most beneficial for the patient. Ten
patients were treated using DIBH 3D-CRT and the remaining
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eight patients with FB 3D-CRT. During EIG and DIBH treat-
ment, the respiratory motion was tracked with the TrueBeam
integrated gating systems, Polaris Spectra infrared camera
(Northern Digital Medical, Waterloo, Canada) or the optical
surface scanning system Catalyst (C-rad Positioning AB,
Uppsala, Sweden) [24]. The patient position was verified with
orthogonal X-ray imaging or cone beam CT (CBCT). The
CBCTs were acquired during three or four DIBHs.

Dosimetric and statistical analysis

Dose volume histograms (DVH) were extracted for all treat-
ment plans from the TPS, and average DVHs for all patients
were calculated for all the treatment techniques. To compare
the dose distributions for the different treatment techniques,
the mean dose to the heart (Dmean,heart), LAD (Dmean,LAD),
lungs (Dmean,lungs), right breast (Dmean,right breast) and left
breast (Dmean,left breast), the dose received by 2% of the heart
and LAD volumes (D2%,heart and D2%,LAD), the lung volume
receiving 5 and 20Gy (V5Gy,lungs and V20Gy,lungs) and the CTV
and PTV volume covered by 95% of the prescribed dose
(V95%,CTV and V95%,PTV) were retrieved. For comparison of the
PTV dose uniformity, the heterogeneity index (HI) was calcu-
lated (Equation (1)).

HI ¼ D2%�D98%

Dmean
(1)

where D2% and D98% are the doses to 2% and 98% of the
volume, respectively.

Further, to compare the dose to healthy tissue between
the 3D-CRT, VMAT and IMPT plans the integral dose (ID) was
evaluated (Equation (2)).

ID ¼ q � V � Dmean (2)

where q is the density and V is the volume. The ID was cal-
culated for the full CT scanned body volume excluding the
PTV volume and was corrected for the lung density. Generic
density values of 0.26 g/cm3 for the lung and 1.06 g/cm3 for
all other tissues were used [25].

The plan conformity was evaluated using Paddick’s con-
formity index (CIPaddick) [26] (Equation (3)).

CIPaddick ¼ TV2
PIV

TV � PIV (3)

where TV is the target volume, PIV is the prescription isodose
volume and TVPIV is the target volume covered by the pre-
scription isodose. In this study, the TV corresponds to the
PTV and PIV the 95% isodose volume. A perfectly conformal
plan has a CIPaddick value of 1.

Friedman tests were carried out to investigate if there
were any statistical significant differences between the six
different treatment techniques (FB 3D-CRT, DIBH 3D-CRT, FB
VMAT, DIBH VMAT, FB IMPT and DIBH IMPT). If a statistically
significant difference was observed, post hoc two-sided
paired Wilcoxon’s tests were carried out. A significance level
of 0.05 was used. Multiple testing was not accounted for
because it was considered too conservative due to the large
number of comparisons.

All dosimetric and statistical analyses were performed in
Matlab (R2014b, Mathworks, Natick, MA).

Results

All dosimetric parameters are presented in Table 2 and the
average DVHs for the target volumes and OARs are pre-
sented in Figure 1. The mean OAR doses for each individual
patient are presented in Figure 2, where a large variation in
the OAR doses between the individual patients can
be observed.

Comparison of DIBH and FB

Lungs
Regarding the lung dose, the vast majority of patients
benefited from DIBH, with reduced Dmean,lungs for 94, 83
and 94% of the patients for 3D-CRT, VMAT and IMPT,
respectively (Figure 2(a)). For 3D-CRT, VMAT and IMPT
the median Dmean,lungs, V20Gy,lungs and V5Gy,lungs were signifi-
cantly reduced by approximately 10–20% for DIBH compared
to FB.

Heart and LAD
Regarding both the heart and LAD doses, the benefit of
using DIBH varied substantially between the patients
(Figure 2(b,c)). The median Dmean,heart and Dmean,LAD were
reduced by approximately 10–40% and 10–60%, respectively,
for DIBH compared to FB, however, this difference only
reached statistical significance for VMAT. For DIBH compared
to FB, both the Dmean,heart and Dmean,LAD decreased for 61%
of the patients for 3D-CRT and IMPT, and 72% of the patients
for VMAT. No significant differences in D2%,heart and D2%,LAD

were observed between DIBH and FB for neither 3D-CRT,
VMAT nor IMPT.

Breasts
There was no significant difference in the median
Dmean,right breast and Dmean,left breast between DIBH and FB
for neither 3D-CRT, VMAT nor IMPT.

Target coverage
Very similar target coverage was achieved between DIBH
and FB for all treatment techniques (Figure 1(a,b)). For 3D-
CRT and VMAT, no significant difference was observed in
V95%,CTV or V95%,PTV between DIBH and FB. For IMPT, how-
ever, small but statistically significant decreases in V95%,CTV

and V95%,PTV were observed for DIBH.

Comparison of IMPT, VMAT and 3D-CRT

Lungs
For both DIBH and FB, the lowest median Dmean,lungs was
observed for IMPT, followed by VMAT and 3D-CRT (Figure 2(a)).
The Dmean,lungs was reduced by approximately 40% and
20–30% for IMPT compared to 3D-CRT and VMAT, respectively.
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The lowest V20Gy,lungs was observed for VMAT, followed by
IMPT and 3D-CRT, and the lowest V5Gy,lungs was observed for
IMPT, followed by 3D-CRT and VMAT. All these differences
were statistically significant. Hence, compared to 3D-CRT, IMPT
reduced the irradiated lung volume for all dose levels, while
VMAT reduced the lung volume receiving high doses, however
at the cost of increasing the low dose volume (Figure 1(c)).

Heart and LAD
For both DIBH and FB, the lowest median Dmean,heart

was observed for IMPT, followed by VMAT and 3D-CRT
(Figure 2(c)), with all differences being statistically significant.
The Dmean,heart was reduced by approximately 30–50% and
10–30% for IMPT compared to 3D-CRT and VMAT, respect-
ively. The median Dmean,LAD was significantly lower for VMAT
and IMPT compared to 3D-CRT, however, no significant dif-
ference was observed between VMAT and IMPT. No signifi-
cant differences in D2%,heart and D2%,LAD were observed
between any of the treatment techniques.

Breasts
For both DIBH and FB, the median Dmean,right breast and
Dmean,left breast were significantly reduced by approximately
60–90% for IMPT compared to both VMAT and 3D-CRT, how-
ever, no significant difference was observed between VMAT
and 3D-CRT (Figure 2(d,e)).

Paddick’s conformity index and integral dose
For both DIBH and FB, the highest CIPaddick was observed for
VMAT, followed by IMPT and 3D-CRT, with all differences
being statistically significant. The ID was approximately
halved for IMPT compared to both VMAT and 3D-CRT.

Target coverage
For both DIBH and FB, the V95%,CTV, V95%,PTV and HIPTV were
significantly improved for IMPT and VMAT compared to 3D-
CRT (Figure 1(a,b)). The target coverage and HI were similar
for VMAT and IMPT, however, for some comparisons there
were small but statistically significant differences.

Comparison of FB IMPT and DIBH VMAT

The lowest OAR doses were generally observed for the com-
bination of DIBH and IMPT (Figures 1 and 2). However, this
combination may not always be feasible and to compare FB
IMPT with DIBH 3D-CRT and VMAT is therefore also of clinical
interest. Since DIBH VMAT was generally superior to DIBH
3D-CRT, FB IMPT was compared to DIBH VMAT. There was
no significant difference in the median Dmean,lungs and
Dmean,heart between FB IMPT and DIBH VMAT. However,
V20Gy,lungs and Dmean,LAD were significant lower for DIBH
VMAT compared to FB IMPT and vice versa for V5Gy,lungs,
Dmean,right breast and Dmean,left breast.Ta
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Discussion

Treatment using DIBH is widely assessable in modern RT,
and was hereby found to be well tolerated and to reduce

doses to OARs for the majority of the patients with medias-
tinal HL for various treatment techniques. For the vast major-
ity of the patients, the mean lung dose was reduced using
DIBH. However, larger variations were observed for the

Figure 1. Average dose volume histograms for all patients comparing deep inspiration breath hold (DIBH, solid lines) and free breathing (FB, dashed lines) as well
as intensity modulated proton therapy (IMPT, red), volumetric modulated arc therapy (VMAT, green) and 3-dimensional conformal radiation therapy (3D-CRT, blue)
for the (a) CTV, (b) PTV, (c) lungs, (d) heart, (e) left anterior descending (LAD) coronary artery, (f) right breast and (g) left breast.
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mean heart and LAD doses, increasing the dose during
DIBH for individual patients (Figure 2(b,c)). Regarding the
female breasts, no significant difference was observed
between DIBH and FB. For IMPT, a small difference was
observed in the target coverage between FB and DIBH,
which probably is clinically irrelevant. Thus the DIBH and FB
plans could be considered comparable regarding the tar-
get coverage.

Both IMPT and VMAT improved the target coverage and
resulted in more conform dose distributions compared to
3D-CRT. However, IMPT was more beneficial than VMAT,
since it reduced the OAR doses for all dose levels, while
VMAT reduced the volumes receiving high doses, however,
at the expense of increasing the low-dose volumes. Also, the
ID, reflecting the total body radiation exposure, was greatly
reduced for all patients using IMPT compared to VMAT and
3D-CRT, potentially leading to a lower risk of secondary
malignancies [6]. The lowest doses to the OARs were gener-
ally observed for the combination of DIBH and IMPT. For
LAD, however, the lowest mean dose was observed for DIBH
VMAT. The entire LAD is usually located within the high-dose
area, and therefore greatly benefits from the excellent con-
formity achieved by VMAT while it is not affected by the
increased low-dose bath.

The use of DIBH increased the lung volume, which
resulted in a smaller proportion of the lung included in the
treatment fields. Also, the heart was pulled caudally and the
mediastinum elongated, which resulted in an increased sep-
aration between the heart and the target volume for most
patients. However, this study showed that the desired separ-
ation between the heart and target volume was not always
achieved with DIBH. For a few of the patients, the overlap
between the heart and target volume was instead increased
during DIBH, which resulted in higher heart doses. This effect
was most pronounced for 3D-CRT, since the dose distribution
was less conformed compared to VMAT and IMPT. The ana-
tomical changes during DIBH were highly individual, and for
some patients there were none or only a small overlap
between the heart and target volume in FB, limiting the

possible heart dose reduction for DIBH. For patients with an
overlap between the heart and target volume, deformations
during DIBH led to more or less advantageous positions with
regards to treatment beams. Hence, the impact of DIBH on
the heart dose for mediastinal HL is highly individual and
cannot be predicted in advance. Therefore, CT images in
both FB and DIBH should be acquired for each patient and
comparative treatment planning performed. However,
large heart and LAD dose reductions were observed using
DIBH for individual patients. For example, one of the patients
had relative mean heart and LAD dose reductions of approxi-
mately 70% and 30–40% using DIBH for all three treat-
ment techniques.

Several studies have compared treatment of mediastinal
HL in DIBH and FB for photon therapy, both for 3D-CRT and
IMRT [13–16]. The reduced lung dose observed in this study
using DIBH confirms the results of the prior studies.
However, previous studies have shown a significant decrease
in the mean heart dose for DIBH, which was only observed
for VMAT in this study, although a decrease was observed
for most patients for the other treatment techniques as well.
The study by Petersen et al. [14] was the only one that inves-
tigated the LAD dose and they showed a significant reduc-
tion in the mean LAD dose using DIBH, which was only
observed for VMAT in this study. Possible reasons for the dif-
ference in heart and LAD doses could be that smaller treat-
ment margins were used for DIBH compared to FB in some
of the studies, different target localization in mediastinum
and that different photon treatment delivery techniques
(3D-CRT/IMRT/VMAT) were used. In accordance with our
study, Petersen et al. [14] and Aznar et al. [16] did not find
any significant difference in the mean breast dose between
DIBH and FB. Charpentier et al. [15], however, reported a
significant increase in the mean breast dose for DIBH
compared to FB.

Regarding the use of PT, most previous studies for medi-
astinal HL have investigated the impact on normal tissue
dose using the passive scattering technique in FB. In accord-
ance to this study, they showed that the dose to the lungs,
heart and breasts was generally reduced for proton com-
pared to photon therapy [6,17–19]. However, in this study,
the more advanced delivery technique PBS, which enables
even larger normal tissue sparing, has been used. In a review
article, Tseng et al. [6] present a weighted average OAR dose
comparison of 14 studies between PT (passive scattering and
PBS), modern RT (IMRT, VMAT and tomotherapy) and 3D-CRT
during FB. The Dmean,heart, Dmean,breasts and Dmean,lungs were
reduced by 3.57 Gy, 1.47 Gy and 2.81Gy for PT compared to
3D-CRT, which is comparable to the dose reductions
observed in this study. Comparing PT with modern RT, the
corresponding dose reductions were 2.24 Gy, 2.45 Gy and
3.28 Gy, which are slightly larger than the dose reductions
observed in this study. Tseng et al. concluded that a larger
dose reduction could be achieved for PT compared to mod-
ern RT than for modern RT compared to 3D-CRT for all OARs.
In this study, however, a larger benefit of using modern RT
(VMAT) compared to 3D-CRT was observed, thus reducing
the differences between PT (IMPT) and modern RT (VMAT).

Figure 1. Continued.
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However, a clear disadvantage of VMAT is the increased low-
dose bath.

To our knowledge, only two previous studies have investi-
gated the combined use of DIBH and PT for mediastinal HL
[21,22]. However, no previous study as comprehensive as this

exists, comparing DIBH and FB for IMPT, VMAT and 3D-CRT for
the same patient cohort. Rechner et al. [22] compared PT and
IMRT for both DIBH and FB. Both this study and Rechner et al.
showed the lowest OAR doses for the combined use of DIBH
and PT. In contrary to what was observed in this study, they

Figure 2. The mean dose to the (a) lungs, (b) heart, (c) LAD, (d) right breast and (e) left breast for free breathing (FB) 3-dimensional conformal radiation therapy
(3D-CRT), deep inspiration breath hold (DIBH) 3D-CRT, FB volumetric modulated arc therapy (VMAT), DIBH VMAT, FB intensity modulated proton therapy (IMPT)
and DIBH IMPT. The values for each individual patient are shown in black and the median values for the whole patient cohort in red.
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showed a significant reduction in the mean heart and LAD
doses and no significant difference in the mean lung dose,
comparing DIBH and FB for PT. Also, they found no significant
difference in the heart and lung mean dose between DIBH
photon therapy and FB PT. In this study, however, significant
differences in favor of FB IMPT were found compared to DIBH
3D-CRT, but not compared to DIBH VMAT. Generally, a larger
benefit on normal tissue dose for proton compared to photon
therapy was observed in this study, whereas, Rechner et al.
found a larger benefit of DIBH compared to FB. Possible rea-
sons for the differences observed between the studies could
be different target localization in mediastinum, the use of dif-
ferent treatment techniques (single field uniform dose/IMPT
and 3D-CRT/IMRT/VMAT) and that smaller margins were used
in the superior–inferior direction for DIBH by Rechner et al.,
whereas, in this study the same margins for FB and DIBH
were used.

Baues et al. [21] is the only previous study that has com-
pared IMPT and VMAT during DIBH for mediastinal HL, how-
ever, they did not make a comparison between DIBH and FB.
They showed reduced mean doses of 38–83% for the lungs,
heart and breasts using IMPT compared to VMAT, compar-
able to the reductions of 27–76% observed in this study.
Also, they showed a 49% decrease in the mean dose to
healthy tissue, corresponding to the 47% decrease in ID
observed in this study. However, they showed a 32% reduc-
tion in V20Gy,lungs for IMPT compared to VMAT, whereas a
22% increase was observed in this study.

PET images during DIBH, shown feasible by Petersen et al.
[14], were not available in this study. However, to reduce
contouring uncertainties, target delineation was performed
by the same oncologist and carefully investigated for each
patient during FB and DIBH. In order to make a strict com-
parison between all different treatment techniques, the same
CTV-PTV margins were used for FB and DIBH. Also, essentially
the same PTV volumes were used for the IMPT plans, with
only a small (1mm) additional margin for range uncertainties
added for a few patients. Thus, the dose reductions observed
for DIBH were derived only by anatomical changes and not
reduced CTV-PTV margins.

A limitation of this study is that intrafractional motion
during treatment has not been considered, which has the
largest dosimetric effects for IMPT, followed by VMAT and
3D-CRT. Intrafractional motion in combination with VMAT
and PBS delivery can lead to unwanted dosimetric interplay
effects, resulting in a degradation of the dose distribution to
the target and/or OARs [27,28]. For PT, range uncertainties
may also negatively impact the dose distribution [27].
However, this was a pure treatment planning study, guiding
to what is possible regarding dose sparing to OARs using dif-
ferent treatment techniques, and thus, the plans were not
created with regards to robust treatment delivery. Robust
optimization could have been used [29,30], however, this
technique was not available during the execution of this
study. However, robust PBS plans have been shown feasible
for mediastinal lymphomas, with minimal impact of interplay
effect if repainting and/or larger spot size is used [31].
Further, reduced margins due to mitigation of the target

motion during DIBH were not considered in this study.
However, the treatment is delivered during several DIBHs,
raising concerns about uncertainties in the intrafractional
DIBH target position reproducibility [32]. Another limitation is
that a constant RBE value of 1.1 was assumed for the IMPT
plans according to ICRU recommendations [33], however in
reality the RBE increases toward the distal edge of the SOBP
[34]. In the case of mediastinal HL, this could potentially
increase the biological effective dose to the OARs since they
are situated beyond the SOBP and this would depend on the
field setting used.

In addition, this study focuses on dosimetric effects, and it
is hard to estimate the exact clinical benefit for each individ-
ual from the dose distributions obtained for the different
treatment techniques. However, as low doses as possible to
OARs are always preferable in order to reduce side effects.
Especially in these often young patients, with a long life-
expectancy, who also receive chemotherapy which may
increase risk of cardiac-/lung toxicity as well as secondary
malignancies.

Conclusions

The majority of patients in this study benefited from DIBH,
however, the impact on the normal tissue dose was highly
individual and therefore comparative treatment planning
between DIBH and FB is encouraged. The largest benefits
were generally observed for the combination of DIBH and
IMPT. However, since multiple OARs are considered simultan-
eously and there is a large variation in disease distribution,
there is not a single best treatment technique for all medias-
tinal HL patients, and the treatment technique should be
chosen individually for each patient.
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Abstract

Purpose: The purpose of the study was to investigate if surface guided radiotherapy

(SGRT) can decrease setup deviations for tangential and locoregional breast cancer

patients compared to conventional laser‐based setup (LBS).

Materials and Methods: Both tangential (63 patients) and locoregional (76 patients)

breast cancer patients were enrolled in this study. For LBS, the patients were posi-

tioned by aligning skin markers to the room lasers. For the surface based setup

(SBS), an optical surface scanning system was used for daily setup using both single

and three camera systems. To compare the two setup methods, the patient position

was evaluated using verification imaging (field images or orthogonal images).

Results: For both tangential and locoregional treatments, SBS decreased the setup

deviation significantly compared to LBS (P < 0.01). For patients receiving tangential

treatment, 95% of the treatment sessions were within the clinical tolerance of ≤ 4

mm in any direction (lateral, longitudinal or vertical) using SBS, compared to 84%

for LBS. Corresponding values for patients receiving locoregional treatment were

70% and 54% for SBS and LBS, respectively. No significant difference was observed

comparing the setup result using a single camera system or a three camera system.

Conclusions: Conventional laser‐based setup can with advantage be replaced by

surface based setup. Daily SGRT improves patient setup without additional imaging

dose to breast cancer patients regardless if a single or three camera system was

used.

K E Y WORD S

interfraction motion, optical surface scanning, patient positioning, surface guided radiotherapy

1 | INTRODUCTION

Breast conserving surgery can remove macroscopic disease for early

stage breast cancer.1 After surgery some microscopic tumor foci may

remain, and if not treated with radiotherapy this can lead to locore-

gional recurrence and/or life‐threatening distant metastases.1 Early

Breast Cancer Trialists' Group performed a meta‐analysis of individ-

ual data for 10 801 women from 17 randomized trials and showed

that the 10‐yr risk for any first recurrence was 35% for women allo-

cated to breast conserving surgery only, and 19% for women allo-

cated to breast conserving surgery and radiotherapy.1 The absolute

risk reduction was 16%. For every four recurrence avoided by
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radiotherapy, one breast cancer death can be avoided.1 There is no

effective method to find microscopic disease after breast conserving

surgery and therefor radiotherapy is still considered to be impor-

tant for the cure of breast cancer. Radiotherapy for breast cancer

treatment uses a three‐dimensional computed tomography (3DCT)‐
based treatment planning which enables a high local selectivity for

the dose distribution; the target tissue is irradiated while the nor-

mal tissue is spared. The treatment planning system (TPS) ensures a

high accuracy in the dose deposition which requires high accuracy

in daily patient setup. Breast cancer patients have a long expected

survival and it is of importance to reduce interfractional setup

errors to avoid excessive irradiation that can cause toxicity in nor-

mal healthy tissue. The organs at risk (OAR) are primarily the lung

and the heart. Hence, complications such as radiation pneumonitis

and cardiac mortality have been shown to positively correlate with

the volume irradiated.2,3 Setup verification imaging strategies, gen-

erally classified as either online or offline, are used to ensure that

systematic and randomized setup deviations are minimized

throughout treatment. The drawback is that both strategies are

associated with a risk for second malignancies due to imaging

dose.4 The online strategy implies daily imaging before treatment

with a preset threshold for deviations. Laaksomaa et al., recom-

mended daily online image guidance due to large random interfrac-

tional variation in patient posture.5 This strategy is time‐consuming

and contributes imaging dose to the patient throughout treatment.

Having in mind the increased radiation dose due to imaging, the

ALARA principle and the fact that the survival of breast cancer

patients is expected to be long, an accurate nondose‐contributing
setup system is warranted. The offline strategy requires frequent

imaging in the beginning of the treatment course. The result is sta-

tistically analyzed for the systematic and random components of

the deviation in the patient position. The systematic deviation is

compensated for by a couch shift for the following treatment ses-

sions.6 The random deviation is mainly due to the inaccuracy in

laser aligned setup, which is commonly used for daily setup. The

patients are aligned according to landmarks on the skin and room

lasers.6 An alternative approach is to use surface guided radiother-

apy (SGRT), which uses a three‐dimensional (3D) model of the

skin surface for positioning and monitoring. The optical surface

scanning (OSS) system compares a 3D model of the patient’s

external surface extracted from the TPS with a live scan of the

surface while the patient is positioned on the treatment couch

(Fig. 1). Surface based setup (SBS) increases the patient setup

information compared to laser‐based setup (LBS), by using the

entire patient skin surface instead of only three skin marks. Sev-

eral OSS systems have shown a high correlation with verification

imaging results.7–9 Also, Chang et al. have in a study with 23

patients shown that SGRT has a high correlation to the lumpec-

tomy cavity defined by surgical clips for breast cancer patients

receiving accelerated partial breast irradiation.10 The OSS system

CatalystTM (C‐rad Positioning AB, Uppsala, Sweden) has been

evaluated in this study. This OSS system is unique because it

uses a deformable algorithm to calculate the isocenter position.

The principle behind the deformable registration in depth scans is

described by Hao Li et al.11 Recently published results showed

that patient setup using the deformable algorithm of the Cata-

lystTM system was superior to LBS for breasts with nodal involve-

ment in TomoTherapy (Accuray, Sunnyvale, CA).12 The work

carried out by Crop et al. used mass‐weighted PTV location for

patient setup, specially designed for the TomoTherapy environ-

ment. Similar results were observed at a linear accelerator by

Stanley et al. using the CatalystTM for breast cancer patient posi-

tioning.13 However, comparison between tangential and locore-

gional treatments and single vs. three camera systems has to our

knowledge not been investigated.

Tangential and locoregional treatments, and also, single and

three camera systems result in different surface coverage which

motivates an investigation of how the setup accuracy is affected.

The aim of this study was to retrospectively compare LBS with

SBS using the OSS system CatalystTM for both tangential and

locoregional breast cancer patients using single and three camera

systems.

F I G . 1 . (a) Reference surface (blue color) with the planned isocenter from the treatment planning system. (b) The live patient surface (green
color) captured by a single camera CatalystTM system. (c) The reference and live surface are matched with a deformable algorithm and a couch

shift in 6° of freedom is calculated to shift the live surface into the correct position with respect to the isocenter.
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2 | MATERIALS AND METHODS

2.A | Ethical consideration and consent

The use of the radiotherapy database for retrospective research has

been approved by the Regional Ethical Review Board in Lund (No.

2013/742).

2.B | Patient selection

A total of 139 patients were enrolled in this study, 63 patients

received tangential treatment after breast conserving surgery and 76

with locally advanced breast cancer patients received locoregional

treatment after mastectomy or breast conserving surgery. Both left‐
and right‐sided breast cancers were included, however, patients trea-

ted in deep inspiration breath hold were excluded in this study. The

median age was 62 yr (range: 34–83 yr) and 64 yr (range: 33–87 yr)

for the breast cancer patients receiving tangential and locoregional

treatment, respectively.

2.C | Computed tomography and patient
immobilization

All patients underwent CT using a Siemens Somatom definition AS

plus (Siemens Medical Solutions, Erlangen, Germany) for treatment

planning. In the TPS (Eclipse version 10.0.28 and 13.6.23, Varian

medical systems; CA Varian), the surface structure set (BODY), treat-

ment fields and isocenter position were exported to the CatalystTM

in the industry standard DICOM format. The patients were treated

in supine position on a breast board (PosiboardTM‐2 Breastboard,

CIVCO Medical Solutions) with their arms raised over the head and

positioned on an arm support. For tangential and locoregional treat-

ment, a breastboard pitch of 7.5° and 0° was used as standard,

respectively. An immobilization wedge was placed under the

patients’ knees for support. One patient receiving locoregional treat-

ment was positioned in a WingStepTM (Elekta AB, Stockholm, Swe-

den) and body vacuum bag with the contralateral arm by the side of

her body.

2.D | Treatment plans

The treatment prescription was 50 Gy in 25 fractions or 42.6 Gy in

15 fractions, normalized to the PTV mean or median dose. In the

TPS 3D conformal treatment plans were created for all patients. For

the tangential treatments, two opposing 6 MV tangential fields to

cover the breast tissue was used. Also, a supplementary field and/or

wedges were used for dose homogenization purposes. The isocenter

position was placed central in the breast tissue. For the locoregional

treatments, opposing tangential fields were used to cover the loca-

tion of the breast tissue. To complement the tangential fields in

order to achieve homogeneous dose a various number of supple-

mentary fields of 6 or 10 MV were used. The number of fields used

depended on target size and patient anatomy. The locoregional

axillary lymph nodes were covered with a 6 MV anterior‐posterior
(AP) field and a 10 MV posterior‐anterior (PA) field. Also, a supple-

mentary 10 MV PA field was used while shielding of the lung tissue.

The total number of fields used for the locoregional treatments ran-

ged between six and nine. For mastectomy patients, a 0.5‐cm thick

and 6‐cm wide bolus (Superflab, Mick Radio‐Nuclear Instruments,

Inc. An Eckert & Ziegler BEBIG Company) was placed over the oper-

ation scar. For locoregional treatment, the treatment isocenter was

positioned in the junction between the tangential and AP‐PA fields.

2.E | Surface guided radiotherapy with a
deformable algorithm for isocenter calculation

The OSS systems were ceiling‐mounted in nine treatment rooms, as

either a single camera or a three camera configuration. The three

camera configuration provides a 360° surface coverage of the

patient, due to a 120° installation angle between the systems. For

the single camera configuration, only one system is scanning the

patient, thus, the surface coverage becomes degraded. OSS systems

at six Varian TrueBeam (Varian Medical Systems, Palo Alto, USA)

and three ELEKTA Synergy (Elekta AB, Stockholm, Sweden)

equipped with verification imaging systems were used. The single

camera CatalystTM configuration was used for setup of all the tan-

gential treatments. For locoregional treatments, both the single and

three camera CatalystTM configuration were used for patient setup.

The CatalystTM system consists of a high‐power LED projector,

which projects a near‐visible violet light (λ = 405 nm) for surface

reconstruction purposes and a green (λ = 528 nm) and red

(λ = 624 nm) projection light for live feedback of the patient pos-

ture.14 The near‐visible violet light is projected as sequenced lines

onto the object to be scanned. The irregularity of the object scanned

disperses the sequenced lines, which is detected by a charged‐cou-
pled device (CCD) camera. Due to fixed geometry between the pro-

jector and the CCD, the principle of optical triangulation can be

used to reconstruct a 3D surface of the object scanned.15 Patient

setup with the CatalystTM was carried out in two steps; (a) patient

posture correction using surface matching and (b) isocenter position

adjustment using a deformable algorithm. To correct for patient pos-

ture, the OSS system matches the reference surface with the live

surface within a determined scanning volume and creates a distance

map between the two surfaces. If the two surfaces differ from a pre-

set surface tolerance, the system creates a color map that is back‐
projected onto the patient’s skin. The therapists manually correct the

patient posture, and the color map turns transparent once the two

surfaces are within the surface tolerance. Based on how well the ref-

erence and live surface match the system carries out a depth calcula-

tion of the isocenter position using a deformable algorithm (Fig. 1).16

Thus, the calculated isocenter shift depends on the daily patient

setup. For the isocenter calculation, the full patient surface coverage

of the thorax was used, however, surface close to isocenter is

weighted higher in the calculation than distant surface. Also,

anatomical deformations that can occur during the course of radio-

therapy were automatically handled by the algorithm. For each
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patient, the scanning parameters were adjusted individually in the

CatalystTM software to obtain optimal image quality, minimize cam-

era shadowing, and over or under exposed images.

2.F | Patient setup protocol

At the treatment machine, all patients were initially positioned by

laser alignment to a 3‐point based tattoo setup.

For the patients positioned using LBS, the calculated shift from

the reference point to the isocenter position was manually carried

out the first treatment session and the isocenter position was drawn

onto the patient’s skin using a marker pen. Verification images were

acquired, according to a No Action Level (NAL) offline strategy.17

The systematic deviation was estimated after the first three treat-

ment sessions and the setup was corrected for the remaining treat-

ment sessions. To carry out a fair comparison between the LBS and

SBS setup strategy, the setup data from the three first treatment

session for the patients positioned using LBS were excluded.

For the patients positioned using SBS, the couch was shifted to

the treatment position and the correction for posture was performed

using the color map with a tolerance of 5 mm (Fig. 2). The effect of

the free breathing motion was minimized by using a floating mean

value calculation over 4 s for the live image. Once the posture was

within the surface tolerance, the therapists manually shifted the

couch to correct for the isocenter deviation. The patient setup result

was saved by the therapists inside the treatment room and a residual

isocenter deviation ≤2 mm, and rotations ≤ 3° were accepted in this

study.

For both the tangential and locoregional treatments, each patient

was positioned using either SBS or LBS and the position was verified

using onboard imaging at the linac. Different patient anatomies were

included for all four groups. The shifts in lateral (lat), longitudinal

(lng) and vertical (vrt) direction, respectively, and the total vector off-

set (v ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
lat2 þ lng2 þ vrt2

q
), were evaluated. For SBS, the variation

in patient anatomies caused more or less camera shadowing in the

live image (Fig. 3).

2.F.1 | Tangential treatment

A total of 63 patients, 26 patients with LBS and 37 patients with

SBS, were positioned using a single camera system. The two differ-

ent setup techniques were verified with field images to enable com-

parison of the breast position in the treatment field. The anatomical

landmarks used were the lung edge and the breast tissue. In total,

677 field images were evaluated. For comparison, a two‐sided Wil-

coxon sum rank test was carried out for the vector offset and

F I G . 2 . (a) Color map projected onto the
patient’s skin for live visual guidance of
posture errors in the patient setup. (b) The
color map is also shown in the software
inside the treatment and control room.

F I G . 3 . (a) Surface of a patient receiving tangential breast cancer treatment, positioned with a single camera system. The breast board pitch
of 7.5° enhances the patient surface coverage. The isocenter is located in the breast tissue. (b) Surface of a patient receiving locoregional

breast cancer treatment at a single camera CatalystTM system. Nonoptimal camera settings in combination with a 0° pitch of the breast board
cause shadowing and the bolus occludes the signal. The loss of patient surface is above the isocenter. (c) Surface of a patient receiving
locoregional breast cancer treatment at a three camera CatalystTM system, with optimal camera settings. Full surface coverage of the patient,

including the bolus, is observed.
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Students t‐test for two independent mean for the lat, lng, and vrt

directions, with a statistical level of significance α = 0.01.

2.F.2 | Locoregional treatment

Three patient groups of totally 76 patients were enrolled in this

study. For SBS, 43 patients were included; 22 patients positioned

using a three camera system and 21 patients positioned using a sin-

gle camera system. Nineteen of the patients had bolus over the

operation scar, and one patient had a 1‐cm thick wet towel as a

bolus. One patient was excluded due to that the OSS system was

not used according to the study protocol. In the LBS group, 34

patients were enrolled. The patient setup was verified with orthogo-

nal kilovolt (kV) or megavolt (MV) images. The anatomical landmarks

used were the clavicular bone position, the lung edge, and sternum.

In total, 632 verification images were evaluated. For comparison a

two‐sided Wilcoxon sum rank test was carried out for the vector

offset and Students t‐test for two independent mean for the transla-

tional directions with a statistical level of significance α = 0.01.

A two‐sided Wilcoxon sum rank test was carried out to investi-

gate if there were any statistical significant difference between the

single and three camera system with a significance level of 0.01.

3 | RESULTS

3.A | Tangential treatment

The median vector offset was 4.2 mm (range: 0–19.7 mm) for LBS

and 2.4 mm (range: 0–8.1 mm) for SBS verified with field imaging

(P < 0.01). For LBS and SBS, 84% and 95% of the treatment ses-

sions were within the clinical tolerance of ≤4 mm in all the three

directions (lat, lng, or vrt). The cumulative probability for positioning

a patient within a spatial vector of 5.0 mm from isocenter was 57%

for LBS and 89% for SBS (Fig. 4). For 90% of the setup cases, the

F I G . 4 . Setup deviation for breast cancer patients receiving tangential treatment positioned using laser‐based setup (LBS) and surface based
setup (SBS). Histograms of the setup accuracy in (a) lateral, (b) longitudinal, and (c) vertical direction verified with field imaging. Reduced
maximal deviations can be observed for SBS compared to LBS in all three translational directions. (d) The cumulative probability of the vector
offset show a significantly improved patient setup for SBS compared to LBS (P < 0.01).
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spatial vector was within 11.0 mm for LBS and 5.0 mm for SBS. For

LBS, the mean value (±1 SD) was −0.6 ± 3.3 mm, 0.8 ± 3.7 mm,

0.6 ± 3.7 mm in lat, lng, and vrt direction, respectively. For SBS, the

mean value was −0.5 ± 1.4 mm, 0.4 ± 1.5 mm, 1.5 ± 1.7 mm in lat,

lng, and vrt direction, respectively (Fig. 4). Significant difference was

found in the vrt direction (P < 0.01).

3.B | Locoregional treatment

The median vector offset was 4.7 (0–18.7 mm) and 4.0 (range:

0−13.5 mm) for LBS and SBS, respectively (p < 0.01). For LBS, the

mean value (±1 SD) was 0.1 ± 3.4 mm, 0.1 ± 3.3 mm, 0.7 ± 3.1 mm

in lat, lng, and vrt directions, respectively. For SBS, the mean value

(±1 SD) was −0.5 ± 2.8, −0.1 ± 2.8, −0.3 ± 2.9 mm in lat, lng, and vrt

directions, respectively. The result was statistically significant for lat

and vrt directions (P < 0.01). The cumulative probability for position-

ing a patient within a spatial vector of 5 mm from isocenter was 55%

for LBS and 67% for SBS (Fig. 5). For 90% of the treatment sessions,

the spatial vector was within 9.1 and 7.6 mm for LBS and SBS,

respectively. For LBS and SBS, 54% and 70% of all treatment sessions

were within the clinical tolerance of ≤4 mm in all three directions (lat,

lng, vrt), respectively (Fig. 5). A small but not significant difference

was observed (P = 0.02) for the vector offset, comparing the single

camera system with the three camera system for SBS (Fig. 6).

4 | DISCUSSION

For both the patient groups receiving tangential and locoregional

breast cancer treatment, the patient setup was significantly improved

using the CatalystTM system. For locoregional treatments, the clinical

criteria (≤4 mm) were fulfilled for 16% more treatment sessions

using SBS compared to LBS. The corresponding improvement for

tangential treatments was 11%. This could potentially lead to a

reduced amount of verification imaging in the clinic. Also, the stan-

dard setup deviation for patients receiving tangential treatment was

F I G . 5 . Setup deviation for breast cancer patients receiving locoregional treatment positioned using laser‐based setup (LBS) and surface
based setup (SBS). Histograms of the setup accuracy in (a) lateral, (b) longitudinal, and (c) vertical direction verified with field imaging. (d) The
cumulative probability of the vector offset shows a significantly improved patient setup for SBS compared to LBS (P < 0.01).
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approximately reduced by half. For a few treatment sessions, devia-

tions up to 11 mm were observed for locoregional breast cancer

patients using SBS, which also was observed by Stanley et al. using

CBCT as verification imaging.13 In both LBS and SBS groups, large

setup deviations were found when the patient’s arm was incorrectly

positioned. For SBS, the therapists manually corrected the patient

setup according to the criteria for posture, however, for a few treat-

ments sessions, the criteria were not achievable due to shoulder

stiffness after surgery.

The back‐projected color map had a great impact on correction

of patient posture to the planned position, while LBS deficiencies

were largely caused by the lack of information of the patient pos-

ture. Degraded image quality for SBS was observed for a few

patients, due to nonoptimal camera settings. This was observed for

individual patients, and also, for the surface covered with bolus. The

camera exposure setting was optimized to scan the patient's skin

color, and since the color of the bolus deviated from the patient skin

color the camera got overexposed in this area. In the area of overex-

posure, the CatalystTM fails to reconstruct a surface, hence, informa-

tion about the bolus position will be lost. Also, since the deformable

algorithm values area above the isocenter in the calculation, an area

where the bolus often is positioned, vital information is lost. For a

single camera system and a locoregional patient with bolus, the sur-

face that was covered was the lower parts of the thorax, arm, and

chin. Since the arm and chin are not optimal anatomical structures

to use for patient setup, this contributes to inaccuracy in this study.

For the three camera system, better surface coverage over the treat-

ment area was observed, contributing to a more accurate patient

setup. The single camera system was installed in the ceiling by the

foot end of the couch. The reconstructed surface depended on how

much of the patient surface the camera was able to detect. For

tangential treatments, a breastboard pitch of 7.5° was used which

favored the CatalystTM camera, hence, the patient was tilted toward

the camera. For patients receiving locoregional treatments, a breast-

board pitch of 0° was used and in combination with a cranial isocen-

ter, important surface above the isocenter was not covered using

the single camera system. This loss of surface had a negative impact

on the accuracy of the patient setup (Fig. 3). For 17 out of the 76

patients in this study, the mass center of the PTV was used instead

of the isocenter for the setup calculation in the CatalystTM system.

However, since the surface above the calculation point was lost, the

setup accuracy was similar to using the calculated isocenter. For the

three camera system, for locoregional treatment, and single camera

for tangential treatment, the treatment site was well covered, which

according to our results, as well as in the study of Chang et. al, leads

to accurate positioning.10 In the time span between the in room SBS

and the verification imaging during treatment, patient motion con-

tributed to inaccuracy. For example, during one treatment session

for one patient, an offset of −3, −6 and −3mm in lat, long and vrt

direction, respectively, was observed for SBS. The CatalystTM log

showed that the registered shifts were caused by patient motion

between the setup and the verification imaging. Also, verification

images (MV or kV) are snapshots of the patient position, while the

OSS system was averaging the patient position over 4 s to reduce

the effect of the breathing motion which also might contribute to

uncertainty. Another source of error was patient rotation, which

was observed to be larger than the 3° tolerance in the study proto-

col for individual treatment sessions using SBS. Rotations >2° has

previously been reported by Guckenberger et al in 26% of patients

with thoracic tumors, with a maximal rotational error of 8°.18 The

authors could not observe any correlation between the rotational

error and the magnitude of the translational error. Since three

degree of freedom couches cannot compensate for rotations, an

advantageous feature using SBS is the ability to manually correct

for rotations inside the treatment room prior to verification imaging

and/or treatment.

5 | CONCLUSION

This study showed that surface based setup, using the CatalystTM

system can replace the conventional laser‐based setup for tangential

and locoregional breast cancer treatments, regardless if a single or a

three camera system was used. Additional information of the patient

posture was provided using surface based setup compared to laser‐
based setup, which improved positioning. Daily surface guided radio-

therapy for breast cancer patients can thus reduce time and dose

associated with verification imaging.
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Purpose: The use of optical surface systems (OSSs) for patient setup verification in external radia-
tion therapy is increasing. To manage potential deformations in a patient’s anatomy, a novel deform-
able image registration (DIR) tool has been applied in a commercial OSS. In this study we
investigate the accuracy of the DIR as compared to rigid image registration (RR).
Methods and Materials: The positioning accuracy of the DIR and RR implemented in the OSS was
investigated using an ad hoc-developed anthropomorphic deformable phantom, named Mary.
The phantom consists of 33 slices of expanded polystyrene slabs shaped thus to simulate part of a

female body. Anatomical details, simulating the ribs and spinal cord, together with 10 inner targets at
different depths are included in thorax and abdominal parts. Mary is capable of realistic body move-
ments and deformations, such as head and arm rotations, body torsion and moderate breast/abdomen
swelling. The accuracy of DIR and RR was investigated for four internal targets after deliberately
deforming the phantom nine times. Breast and abdomen enlargements and torsions around x, y, and z
axes were applied. For reference purposes, rigid displacements (where Mary’s anatomy was kept
intact) were included. The phantom was positioned on the linac couch under the OSS guidance and
for each target and displacement a CBCT was acquired. The accuracy of DIR and RR was assessed
evaluating the difference in means of absolute values between CBCT and the OSS registration param-
eters (lateral, longitudinal, vertical, rot, pitch, and roll), using both a reference surface extracted from
CT (CTr) or acquired with the OSS (OSSr). A comparison of the four different combinations,
DIR + OSSr, DIR + CTr, RR + OSSr, and RR + CTr, was carried out to evaluate the position accu-
racy for the various combinations. Finally, the positioning accuracy of the different target positions
using only OSSr was investigated for the DIR. A paired sample Wilcoxon signed-rank test
(P < 0.05) and a two-tailed Mann–Whitney test (P < 0.05) were carried out.
Results: The DIR in combination with OSSr showed significantly (P < 0.05) improved positioning
accuracy in the lateral and longitudinal directions and in pitch, compared to RR, when deformations
were applied to Mary. The positioning accuracy improved from 1.9 � 1.5 mm, 1.1 � 0.8 mm to
1.1 � 1.2 mm, 0.6 � 0.5 mm in lateral and longitudinal directions, respectively, and from
0.8 � 0.6° to 0.4 � 0.4° in pitch, using DIR compared to RR. Both the DIR and RR showed a simi-
lar positioning accuracy when rigid displacements of Mary were applied. For DIR, the OSSr gener-
ally showed improved calculation accuracy compared to CTr.
Independent of the reference image used, the target position influenced the registration accuracy,

and hence, one target could not be evaluated using RR due to its inability to calculate the correct
position.
Conclusions: Improved positioning accuracy was observed for DIR with respect to RR when defor-
mations of Mary’s anatomy were applied. For both DIR and RR, improved positioning accuracy was
observed using OSSr as compared to CTr. The position of the target inside the phantom influenced
the positioning accuracy for DIR. © 2020 American Association of Physicists in Medicine [https://
doi.org/10.1002/mp.14527]

Key words: accuracy, deformable image registration, optical scanning systems, patient set-up, sur-
face registration
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1. INTRODUCTION

Modern radiotherapy systems, applying a highly conformal
dose distribution, require accurate patient positioning tech-
niques. Widespread verification systems, such as portal imag-
ing, cone-beam computed tomography (CBCT), or
megavoltage computed tomography use ionizing radiation to
acquire an image representing the treatment position. Data
concerning patient position can also be derived using optical
surface systems (OSSs).1,2 OSSs use the external surface of
the patient for patient positioning, which allows increased
accuracy in patient positioning with respect to three-point
laser localization in superficial treatment sites, such as the
breast,3–7 and rigid body parts, such as the head.8–10 One of
the major advantages of using OSSs for patient positioning is
the potential to reduce daily verification imaging, and hence,
the imaging dose to the patient.3 The performance of OSSs
have shown to be comparable to CBCT and comparable or
superior with respect to portal imaging when used on phan-
toms.11–14 However, the accuracy of OSSs have shown to vary
depending on the treatment site, with decreased accuracy for
deeply situated targets, mainly in the abdomen and pelvis,
when compared to CBCT.15–18 In several commercial OSSs,
rigid registration (RR) between the reference surface and the
acquired surface is used to calculate to patient position.19

However, changes in anatomical structures and posture differ-
ences can present challenges for OSSs. To reduce the impact
of the patient’s external surface deformations on the surface
guidance accuracy, the OSS CatalystHDTM (C-RAD Position-
ing AB, Uppsala, Sweden) uses a deformable image registra-
tion (DIR) tool in the setup evaluation software.20,21 The use
of DIR requires an in-depth evaluation to understand the
algorithm’s strengths and weaknesses and, at the same time,
to highlight the implications of its clinical use. DIR algorithm
validation can be performed using deformable phantoms,
synthetic phantoms, and clinical patient data.22 The main
advantage of using a deformable phantom is that the whole
treatment chain can be evaluated to assess the global OSS
performance in 6 degrees of freedom.

CatalystTM is the only OSS to date which has implemented
both a DIR and a RR algorithm. To our knowledge, this is the
first study comparing the performance of the two registration
algorithms. Another study23 evaluates the DIR performances
applying deformations and rigid displacements to a synthetic
phantom, but no comparison between DIR and RR was per-
formed. Moreover, to carry out the comparison in a realistic
scenario, we developed a deformable anthropomorphic phan-
tom, named “Mary,” capable of simulating realistic body
movement and deformation. The phantom Mary has an exter-
nal surface suitable in both color and texture for OSS acquisi-
tions and contains structures and targets that are detectable
with ionizing radiations.

The purpose of this study was to investigate the accuracy
of DIR as compared to RR, using the deformable phantom
Mary and CBCT as a reference. DIR positioning accuracy
was investigated for different target positions and anatomical
deformations, as well as for type of reference surface used.

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS

2.A.. CatalystTM deformable image registration

In CatalystTM (C-RAD Positioning AB, Uppsala, Sweden),
a DIR algorithm is implemented20,21 to register the acquired
surface to the reference surfaces. The reference surface can
be a 3D surface previously acquired (OSSr) or a surface ren-
dered from a CT planning study (CTr). Since the patient anat-
omy can deform during the treatment, a DIR algorithm could
potentially provide a more accurate target volume registration
than a global RR approach. Two deviations of patient setup
are calculated: the posture and the isocenter deviations. The
posture deviation guides the therapists during patient posi-
tioning with a color-coded distance map that is projected onto
the patient’s skin, which helps minimize the differences
between live and patient reference positions. The isocenter
deviation indicates possible fine tuning of patient setup with
couch adjustment expressed as three translations and three
rotations. The isocenter error evaluation is a two-step process
that consists of a deformable surface registration of the refer-
ence and acquired surfaces followed by a volumetric deform-
able model, which deduces the isocenter position from the
surface differences. In the first step, both reference and live
surfaces are replaced by a surface mesh of triangles. Then a
deformation node graph, associated with the reference sur-
face, is built and correspondence points on the live surface
are obtained following a closest point approach. A nonlinear
optimization algorithm is then employed to generate the refer-
ence mesh deformation that minimizes the sum of each defor-
mation node energy. The stiffness of the mesh is initially set
high, but it is subsequently reduced in the iterative process,
to account for local deformations. This approach is adopted
with the aim of maintaining maximum rigidity.

In the second step, a volumetric mesh, consisting of uni-
formly distributed cubes, is created to relate all nodes of the
volumetric mesh to the nodes of the reference surface mesh.
Based on the source mesh node transformations evaluated in
the first step, the algorithm calculates the translations and
rotations of the isocenter.

2.B.. The deformable phantom

The deformable phantom “Mary” (Fig. 1) is an anthropo-
morphic phantom developed in-house at the University of
Florence, Florence, Italy and designed to simulate realistic
body movement and deformation. For x-ray imaging pur-
poses, structures were placed in the body of the phantom to
simulate bony anatomy (spinal cord and ribs).

The phantom was built by assembling 33 slices (2-cm
thick) of expanded polystyrene slabs shaped thus to simulate
part of a female body (from the head to the abdomen). In
order to create anatomical details simulating the ribs and
spinal cord, an incision was made in the internal surface of
10 slices and filled with clay, targets were simulated by dril-
ling eight holes in select slices and filled with clay, and a duct
running along the entire phantom was built to simulate the
spinal cord. All the slices were then connected using a rope
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that runs through the duct along the phantom’s body. The dis-
tance between adjacent slices was modifiable in order to
enable thorax bending and torsion. A cellulose envelope,
used to cover the thorax and abdominal slices, makes the
external body contour visible in CT and CBCT images. Two
separate objects made with polystyrene foam (not visible in
CBCT) were fixed to the phantom to simulate arms. Three
rubber sacks fixed under the breasts and in the abdomen
region can be inflated via three small pipes running out from
the phantom body to simulate breast and abdomen swelling.
The complete phantom is covered in a white Lycra tissue.
Independent and realistic head rotation, arm flexion, body
torsion around a longitudinal axis, and bending around lateral
and vertical axes can be achieved. Breast and abdomen
enlargement can also be simulated. CT, CBCT, and surface
images of Mary were acquired to demonstrate the phantom
usability.

2.C.. Assessment of the deformable image
registration accuracy

Mary was used to evaluate the DIR as compared to RR,
using CBCT as reference. All surface images, CT and CBCT

images were acquired at the Radiotherapy department in
Lund, Sweden.

Comparison between the DIR and RR was carried out for
both rigid displacements while keeping the anatomy of the
Mary’s body intact (Maryrigid), and deformed displacements
where the anatomy of Mary’s body was altered with torsions
and/or deformations (Marydeformed).

The positioning accuracy with regard to the reference sur-
face used, both the CT data-derived surface (CTr) and a sur-
face captured with the OSS (OSSr), was also investigated.

CT acquisition of Mary was performed using a Siemens
Somatom definition AS plus (Siemens Medical Solutions,
Erlangen, Germany) with a slice thickness of 1 mm. The CT
data were sent to the TPS (Eclipse, v 13.6, Varian Medical
Systems, Palo Alto, CA) where the external phantom surface
was segmented and manually edited, and four representative
phantom targets were selected. For each target, an RT plan
was generated and sent to the CatalystTM (HD v5.2.1) system
together with the external surface to be used as reference
(CTr). The same RT plans were shared with a linac (True-
Beam 2.5, Varian Medical Systems, Palo Alto, CA) by means
of ARIA R&V system. The OSSr was acquired for each of
the four targets using a CatalystHDTM OSS while the phantom

FIG. 1. Pictures of the deformable phantom “Mary” showing different postures due to torsion of the thorax or deformations of the breast structures and the abdo-
men. A 3D model showing the phantom’s internal structures simulating the bony anatomy of a female thorax. [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.c
om]
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was positioned in the isocenter verified by CBCT imaging.
Prior to OSS acquisitions, Mary was positioned on the treat-
ment couch and the surface images acquisition width was
optimized for each target. A scanning volume, similar in
extension to that used for patients, was set in order to exclude
surface anatomy far away from the considered target.

The phantom was then deliberately deformed manually,
and, for each target, was positioned at the isocenter using
couch shifts under the OSS guidance and with OSSr as a ref-
erence surface. Moderate deformations were used in order to
evaluate OSS in a clinically realistic scenario. Mary is not fit-
ted with any instrument to measure the deformations applied
but, using CBCT, it is possible to obtain an a posteriori esti-
mate of the extent of deformation.

Nine deformations were tested: five torsions around x, y,
and z axes, two breast, and two abdomen enlargements.
While the five torsions were used to test the DIR and RR per-
formances on all target positions, the breast and abdomen
deformations were only used for the targets close to the
deformed regions.

Three rigid displacements in which Mary was positioned
by the OSS guidance without any deformations applied were
carried out successively for each target using couch shifts
under the OSS guidance with OSSr as a reference surface.

For each positioning of Maryrigid and Marydeformed, a sur-
face image and a CBCT was acquired. The CBCT was

registered on the planning CTusing the automatic registration
software based on mutual information and subsequently
refined manually, following a local approach focused on the
target. The surface images were acquired for an offline calcu-
lation of the isocenter position, enabling both DIR and RR to
be evaluated.

The differences in means of absolute values between the
CBCT and DIR or RR registration parameters (Dlat, Dlong,
Dvert, Dpitch, Droll, Drot) were assessed offline using both
CTr and OSSr as reference surfaces. A comparison was car-
ried out between the various combinations of DIR + CTr,
DIR + OSSr, RR + CTr, and RR + OSSr, to investigate the
optimal combination for accurate patient positioning.

A statistical analysis was carried out using a paired sample
Wilcoxon signed-rank test (P < 0.05). A statistical analysis
between deformations and rigid displacements was carried
out using a two-tailed Mann–Whitney U test (P < 0.05). All
statistical analyses were performed with OriginPro (version
9.0.0, OriginLab Corporation, Northampton, MA).

3. RESULTS

3.A.. The deformable phantom

In Fig. 2 some samples of CT, CBCT, and surface images
of Mary are shown. The internal anatomical structures and

FIG. 2. Some selected slices of computed tomography (CT) (a) and cone-beam CT (CBCT) (b) acquisitions of Mary. In (c) and (d), two examples of CatalystTM

acquisitions showing the reference surface images in green and the live surface images in blue. Torsion of Mary around the y-axis is shown in (d), where the blue
and the green surfaces no longer overlap, and the live surface is either above or below the reference surface resulting in a chess pattern. [Color figure can be
viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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targets, as well as the external surface, were visible in CT and
CBCT images and the external surface is well reproduced in
surface images.

3.B.. Assessment of the deformable image
registration accuracy

3.B.1.. Comparison between DIR and RR algorithms

Using OSSr as reference image, improved positioning
accuracy was observed for DIR as compared to RR in Dlat,
Dlong, and Dpitch (P < 0.05) when deformed displacements
were applied to Mary (Table I). In this case, the mean posi-
tioning accuracy, evaluated for all targets and deformations,
was improved from 1.9(�1.5)mm, 1.1(�0.8)mm to 1.1(�1.2)
mm, 0.6(�0.5)mm in lateral and longitudinal directions,
respectively, and from 0.8°(�0.6°) to 0.4°(�0.4°) in Dpitch.
For rigid displacements of Mary and using OSSr, the posi-
tioning accuracy of DIR and RR was equivalent for Dlat,
Dlong, Dvert, Drot and Droll (Fig. 3 and Table I). For Dpitch,
a significant improvement in positioning accuracy was
observed for DIR.

The CatalystTM rigid registration algorithm, in combination
with OSSr, was not able to evaluate the registration parame-
ters for target 4, probably due to the inability of the OSS
algorithm to find the global minimum of the cost function.
For this reason, all the data related to this target were
excluded from this analysis.

Reduced positioning accuracy was observed using CTr for
both DIR and RR, and hence, differences between the two
registration algorithms could not be observed (Table I).

3.B.2.. Positioning accuracy dependency of
reference surface used for DIR

The global performances of the DIR are described in
Fig. 4 where the absolute differences between OSS and
CBCT registration parameters, obtained by deforming the
phantom (Marydeformed) or applying rigid displacements
(Maryrigid), are reported for all targets using both OSSr and
CTr. In Table II the mean values and standard deviations of
the absolute differences for all targets are reported together
with the p values between OSSr and CTr and between defor-
mations and rigid displacements using OSSr and CTr at the
significance level of 0.05. Improved positioning accuracy
was observed for OSSr as compared to CTr for Dlat, Dlong,
Drot, and Droll and Dlat, Dvert, Drot, and Droll for Maryde-
formed and Maryrigid, respectively (P < 0.05; Table II). The posi-
tioning accuracy for the four internal targets in Marydeformed

was reduced from (mean � 1 SD) 2.4 � 1.3 mm,
2.3 � 2.2 mm, 2.2 � 2.9 mm to 1.2 � 1.2 mm,
1.0 � 0.9 mm, 1.4 � 1.8 mm, in Dlat, Dlong, and Dvert
directions, respectively, for CTr as compared to OSSr
(Table II). Comparison of the DIR algorithm’s ability to han-
dle deformed displacements as compared to rigid displace-
ments of Mary showed no significant difference in Dlat,
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Dlong, Drot, Droll, and Dpitch; however, a significant differ-
ence was observed in the Dvert direction, which is likely an
effect of inflated abdomen and breast tissue (Table II).

An estimate of applied deformations, assessed comparing
CBCT and CT Mary’s surface, resulted up to 10 mm for
breast and abdomen enlargement. Additionally, in torsions of
Mary the CT-CBCT match showed differences of 6 mm of
the phantom surface and up to 3 degrees of rotation.

3.B.3.. Positioning accuracy dependency of target
position for DIR

The positioning accuracy of DIR in combination with
OSSr, split by target, is reported in Fig. 5. Overall, a larger

data dispersion was observed for target 4, both for deforma-
tions and rigid displacements, compared to the other three
targets. Target 4 was situated in the abdominal area and was
affected by inflation of the abdomen to a larger extent; hence,
larger surface deformations in the z-direction (up to 8.8 mm)
were observed by the DIR; however, no shift of the internal
target was observed by the CBCT registration (Fig. 6).

4. DISCUSSION

The purpose of this study was to investigate the deform-
able surface image registration algorithm implemented in the
optical surface scanning system CatalystTM as compared to
rigid registration used traditionally. The DIR has been in

FIG. 3. The positioning accuracy using deformable image registration (in black) and RR (in green) for (a) deformed displacements and (b) rigid displacements of
Mary. Each symbol represents the absolute difference between the corresponding cone-beam computed tomography and OS registration parameters evaluated for
targets 1, 2, and 3 (target 4 was excluded) and displacement. In both cases OSSr was used. [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

FIG. 4. Absolute differences between CatalystTM (using the deformable image registration algorithm) and cone-beam computed tomography registration parame-
ters evaluated for each target and displacement using OSSr (red) or CTr (black) as reference surface. In (a) the results obtained deforming the phantom (Mary de-

formed) are reported and in (b) those obtained applying rigid displacements (Maryrigid) are reported. Using OSSr showed an improvement compared to using CTr. [Color figure can
be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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clinical use since 2016 but an in-depth analysis of the sys-
tem’s performance has not yet been fully undertaken. This
aspect is important because knowing the limits of the systems
helps to establish appropriate site-specific tolerances neces-
sary for a routine use of OSS in clinical use. Evaluating the
clinical application of OSSs is also important as relevant
technical guidelines have not yet been published.

One significant drawback of using OSSs for patient setup
is the potentially reduced correlation between the external
surface and internal anatomy when deformations and posture
variations occur. Due to the infinite possible combinations of
posture error and deformations, a complete validation of a
DIR algorithm is extremely difficult and, until now, limited
to software approaches23 or rigid phantom studies.13,15 In
order to evaluate the DIR in a clinically realistic scenario, we
developed a deformable phantom capable of realistic move-
ments such as body torsion, bending or enlargement of the
breast and abdomen.

To compare our results with those of previous studies,
rigid displacements were also considered. The main results of
our study consist of the comparison between the deformable
and rigid registration algorithms implemented in CatalystTM.
The results in this study demonstrate a significant advantage
in using DIR over RR when anatomical deformations were
considered. Differences between DIR and RR were small
and, as the impact of these differences in terms of dose distri-
butions have not been included in this study, it is difficult to
assess if the use of DIR could lead to a clinical advantage in
case of deformations or not.

As expected, both DIR and RR show similar results when
rigid displacements of Mary were investigated. The results
obtained for rigid displacements are comparable to those
obtained in previous studies15,23 using the same OSS. How-
ever, for target 4, the RR was not capable of carrying out the
positioning calculation, showing the limitations of the Cata-
lystTM RR algorithm. Also, the DIR showed decreased accu-
racy for positioning of target 4, due to abdominal
enlargements applied to Mary, although the internal target
was fixed to bony anatomy and was not affected by this
enlargement. This comparison provides an order of magni-
tude between the DIR and RR and suggests that caution
should be taken when using either DIR or RR in the case of
large deformations. A major limitation in this study was the
inability to measure the level of deformity applied to Mary;
hence, the study is a relative comparison between DIR and
RR in the presence of deformations.

Significantly improved results were observed using
OSSr over CTr for both deformed displacements and rigid
displacements of the phantom Mary. The sensitivity to the
reference surface used implies that a systematic error was
present for the CTr, most likely due to inaccuracy of the
external surface delineation in the TPS or lower density of
the points for the distance map used in the initial calcula-
tion step.

DIR positioning accuracy of the four internal targets was
also investigated. Our study highlights a difference in posi-
tioning accuracy using DIR dependent on the target position.T
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Targets located in body parts with no or poor gradient (lack
of anatomical structures) in the external surface were
observed to be challenging for the OSS, and reduced posi-
tioning accuracy was therefore observed. Also, decreased
positioning accuracy was observed for target 1 when a large
breast enlargement was applied. From this study we infer that
the most problematic situations for DIR to handle are body
enlargements in regions with poor shape gradient (such as the
abdomen or thorax in men).

A previous study on the deformable registration algorithm
performance of the CatalystTM system was conducted by

Meyer et al23 on a synthetic phantom. The authors evaluated
the system by introducing some deformations of the body sur-
face extracted from a real phantom CT study in relation to
breast deformation in size, hunching/arching back, and dis-
tended/deflated abdomen. A comparison of our study results
and those obtained by Meyer et al is quite difficult due to the
different approaches followed. We placed the phantom Mary
like an actual patient, simulating a realistic clinical scenario,
while Meyer et al. compare applied transformation with the
registration parameters obtained using the DIR algorithm
implemented in CatalystTM.

FIG. 5. The positioning accuracy of the deformable image registration in combination with OSSr for each target and for deformed displacements and rigid dis-
placements of Mary. Targets 1, 2, 3, and 4 are represented by yellow, green, red, and blue colors, respectively, and are highlighted in some Mary images in the last
row. [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

FIG. 6. Cone-beam computed tomography images of target 4 showing (a) no abdomen enlargement, (b) small abdomen enlargement, and (c) medium abdomen
enlargement.
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In this study, breast and abdominal enlargements were also
included, which had an impact on all registration parameters,
in contrast to Meyer et al who only highlighted a poor accu-
racy estimate of the translation along the vertical axis or pitch.

5. CONCLUSIONS

A deformable thorax phantom, capable of realistic defor-
mations was developed and used to compare deformable and
rigid image registration algorithms.

Differences between DIR and RR were small; however,
the use of DIR slightly improves the positioning accuracy
compared to RR when clinically realistic deformations were
applied to the deformable phantom. As expected, the differ-
ence between DIR and RR was not observed when rigid dis-
placements of the phantom were considered. For targets
located in body parts with poor shape gradients or when lar-
ger deformations were applied to the deformable phantom,
reduced positioning accuracy was observed for DIR. Also,
using a reference surface captured by the OSS improved the
positioning accuracy with respect to a CT derived surface.
The approach we propose is suitable for quality assurance of
different registration algorithms developed for OSSs.

a)Author to whom correspondence should be addressed. Electronic mail: ste-
fania.pallotta@unifi.it; Telephone: +39 055 2751831; Fax: +39 055 2751835.
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Abstract  

Introduction: The aim of this study was to evaluate if surface guided radiotherapy 
(SGRT) can decrease patient positioning time for localized prostate cancer patients 
compared to the conventional 3-point localization setup method. The patient setup 
accuracy was also compared between the two setup methods.  

Materials and Methods: A total of 40 localized prostate cancer patients were 
enrolled in this study, where 20 patients were positioned with surface imaging (SI) 
and 20 patients were positioned with 3-point localization. The setup time was 
obtained from the system log files of the linear accelerator and compared between 
the two methods. The patient setup was verified with daily orthogonal kV images 
which were matched based on the implanted gold fiducial markers. Resulting setup 
deviations between planned and online positions were compared between SI and 3-
point localization.  

Results: Median setup time was 2:50 min and 3:28 min for SI and 3-point 
localization, respectively (p < 0.001). The median vector offset was 4.7 mm (range: 
0 – 10.4 mm) for SI and 5.2 mm for 3-point localization (range: 0.41 – 17.3 mm) (p 
= 0.01). Median setup deviation in the individual translations for SI and 3-point 
localization respectively was: 1.1 mm and 1.9 mm in lateral direction (p = 0.02), 1.8 
and 1.6 mm in the longitudinal direction (p = 0.41) and 2.2 mm and 2.6 mm in the 
vertical direction (p = 0.04). 

Conclusions: Using SGRT for positioning of prostate cancer patients provided a 
faster and more accurate patient positioning compared to the conventional 3-point 
localization setup.  
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1. Introduction 

Image guided radiotherapy (IGRT) is used in modern radiotherapy to minimize 
setup errors due to both inter- and intrafractional patient and tumour motion [1, 2]. 
Recently, a surface imaging (SI) modality has been adopted into the IGRT toolbox 
with the potential to further decrease the effect of inter- and intrafractional motion 
during patient positioning and treatment delivery [3, 4]. Surface guided radiotherapy 
(SGRT) generates real-time three-dimensional (3D) surface images of the scanned 
patient, which is compared to a reference surface for positioning purposes. Unlike 
the simple conventional 3-point localization setup method, SGRT provides 
additional information of the patient topography, highlighting patient posture errors 
and anatomical deformations (such as swelling or weight loss) [5]. As SI does not 
contribute to any radiation exposure, it can be used for patient monitoring during 
treatment delivery. Also, SGRT has the capability of automatic beam-hold if the 
patient motion exceeds a pre-set threshold [4]. Previous studies have shown that 
SGRT can provide accurate positioning for various treatment sites and treatment 
techniques [3, 6-10]. Most widespread, SI has been clinically implemented for 
positioning of breast cancer patients since the target position is well represented by 
the surface [8, 11, 12]. The improved setup has the potential to decrease the amount 
of verification images, which could reduce both setup time and absorbed dose to the 
patients [4, 8, 13]. For internal treatment sites, the target position is not always well 
represented by a surface image, resulting in reduced positioning accuracy [3, 6, 14]. 
For targets in abdomen and pelvis, SGRT achieves the similar accuracy as 3-point 
localization and is often considered to be used as a complement to verification 
images [3, 6, 14].  

For prostate cancer radiotherapy, the treatment time should preferably be kept as 
short as possible due to the increased risk of prostate motion over time [15-17]. 
Having an accurate and fast patient positioning is therefore of particular importance. 
In recent years, ultra-hypofractionation with a high fractional dose delivered with 
flattening filter free (FFF) volumetric modulated arc therapy (VMAT) in few 
fractions has been proposed and implemented in our clinic [18]. With fewer 
fractions, it is less likely for the total delivered dose distribution to be evenly blurred 
around the target due to setup deviations. Hence, accurate patient positioning is even 
more crucial for ultra-hypofractionated treatment. To minimize potential setup 
errors, the initial patient setup method should provide a reliable correlation to the 
treatment position. Further, only small shifts after verification imaging are 
preferable to minimize patient displacements caused by large couch shifts. Two 
early publications have shown SGRT to be a reproducible and non-invasive method 
for positioning of prostate cancer patients treated with 3D-conformal radiotherapy 
[19, 20]. Only a few studies have examined the time efficiency of using surface 
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imaging during patient positioning instead of 3-point localization setup [9, 10]. 
These studies showed that the total treatment time can be reduced while improving 
or maintaining patient position accuracy, however, both studies were carried out on 
a TomoTherapy treatment system using the time consuming megavoltage computed 
tomography (MVCT) for image guidance. 

The aim of this study was to investigate if SGRT could improve the setup workflow 
by reducing the setup time while maintaining the positioning accuracy for prostate 
patients receiving ultra-hypofractionation FFF-VMAT treatment. To our knowledge 
this is the first study to examine if SGRT can reduce the patient setup time for 
prostate cancer patients. 

 

2. Method 

2.1 Ethics 

The Regional Ethical Review Board in Lund has approved retrospective research of 
radiotherapy data (No. 2013/42). 

2.2 Patients 

A total of 40 localized prostate cancer patients were included in this study. Each 
patient received 7 fractions of a 6 MV FFF ultra-hypofractionated VMAT treatment 
plan with a total absorbed dose of 42.1 Gy, delivered with a TrueBeam linear 
accelerator (ver 2.5, Varian Medical Systems, Palo Alto, CA). All patients had a 
CTV to PTV margin of 7 mm, in line with the HYPO-RC-PC trial [18]. The CTV 
included the prostate only and all patients had three gold fiducial markers implanted 
at least two weeks prior to start of radiotherapy treatment.  

2.3 Positioning  

Twenty patients were positioned using the conventional 3-point localization setup 
method, where skin tattoos were aligned with in-room lasers. The remaining 20 
patients were positioned with SI setup where a single camera CatalystTM (C-Rad 
Positioning AB, Uppsala, Sweden) system was used for positioning. In this study, 
patient positioning refers to the initial setup carried out prior to acquisition of 
verification images.   

The beginning of positioning was the same for all patients. All patients were 
positioned in a CombifixTM (Civco Radiotherapy, IA, USA) for fixation of the knees 
and legs and were holding a small ring with their hands, placed on their chest. 
During the first fraction the in-room lasers were aligned with the patient’s tattoos. 
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In order to move the patient from the reference position to the isocenter position, a 
manual couch shift was performed by the radiation therapists (RTTs). When in 
isocenter position, marks aligning with the lasers was drawn on the patient’s skin.  

For all patients, the position was always verified using orthogonal kilovoltage (kV) 
images, which were considered to be the gold standard. The fiducial markers in the 
kV images were matched to the position in the digital reconstructed radiograph 
(DRR). The deviations obtained in lateral (lat), longitudinal (lng) and vertical (vrt) 
directions from the image matching was compared between SI and 3-point 
localization setup. The total vector offset, v, was calculated using equation (1). 𝑣 = 𝑙𝑎𝑡 + 𝑙𝑛𝑔 + 𝑣𝑟𝑡  (1) 

 

In total, 280 paired images were analysed regarding patient positioning accuracy.  

For the patients positioned with 3-point localization the in-room positioning was 
considered to be complete when the lasers were aligned with the patient’s skin 
marks. The RTTs then left the treatment room and proceeded with the acquisition 
of the orthogonal kV images to verify the position of the gold fiducial markers.  

2.3.1 Surface imaging setup 

The optical surface scanning system CatalystTM creates 3-dimensional surface 
images for patient positioning. The hardware and functionality of the CatalystTM 
system has been described elsewhere [23, 24]. 

Skin marks were drawn during the first fraction for patients positioned with SI as 
well. This was done to help the RTTs in the transition to the new positioning method 
and these markers were often used the following fractions as a quick initial check 
for rotations. For SI setup, the reference surface used was the body structure of the 
planning CT data set, imported from the treatment planning system. Before 
treatment start, genitalia and the most cranial part of the stomach was cropped from 
the reference surface.  

To obtain the best possible live surface with good surface coverage of the patient, 
the settings of the CatalystTM were optimized during the first fraction. Thereafter, 
the RTTs corrected for any rotations by comparing the live and reference surfaces 
and using a color map projected on the patient. This color map is a live feedback of 
the patient position and shows if the live position of the patient differs from the 
reference one in red and green color. A tolerance level for deviations between live 
and reference surface can be set, and only deviations larger than this threshold will 
activate the color map projection [23]. In this study, the color map threshold was set 
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to 5 mm. Lastly, the couch was shifted with Auto-GoTo to the correct isocenter 
position calculated with the non-rigid algorithm of the CatalystTM system. When 
pressing the Auto-GoTo button, the couch coordinates for positioning the patient in 
isocenter is sent from the CatalystTM system to ARIA (Varian Medical Systems, 
Palo Alto, USA). After this, a button on the treatment couch pendant can be pressed 
and the couch is automatically moved in lat, lng and vrt according to the calculations 
done by the CatalystTM (Figure 1). 

 

 
Figure 1. A surface imaging example. The blue and green surfaces are the reference and live surfaces, respectively. 
The couch was initially shifted to isocenter position using saved couch parameters. The shift indicated by CatalystTM 
(Lat -1 mm, Lng +10 mm, Vrt -7 mm) (a) was then applied using the Auto-GoTo function. The color map and the 
positioning result indicated a roll (b), which was corrected for by asking the patient to adjust himself. Once the roll was 
corrected for, residual translations (Lat +4 mm, Lng 0 mm, Vrt +2 mm) (c) were applied using Auto-GoTo into the correct 
treatment position (d). 

 

During the following fractions, the patient was positioned on the couch and the 
RTTs quickly checked the lasers and skin marks. The couch was initially shifted 
into the isocenter position using the Auto-GoTo function (Figure 1) using the saved 
couch parameters. Thereafter, also using the Auto-GoTo function, the couch was 
shifted to the correct isocenter position according to the CatalystTM. The live and 
reference surfaces were compared, and any rotations indicated by the CatalystTM 
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were corrected for. In presence of pelvis rotation, the color map was projected onto 
the patient’s skin for setup correction guidance for the RTTs. The RTTs asked the 
patient to lift his hips and turn in the direction instructed by the red and yellow 
colors. After such correction, the Auto-GoTo was used to correct for any residual 
translations (Figure 1). 

2.4 Setup time  

The setup times were retrieved from system log files in ARIA. The start of 
positioning was defined as when the RTTs turned the in-room lasers on or when 
they first started moving the couch after the patient had been opened in ARIA for 
treatment, whichever occurred first. The end of positioning was when image 
acquisition started. 

In our clinic there is no separate initial setup session prior to treatment start and 
instead all initial setup is carried out during the first treatment fraction. During the 
first fraction of SI setup, the RTTs went through all the steps that also were carried 
out during the first fraction of 3-point localization setup. This entailed correcting for 
rotations using the 3-point skin tattoos, manually shifting the couch from reference 
position to isocenter position and drawing skin marks in the isocenter position, 
before using SI for positioning. Thus, the time spent on 3-point localization and SI 
could not be resolved. The positioning time of the first fraction for SI setup was 
therefore not considered representative and was excluded. To obtain a fair 
positioning time comparison between the two different setup methods, the setup 
time of the first fraction for 3-point localization was also excluded. The setup time 
was investigated for 240 fractions. 

2.5 Statistics 

The setup time and setup deviation distributions were tested for normality using the 
Shapiro Wilks test. Setup times were not normally distributed. Consequently, the 
Mann-Whitney U test was used for comparing the setup times for the two methods. 
Positioning deviations in the lng and vrt direction for SI were normally distributed, 
however, positioning deviations for 3-point localization were not normally 
distributed. To test the hypothesis that the two setup methods result in equal setup 
accuracy, a Mann-Whitney U test was carried out. A significance level of α = 0.05 
was used for all tests. 
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3. Results 

3.1 Setup time 

The median setup time was 2:50 minutes (min) (range: 1:32 – 6:56 min) for SI, and 
3:28 min (range: 1:42 – 12:57 min) for 3-point localization (p < 0.001) (Figure 2). 
On average the setup time decreased with 49 s for each fraction, using SI (Figure 
2). 

 

 
Figure 2. Comparison of  patient setup time for surface imaging and 3-point localization setup. The lower quartile is the 
25th percentile and the upper quartile is the 75th percentile. The red horizontal lines respresent the median setup time, 
the black crosses show the mean setup time. The whiskers shows the nonoutlier minimum and maximum value. Outliers 
are values larger than 1.5 times the interquartile range and are displayed as red plus signs. 

 

3.2 Positioning 

The median setup deviation in the lat translation was 1.1 mm (range: 0 – 5.6 mm) 
for SI and 1.9 mm (range: 0 – 15.2 mm) for 3-point localization (p = 0.02) (Figure 
3a). For lng setup deviations the median was 1.8 mm (range: 0 – 9.6 mm) for SI and 
1.6 mm (range: 0 – 15.2 mm) (p = 0.41) (Figure 3b). For vrt the median setup 
deviation was 2.2 mm (range: 0 – 9.3 mm) for SI and 2.6 mm (range: 0 – 12.6 mm) 
for 3-point localization (p = 0.04) (Figure 3c). 

The median vector offset was 4.7 mm (range: 0 – 10.4 mm) for SI and 5.2 mm 
(range: 0.41 – 17.3 mm) for 3-point localization (p = 0.01). The probability of 
positioning a patient within a total vector offset of 7 mm was 84% for SI and 71% 
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for 3-point localization (Figure 3d). For 90% of the fractions the total vector offset 
was within 7.6 mm for SI and 10.1 mm for 3-point localization. For SI, only one 
fraction had a total vector offset larger than 10 mm, which implies that such large 
setup deviations occurs less than every 100th fraction. However, for 3-point 
localization a setup deviation larger than 10 mm occurred approximately every 10th 
fraction. 

 

 
Figure 3. The cumulative probability for setup deviation comparing surface imaging and 3-point localization setup in the 
lateral (a), longitudinal (b) and vertical (c) direction as well as the total vector offset (d), verified with orthogonal kV 
images. 
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4. Discussion 

In this study, the potential of SGRT for ultra-hypofractionated prostate cancer 
radiotherapy treatment, in terms of patient setup efficiency and accuracy, was 
investigated. Large setup deviations were reduced, while patient setup time was 
improved with 20% using SI. These findings are to our knowledge the first to show 
improved setup efficiency while maintaining the standard daily IGRT prostate 
protocol. It is of great importance to reduce the total treatment time for prostate 
cancer patients since prostate motion increases over time [15-17]. Langen et al. [15] 
showed that the prostate can drift 5 mm from isocenter after only 4 min and 
Ballhausen et al. [16] showed that the variance in prostate position increase over 
time for all prostate cancer patients. Even small total treatment time reductions in 
the order of minutes can therefore lead to a reduced effect of intrafractional motion, 
which is especially important for patients treated with a high fraction dose. Further, 
a shorter treatment time could also result in higher patient comfort and the 
possibility to treat more patients. Previously, FFF beams have been implemented 
which has halved the beam on time [21] for prostate cancer radiotherapy treatments. 

This study was designed to isolate the initial setup time between SI and 3-point 
localization. It is therefore certain that time reductions shown in this study can be 
traced to the use of SGRT only. The results are independent of for instance the IGRT 
method used or different treatment techniques. Hence, other clinics who choose to 
start positioning patients with SI can expect around 1 min in time reduction per 
treatment fraction. 

The patient setup time was found to be significantly reduced using SGRT for 
positioning of prostate cancer patients, which shows that SGRT is a potent tool to 
further reduce the treatment fraction time, by reducing the patient setup time. The 
reduced setup time could be because of a standardized workflow for surface 
imaging. Thus, the steps in the software are rigid and leaves no room for manual 
couch adjustments. The information from the color map mitigates the RTTs’ 
subjectivity on how well the patient needs to be aligned since the color map and 
rotations must be fulfilled, hence the SI system works as an operator-independent 
check for the patient setup.  

When this study was conducted, the use of SI for prostate cancer patients had just 
been started. The RTTs was therefore at the beginning of their learning curve on 
how to use the CatalystTM system for these patients. The Auto-GoTo function was 
introduced in connection with this project and was an additional step in the SI 
workflow to learn. Further time reductions might be achievable due to increased 
experience of using the SGRT system. As a further consequence of this study, the 
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RTTs have omitted drawing skin marks onto the patients, which also contributes to 
reducing the setup time. 

Previous studies [3, 6, 14] have not shown any improvement using SGRT for pelvis 
positioning. This could be due to the fact that in those studies, they grouped different 
target sites in the most caudal part of the body into pelvis/lower extremities. To our 
knowledge this study is the first to investigate positioning accuracy for prostate 
patients receiving ultra-hypofractionation FFF-VMAT treatments. In the study by 
Stanley et al. [3], the average vector offset for treatment sites in the pelvis/lower 
extremities was 6 mm for setup using surface scanning. This agrees well with the 
median vector offset obtained in our study of 4.7 mm for SI. However, Stanley et 
al. found that the average vector offset for setup with lasers and skin marks for 
pelvis/lower extremities was 9 mm. This is slightly higher than the results in this 
study where the median vector offset was 5.2 mm for 3-point localization.  

An early study by Bartoncini et al. [20] showed improved patient setup in lat and 
vrt directions using a different SI system and bony image registration for prostate 
patients. Bartoncini et al. evaluated if SI correlated to verification image registration 
and did not compare SI to the conventional 3-point localization setup. Hence, the 
present study is the first to show an improvement in the setup workflow and patient 
positioning. Positioning results in this study, showed that SI provides a significantly 
improved surrogate for the target in lat and vrt directions compared to 3-point 
localization. The improvement in the lat direction could be explained by the fact 
that a single central tattoo is used for 3-point localization, whereas the full 
topography of the patient is used for the SI setup. Moreover, while the non-normal 
distribution of setup deviations for 3-point localization implies a subjective setup 
method, the normally distributed setup deviations for SI are another indication of a 
more operator-independent method. Further, a single camera CatalystTM system was 
used for setup in this study. However, with a 3-camera CatalystTM system the patient 
setup accuracy could potentially be further improved. Additionally, based on these 
results, patient positioning using SI could potentially be applied for other deeply 
seated targets.  

We have found SI to be useful in combination with kV imaging to prevent patient 
setup deviations prior to verification imaging. SGRT can be considered as an 
additional safety component in case imaging is left out or for target sites where daily 
images are not acquired. 

Although outside the scope of this study, another important finding was the 
improved physical work environment reported by the RTTs when using SI for 
prostate cancer patients. When SI was used there was a lot less hands-on work for 
the RTTs and there was not as much need for lifting and pushing the patient into the 
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correct position. Since the start of this project the RTTs have therefore reportedly 
experienced a reduction in the amount of back and shoulder pain. These results are 
however not part of this study and should be further investigated. 

 

5. Conclusion 

Surface guided radiotherapy with the CatalystTM system reduced the patient setup 
time by approximately 1 minute per treatment fraction. Additionally, the initial 
patient setup accuracy was significantly improved using the surface imaging setup 
method prior to IGRT. 
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